
 

RHUBARB ROOTS 

 
Rhubarb is a popular source for pies and sauces. Fertile, well-drained soils in the Midwest are well suited for this flavorful red 
garden crop. Ideally your soil should have a very low compost percentage and be well drained. You want to avoid high levels of 
organic compost materials. Rhubarb roots are high in starch like a potato and are cut, or divided, leaving open wounds that can 
easily decay if there are high levels of compost organisms in your soil. 
Rhubarb, often called pie plant, is an herbaceous perennial. The edible portion of the plant is the large tender leaf stalk harvest-
ed in late spring or early summer when other fruits are not yet ripe. Also, rhubarb may be forced into growth during the winter 
months for fresh use.  

Homeowners should set rhubarb plants with other perennial crops along the side of the garden in an out-of the-way place, but 

where the plants can receive full sun and can be cultivated. Two to three plants usually are adequate for the average family. 

The leaf blades of the rhubarb plant contain oxalic acid and, therefore, are not edible, either raw or cooked. Poisoning has been 

reported from eating the leaf blades of the rhubarb plant. Do not eat the leaves as they are poisonous. 

Soil Preparation    A fertile, sandy loam which is well-drained is best for rhubarb. A well-drained soil will diminish the chances 
of crown rot. When new plantings are made, the soil should be deeply plowed or rototilled, then worked into a fairly level planting 
bed. Liberal applications of fertilizer should be incorporated as the soil is worked. Broadcast fertilizer over the entire bed surface, 
then work it into the soil. A 1:1:1 ratio, such as 12-12-12 should be used at the rate of about 3-4 pounds per 100 square feet of 
bed area (3-4 teaspoons per square foot) in the absence of a soil test. If possible, also cover the area with 2-3 inches of well-
rotted manure. Then plow under or rototill the entire bed area.  

Planting and Spacing    Planting should be done in the early spring. Set rows 5 to 6 feet apart, and in the rows, plant 3 feet 
apart in shallow furrows so crowns will be ABOVE the surface. Planting rhubarb crowns too deep will, at the least, delay produc-
tion and at worst kill the plant. When properly planted least 1/4 to 1/3 of the crown surface should be above ground level. 
If the bud itself is below the soil line it may rot off and fail to grow. A shallowly planted crown will often grow and a crown planted 
below the surface almost certainly will not. DO NOT bury the crown under the soil. You MUST leave the black crown with the 
white buds above the soil level as this is the “flower” of the rhubarb and as with all flowers will rot underground. 
Rhubarb can be grown from seed, but seedlings do not breed true. They are unlike the mother plant and are generally of inferior 
quality. Therefore, it is best to use crowns of a known cultivar. Rhubarb is very hardy and can be planted in the spring as soon as 
the ground can be easily worked and planted. Choose crowns which have at least 2 large buds. It is very important not to allow 
crowns to dry out before they are planted to prevent damage. You can propagate your own plants by dividing the crown of a 
healthy plant, preferably in early spring before new growth begins. Leave as many roots as possible with each division. Rhubarb 
divided in late fall should be protected with a winter mulch of straw or similar material after several hard frosts.  
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Crimson Red Rhubarb 
This variety is considered by some to be the best flavored rhubarb 
available with a perfect sweet, tart combination that makes rhubarb so 
appealing. The stalks will grow about two feet tall and produce good 
yields of fleshy stalks that are not stringy. Crimson Red shows good 
weather hardiness and is adaptable to many soil types and growing 
conditions. Zone 3-8  

Potted $15.95    Bareroot $11.95       

Valentine Rhubarb 
Red, thick, fleshy stalks that do not loose color when cooked. 
Considered as one of the sweetest rhubarbs. Great for freezing  or 
fresh use. Vigorous root.  Does not produce seeds talks or bolt as 
soon as other kinds 

Potted $15.95    Bareroot $11.95 
Bareroot wt. for shipping is 1 lb per root 

GROWING RHUBARB  

Red Champange Rhubarb 
This vigorous upright perennial has large glossy dark green triangular 
leaves and produces long red or green flushed red stems ready for 
harvest from early spring and occasionally in summer large upright 
flowers. Champagne red rhubarb is a rhubarb variety that originated 
in the Dutch region of Kennemerland. Its sensory characteristics are 
remarkable; and leaves a light sparkling sensation in the mouth,   
   Zone 5-8  

       Potted $15.95    Bareroot $11.95       

Cawood Delight  Rhubarb 
This rhubarb variety is not as vigorous as MacDonald, but has 
deeper red color and slightly thicker stalks. Cawood Delight has a 
stout growth habit that will excel in northern areas. It may struggle 
in areas with long periods of high heat. There are a lot of positive 
feedback on this variety from commercial growers and home gar-
deners. Zone 4-8  

 Potted $18.95    Bareroot $14.95       

McDonald Rhubarb 
We have selected this rhubarb strain for its excellent production for 
commercial growers and home gardeners. This very vigorous, upright 
growing strain produces large, tender stalks and has acceptable red 
color. Shows resistance to root-rot problems. Zone 4-8  

 Potted $18.95    Bareroot $14.95       
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Seeds talks or Bolting is caused by:  

 Variety – Some varieties of rhubarb flower more than others. Heirloom varieties tend to flower more than modern 
cultivars. 

 Maturity – Plants need to reach a certain maturity in order to reproduce through seed. For a rhubarb plant, that ma-
turity comes a few years after it is planted. The older a rhubarb plant is, the more the rhubarb goes to seed. 

 Heat – Rhubarb plants grow best in cooler temperatures. If you have an unusually warm spring, this can cause a 
rhubarb to start flowering. 

 Stress – Stress can also force a rhubarb to flower. Stress can come in the form of a lack of water, pests, lack of 
nutrients or animal damage. Anything that makes the plant feel threatened can cause it to start flowering. 

Climate   Rhubarb prefers cool, moist summers with daytime temperatures that do not exceed 90 degrees F, and winter tem-
peratures below 40 degrees are required to break dormancy and stimulate spring growth. Rhubarb grows best where summers 
are cool and moist, with winters cold enough to freeze the ground several inches below the surface. As long as drainage is good, 
rhubarb grows well throughout the midwest. Once growth starts in the spring, the climatic conditions may determine, in part, the 
color of the leaf stalks, particularly of the older cultivars. If the weather is cool, the stalks develop a good pink to red color which 
gradually fades as the weather becomes warmer. Some cultivars such as Valentine, Canada Red, McDonald, or Ruby, hold a 
good red color for most of the season.  

Cultivation    Rhubarb thrives best under clean cultivation because grass and weeds often harbor damaging insects. Each 
spring before growth starts, hoe or harrow the bed thoroughly, but be careful to avoid injury to the crowns. During the growing 
season, cultivate the row middle and hand hoe to keep the planting weed-free.  

Fertilizing    Each season after harvesting is completed, side-dress with 1/3 pound of ammonium nitrate per 100 square feet 
(1 teaspoon per 3 square feet) of bed space to encourage top growth. It is important that the plant build up a good reserve of 
food during the growing season. This reserve food, which is stored in the root system, improves the quality and yield of next sea-
son’s early spring crop.   If possible, place about 2-3 inches of well-rotted manure around plants in the fall.  

Following the first light freeze in the fall, mulch with 3-4 inches of strawy manure around the plants, but not on the crowns. More 
mulch can be added next spring before hot, dry weather. The mulch helps to control weeds and retain moisture. The manure is 
also a good source of nitrogen. As long as the bed is well-fertilized with chemical fertilizers as outlined previously, weathered (to 
sprout all weed seeds) wheat straw, thoroughly ground corn cobs or other materials can be used as a substitute for strawy ma-
nure.  

Harvesting   For 2 years after planting, allow all leaves to grow to produce food for good crowns and roots. Harvesting before 
the third season reduces the stalk size and overall yield of the plants. During the third season of growth, stalks may be harvested 
for a 4-week period during the spring. During the following years, harvest for 8-10 weeks in spring. Allow the leaves to develop 
after this period so that plants can produce and store food reserves for next year’s growth.  Harvest no more than 4 weeks be-
ginning the third season of growth. Harvest for about 8 to 10 weeks in the fourth season of growth. DO NOT remove more than 
1/2 of the developed stalks from any plant at one time. This will give the roots strength for the next season. Harvest rhubarb 
when stalks are 10-15 inches long by grasping the stalk near its base and pulling it slightly to one side. The stalk should sepa-
rate easily from the plant. Trim the leaf blades from the stalk and store in a plastic bag in the refrigerator for up to 4 weeks.  

Bolting (Seed Stalk Formation)   Infertile soil, extreme heat or cold, drought, or long days that expose the plants to too 
much light may cause bolting which is the production of seed stalks. Old plants tend to bolt more than young ones. The cultivar 
Valentine seems to bolt less than McDonald, Ruby, and most green-stalked cultivars. The seed stalks should be cut out as soon 

as they are formed because they reduce the vigor of the plant. Remove all seed stalks as they appear 

Seeds talks or Bolting is caused by:  

 Variety – Some varieties of rhubarb flower more than others. Heirloom varieties tend to flower more than modern cultivars. 

 Maturity – Plants need to reach a certain maturity in order to reproduce through seed. For a rhubarb plant, that maturity 
comes a few years after it is planted. The older a rhubarb plant is, the more the rhubarb goes to seed. 

 Heat – Rhubarb plants grow best in cooler temperatures. If you have an unusually warm spring, this can cause a rhubarb to 
start flowering. 

 Stress – Stress can also force a rhubarb to flower. Stress can come in the form of a lack of water, pests, lack of nutrients or 
animal damage. Anything that makes the plant feel threatened can cause it to start flowering. 

 

Diseases and Insects    Keep beds well-cultivated because grass and weeds often harbor pests. Remove curly dock, which 
harbors the rhubarb curculio. Removing weeds should control the stalk borer and curculio, both of which work in the stem of the 
rhubarb plant.   Crown rot is controlled by using disease-free plants and planting in well-drained soil. Follow good cultural prac-
tices to encourage abundant foliage growth after the harvest season. This is an important plant growth period because the food 
manufactured in the leaves is moved (translocated) and stored in the roots for the following year’s growth.  

Rejuvenation   Plants should be divided and reset every 8-10 years. Use a sharp spade to divide the crown leaving 3 or 4 
buds undisturbed in the old location. Old plants which become thick only produce inferior, slender stems.  

Forcing for Winter Use    Before the ground freezes in the fall, dig a few crowns and cover with straw or soil to keep them 
from drying out. After about 2 weeks of freezing weather, bring the crowns indoors, place them into crates or boxes, and work 
soil in around the roots until they are covered. Water the plants thoroughly. Place the crowns in a darkened cellar or cool room at 
a temperature of 60-65° F. As growth begins, a long stalk develops along with a very small leaf blade. Stalks can be cut in 3-4 
weeks, and cutting can continue as long as the stalks are of a suitable size (about 1 month). Be sure to keep the roots moist. 
Ordinarily, forcing reduces the vigor of the roots to such an extent that the roots should be discarded after production.  
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Dutch Garden Nursery    PH# 660-397-4115    Fax # 636-898-0930 

Currants &  Elderberries  &   Figs  &  Gogi Berry 
Plant Prices [Call for shipping quote]   $18.95 each for 2 Gallon Pots or   

$12.95 each if you get them from us in March before we repot them 

CURRANT -  
BLACK SEPTEMBER  
A popular and easy to grow English 
variety. Bears good crops of firm, 
large, sweet and juicy berries. Aro-
matic and flavorful, Black September 
fruit ripens in late July. Very hardy and 
disease resistant. Attractive, upright 
growing shrub Firm, Large Berries, 
Mild Flavored.   Zones 3-7 

CURRANT - RED LAKE RED 
It is a cold-hardy currant, moderately 
susceptible to powdery mildew, and is 
widely planted in the U.S. and Europe. 
The plants are fairly vigorous, very 
productive and grow to 3'-5' tall. The 
berries are dark red, sub-acid (which 
means sweeter) and of high quality. 
As with all currants, Red Lake benefits 
from afternoon shade in warmer cli-

mates. Although red currants are related to black currants they have a 
growth habit more like gooseberries and should follow the same plant-
ing and pruning advice  Cold Hardy, Vigorous, Productive, High Quali-
ty Fruit.  Zones 3-5 

ELDERBERRY -   
BOB GORDON 
Produces huge clusters of 1/4 inch 
berries. Pendulous flower heads pre-
vent birds from getting all the fruit. 
Bob Gordon is unusual as an elder-
berry, it’s fruit can grow on new 
canes, so some growers with a long 
growing season do cut to the ground 

yearly. This will make a lower 5 - 6 ft tall easier to harvest. Fruit ripens 
in July. & August Produces huge clusters of 1/4 inch berries, lower 5 - 
6 ft tall easier to harvest. Zones 4-8 

ELDERBERRY -  MARGE 
Hybrid between the American Sambu-
cus canadensis and the European 
Sambucus nigra which gives us an 
elderberry with all the characteristics 
of the European varieties but free 
from the diseases that plague so 
many. The berries are larger than the 
American varieties and "Marge" is 
also self-pollinating so only one plant 

is necessary for fruit production. Original plant was an open pollinated 
seedling of "Haschberg"; Marge is considered to be Sambucus nigra, 
though the male parent is unknown. Flowers form on last year's woody 
growth, so fruit will form the second year after planting.  
Hybrid between the American Sambucus canadensis and the Europe-
an Sambucus nigra, large berries, self-pollinating.   Zones 4-8 

ELDERBERRY -  
WYLDEWOOD 
American hybrid with large dark pur-
ple berries, tall upright growth up to 
6 feet. Produces heavy yields, is 
efficient to harvest, and produces 
fruit well-suited for processing. Cross 
pollinate with Bob Gordon.  Produc-
es heavy yields, is efficient to har-
vest, and produces fruit well-suited for processing   Zones 3-8 

FIG -  OLYMPIAN 
a ultra cold hardy fig and absolutely 
delicious. This fig produces very 
sweet fruits with thin purple skin with 
a red to violet flesh. does well in a 
variety of soils, but require at least 8 
hours of sunlight during the growing 
season. Cold injury can be reduced 
by choosing sites without direct sun-
light early in the morning or later in 
the afternoon. Begins bearing fruit 2-3 years after planting, plant at 
maturity reaches 4-8 ft, fruit ripens July and September. is incredibly 
cold tolerant, reportedly surviving down to zero degrees Fahrenheit, 
and growing back from the roots at colder temperatures. Zones 6-10 

FIG -  CHICAGO HARDY 
Is considered to be one of the hardi-
est edible figs. Its stems are hardy to 
10 F and the roots are hardy to -20 
F. It can be grown in zone 5 if situat-
ed in warmer micro-climate and giv-
en protection with heavy mulch when 
dormant. Stems that die back will re-
sprout in spring and will produce fruit 
on the new wood. The medium-sized 
fruit has light brown to deep purple skin with sweet, pink flesh and 
ripens in late summer and early fall. grows 10-15 ft. tall although it 
may only grow 3 to 4 ft. tall in cold climates if it dies back. Zone 6-10 

ELDERBERRY -  YORK 
Largest berries of any cultivated eld-
erberry. Juicy, sweet, purplish black 
berries. Good for jam, jelly, juice, pie, 
and wine. Hardy, vigorous, highly 
productive bush will grow 6 to 8 feet. 
Large creamy white flowers in early 
summer and nice fall foliage. Two 
varieties need for cross pollination. 
Can bear as early as the second 
year. Last to ripen.  Zones 4-8 

CURRANT -  
PINK CHAMPANGE  
A Pink currant known for its striking 
long flavorful translucent pink berries. 
Easily grown compact shrub reaches 
about 4 ft tall. Fruit is suitable for cook-
ing and preserves, as well as fresh 
eating. Disease resistant.   
Zones 3-7 
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Gooseberries &  Kiwis  &  Mulberry  &   Yezberry 
Plant Prices [Call for shipping quote] 

$18.95 each for 2 Gallon Pots   or  $12.95 each  
if you get them from us in March when we get them in before we repot them 

GOOSEBERRY -  
CAPTIVATOR 
American and European cross with 
great plant features. Vigorous canes, 
nearly thorn-free and disease re-
sistant. The dessert quality red fruit is 
tear-drop shaped with a sweet, mild 
taste. Pick when ripe to avoid fruit 
drop. Good resistance to powdery 

GOOSEBERRY - HINNOMAKI 
RED 
Outstanding flavor. Outer skin is tangy 
while the flesh is sweet. Very produc-
tive with dark red medium sized fruit 
(3.6g) on upright plants. Favorite with 
home gardeners. Very adaptable to 
various growing systems. Would make 
hedge or space barrier. Could be 

adapted to machine harvest. Good mildew resistance. Begins fruiting 
in the planting year--real nice feature for home gardeners. Great fla-
vor, Very Productive, Dark Red, Medium sized fruit. Good mildew re-
sistance.   
Zones 4-8 

GOOSEBERRY -  POORMAN 
It is one of the larger and better fla-
vored, fresh-eating type gooseberries, 
while equally good for pies, jams and 
other processed products. The plants 
are mildew resistant, productive, and 
vigorous.  Later ripening berry. 
Abundant, Large, Flavorful Dark Red 
Fruit, "Dessert"  
Don't let the name fool you! Originated 

in Utah, the result of an American x European type cross  Zones 4-10 

MULBERRY -  DWARF 
Morus sp. Is a medium size black 
mulberry with a sweet tasty flavor. In 
pot culture it can be maintained as a 
dwarf with minor pruning. Produces 
sweet medium size berries, which 
can be eaten fresh or used in jams 
and jellies. Plant is self-fertile, and 
should be planted in moist well 
drained soil (avoid standing water or 
flooded areas). they prefer a soil pH between 5.5 and 6.5 with full sun.   
Zones 5-11 
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KIWI -  MALE 
MALE - DOES NOT FRUIT, 1 MALE 
NEED FOR EVERY 6 FEMALES. 
The male plant is not a named varie-
ty. Approx. 6" - 12" plants. Plants 
should be planted 10 feet 
apart.   Zones 4-7 

KIWI -  ANNA 
One of the most popular varieties for 
gardeners and commercial growers 
alike, with, very sweet and flavorful 
fruit, the skin is green and develops a 
purple-red blush in the sun about the 
size of a large grape. Bloom Time: 
May. Ripening Time: September-
October.   
Zones 4-7 

KIWI -  MICHIGAN STATE 
 A newer variety originating from 
Michigan State, very  productive, is 
prized for its exceptionally large fruit 
and delicious flavor, Michigan State's 
lime green fruit can weigh up to 1 oz. 
Bloom Time: May. Ripening Time: 
September-October.  Zones 4-8 

YEZBERRY -  SOLO 
Self-fruitful and delicious. Yezberry® 
Solo™ haskap was developed from 
Japanese genetics for delicious, 
large fruit. Very large, plump fruit 
appears in early summer. Large plant 
means abundant production and 
easy harvesting. This special selec-
tion is apomictic, meaning it will fruit 
without a pollinator present; however, 

larger and more abundant fruit results when planted with another 
Yezberry® variety. Delicious when eaten fresh from the plant but 
equally excellent for processing into sauce, jam, or jelly  
Zones 3-8 

GOGI BERRY  CRIMSON STAR  also known as Wolfberry  
Chinese native features light purple, 
bell-shaped flowers and bright red 
berries. The nutritious, sweet and 
tasty berries are popular in Chinese 
dishes and are among the highest in 
antioxidant, have more carotene 
than carrots and contain essential 
amino acids and many minerals. 
Attractive 5 to 6 ft. vining shrub 
(needs support), self fertile, thorny 
and hardy to -10 F.Drought resistant 
and likes full to half-day sun and well drained soil. The berries have 
been described as a mixture of strawberry, raspberry and cranberry. 
Fruits in late summer as soon as 2nd year after planting.  Zones 5-9 
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 G u i d e  f o r  P l a n t i n g  S m a l l  F r u i t  P l a n t s  
Gardeners Guide for Planting Small Fruit Plants 

(1) Minimum suggested spacing's. See discussion of plant spacing's in text | (2) At full bearing age, with good care 

Fruit Planting Distance (1) 
Interval 
from plant-
ing 

Years to Life of Height of Est. annual yield 

  
Between 
Rows (ft) 

Between 
Plants (ft) 

to fruiting 
(in years) 

full production plants (in years) 
Mature Plant 
(ft) 

per plant (2) 

Aronia 10 4 1 5 20+ 6+ 23 lbs 

Asparagus 3 1 1 3 20+ 4 1/4-1/2 lbs 

Blackberries - 
Erect 

6-8 3 1 2 10-12 4-5 1 qt 

Blackberries -  

Trailing 
6-8 6-10 1 2 8-10 6-8 4-10 qts 

Blackberries - 
Everbearing 

6-8 4-5 1 2 8-10 8-8 2 qts 

Blueberries 8-10 6-8 2 5 20+ 6-10 3-4 qts 

Buckthorn 5 3-6 3 3+ variable 6-10 NA 

Cranberry 1 1 2 2+ variable 2 < 1 lb 

Currants 6-8 4 2 4 12-15 3-4 3-4 qts 

Elderberry 10 5-6 2 2+ variable 6-8 25+ lbs 

Goji Berry NA 4-8 2 4 variable 8 2 lbs 

Gooseberries 6-8 4 2 4 12-15 3-4 4-5 qts 

Grapes 8-10 8-10 3 5 20+ 6 1/4-1/2 bushel 

Horseradish NA 18"-24" 1 1 variable 3 variable 

Kiwi variable 10 3 5 NA 10+ 50+ lbs 

Lingonberry variable 18" 1 2 NA <2 NA 

PawPaw 10 8 5 NA variable 20 25 lbs 

Raspberries - 
Summer 

6-8 1-2 1 3 8-15 4-5 1 1/2 qts 

Raspberries - 
Black/Purple 

6-8 24"-30" 1 3 8-10 4-5 1 qt 

Raspberries - 
Everbearing 

8 2-3 1/2 2 8-15 4-5 1 qt 

Rhubarb 5 3 1 2 20+ 3 10 lbs 

Strawberries - 
June 

3 1/2 - 4 18"-24" 1 1 3-8 1 1/2 - 1 qt 

Strawberries - 
Everbearing 

variable 6" 0 1 2 1 variable 
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$29.95 

Small Fruit Pest 
Management 

Handbook   
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  Plants will fail to flourish if roots are too deep or too shallow. 
• Take care that soil is packed firmly around the plant roots. 
• Do not plant near wild plants, or near plants whose origins are unknown. 
• Maintain adequate soil moisture through the plant establishment period and the 
growing season. 
• Water well 1-3 times a week, not every day. 
• Avoid fertilizer burn. Wait until plants are established before applying fertilizer. 
• We advise you to plant all the roots of the plant - cutting roots decreases support 
for new growth. 
• All of our plants prefer full sun and will not thrive in shady locations. A half day of 
sun or more is 
necessary for the healthiest plants and to help ripen your berries. 
• For balanced nutrition, we recommend 10-10-10 or an equivalent ‘complete’ or 
‘balanced’ fertilizer 
formulation for all of our plants, except blueberry plants which need 17-6-6 or ammo-
nium sulfate. 
• Always consider equipment access when planning your plant and row spacing. 
Strawberries 
• Avoid planting strawberries in soils where previous crops have included strawberries, brambles, potatoes, toma-
toes, eggplants or peppers. These crops may harbor soil pathogens may negatively affect your new plants. 
• Do not mulch using materials like decayed or wet leaves that tend to mat and can smother plants. 
• Do not renovate day-neutral strawberries. 
Brambles 
• Caution should be taken to prevent the roots from being planted too deeply. 
• Plant green, tissue-culture plants only after danger of frost has passed. 
• You may mulch lightly the planting year, but beware, new growth must be able to develop easily from the roots! Do 
not mulch brambles beyond the first year. 
 • Do not mow summer-bearing raspberries; they fruit on 2 year-old (over-wintered) canes. You only 
prune out the canes which bore fruit during the previous growing season. 
Asparagus 
• Be careful not to damage emerging spears when cutting below the soil surface during harvest. 
• Asparagus requires very sweet soil—be sure that soil pH is at 7.2 or higher. 
• Do not mix compost with the soil until plants are growing. Use compost as an amendment, mixing 
it thoroughly with soil. 
• Do not soak prior to planting. 
Blueberries 
• Blueberries require an acidic soil with a pH between 4.5-4.8. A pH of 5.0 or higher is too high! 
• Often, soil must be acidified; amend the soil with elemental sulfur. Caution: Excessive sulfur can be toxic! Do a soil 
test and apply the proper amount of sulfur. Don’t guess. See details on page 24. 
• Do not apply fertilizer close to your planting date. Blueberries can be adversely affected by potassium chloride. Do 
not use fertilizer that contains it. We do not recommend aluminum sulfate for fertilizing or acidifying. Use sulfur to 
acidify the soil and 17-6-6 or ammonium sulfate to fertilize. 
• Do not use leaves or excessive sawdust as mulch. These materials can limit or prevent rains from reaching the soil 
and plant roots. 
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Midwest Home 
Fruit Production 

Guide    
148 pages      

$29.95 

Small Fruit Pest 
Management 

Handbook   
234 pages   

$41.95 

Midwest Grape 
Production 

Guide    
155 pages              

$33.95 

Midwest Straw-
berry Produc-

tion Guide   
138 pages       

$29.95 

Midwest Rasp-
berry & Black-
berry Guide 
157 pages      

$39.95 

BACKYARD 
FRUIT PRO-

DUCTION 
BOOK  

$12.75 

Shipping weight for all books is 2 lbs each 

“Beyond The Picket Fence”   
By Mary Alice              - Perennials - 

A Personal and basic how to 
grow and care for perennials. 
With simple approach in mostly 
everyday language, this book 
tells where to plant & how to care 
for perennials. The choices en-
closed are some of the author’s 
lifetime experiences and favor-

ites      $24.95 
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GROWING BLUEBERRIES 

THE PLANTING SITE Selecting and preparing 
 For successful blueberry growing,  the soil must be acidic and have lots of organic matter. Choose an area with rich 
loam or sandy loam soil.  In clay soil it is ideal to add sand, composted mulch or organic matter to the site.  Work up the 
are well so that there is ample loose soil.  Provide good drainage. Slightly ridging up or berming the planting row is ben-
eficial.    Important! The pH of the soil should be in the 4.5 to 5.5 range.  Add a form of sulfur to establish the 
correct pH. 

SPACING  
Space plants 4’ to 5’ apart; Rows 8’ to 10’ apart 

   

PLANTING  
Bareroots can dry out very quickly.  Never allow them to become dry at anytime.   If possible soak the roots briefly 
before or during planting. Keep moist during planting.  Do not plant to deeply. Cover the root with 1” of top soil.  Water 
well after planting, Do not apply fertilizer at planting. Be sure to cover the top of the root ball with 1/2” -1” of topsoil - 
don’t plant too deeply. Wood chips can be mixed into the soil prior to planting. Wood chips aerate the soil, increasing 
drainage and root penetration. This method is good for all type of soil, but most beneficial in heavier, silt loam or clay 
loam soils. Put a 2”-3” deep layer of wood chips over your planting row and incorporate it thoroughly into the top 6”-8” of 
soil. Mix in the required amount of sulfur as determined by your soil test. Then you’re ready to plant. If you use peat 
moss, thoroughly mix 40% peat with 60% soil making sure the peat is thoroughly saturated with water before mixing. 
Place this mixture under and around each plant. Make sure the peat/soil mix is thoroughly covered with ½”-1” of plain 
soil after backfilling the hole. This practice is to benefit the fi first 60-90 days of root development for strong plant estab-
lishment. Any peat not covered with soil will quickly wick moisture away from the plant and cause the roots to dry out 
rapidly. 
Tip: Instead of removing sod, measure a 2”-4’ wide  
strip the length of your required row and apply 
Roundup™ to the row when the grass is 4”-6” tall. 

Warning: Shavings or sawdust with manure  
has too much nitrogen for first-year plants. 

IRRIGATION 
Because of a very shallow, fibrous root system, frequent watering is required. Blueberry plants need continued moisture 
after planting.  A good rule is to apply 2” of water per week while fruit is on the plant.    During the early years of plant 
establishment and post harvest for mature plants 1” per week  is usually sufficient unless there is a drought.  Irrigation 
water should be pH corrected.   (use sulfuric acid or similar.) 

FERTILIZING 
Do not fertilize at planting.  Apply 2 oz. Of ammonium sulfate per plant 6 to 8 weeks after planting. The second year use 
2 oz. Of 10-10-10 fertilizer (or equivalent) per plant at blossom time and repeat a month later.   Increase this amount 2 
oz. per year until you reach 8 oz. per plant.  For new planting continue to use ammonia sulfate for several years if pH 
levels higher than 5.5  persist. Do not apply fertilizer in late summer or early fall. Late-season fertilizing could lead to 
new, tender growth which is susceptible to winter injury and may lead to entry points for disease. 

Warning: Do not use fertilizer that contains potassium chloride, blueberries can be adversely affect-
ed. We also do not recommend aluminum sulfate. 

PRUNING 
Blueberries require less pruning than most other fruits.  For the first seven years, remove only weak, broken, or overlap-
ping branches.  Once the plant reaches maturity (about 8 years) remove one or several main branches at ground level 
each year to encourage new growth. Remove all flowers during the first year-do not allow berries to develop. For the 
first 3 years, no pruning is needed unless you discover broken, damaged or diseased branches. After the first three 
years, blueberries should be pruned annually during the dormant period. Your goal is to have approximately 12 canes 
per plant. Older, heavy branches in the center should be removed to allow air and 
sunlight to penetrate. Remove lower, weak and damaged branches and branches less than 6 inches long. These 
branches will never fruit and can serve as an entrance point for disease. New wood produces the largest fruit. 
Canes should be a mix of different ages and any canes over 2” in diameter should be removed.  
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Weed Control & Mulching 
Maintain a 3” - 4” layer of aged wood chips as mulch to support water retention. Avoid treated or colored wood chips or mulch. 
Do not use Cedar or Black Walnut chips. Also avoid using leaves, or an exces-
sive amount of sawdust, as both can mat down and prevent moisture from reach-
ing the plant’s roots. Regular, manual weeding will be necessary. We highly rec-
ommend using drip irrigation  

Soil pH 
The term pH refers to the acidity or alkalinity of soil. The pH level is important to 
know because it affects a plant’s ability to obtain nutrients from the soil and each 
type of plant has different soil pH requirements. Soil pH should be between 4.5 
and 4.8 for blueberry plants. A pH of 5.0 is too high! For best results when plant-
ing blueberries, amend pH levels before planting. However, by following our planting instructions, you can establish plants suc-
cessfully without prior pH adjustments. Addition of sulfur is often necessary to adjust the pH. Regular garden sulfur is the best 
material to 
use to reduce pH. Amend soil with sulfur, not ammonium sulfate. It is important to test the soil’s pH level so you are able to 
amend it properly. Consult your local Cooperative Extension service for advice on how to test your soil. Caution: Excess sulfur, 
resulting in a pH that is too low, can be toxic! Do a soil test and apply the proper amount of sulfur. Do not guess. 

Blueberry Trouble-Shooting 
Yellow leaves on blueberries can be quickly corrected with a foliar application of one tablespoon iron chelate per gallon of water 
sprayed over the leaves. You should see greener leaves in a few days. Often, the underlying problem is that the soil pH is too 
high. Have your soil tested and make required amendments. You should see 12”-18” of new growth each year. If not, check your 
soil pH and/or use a little more fertilizer. Be sure your plants are receiving enough water, especially during dry spells. 

GROWING BLUEBERRIES 

                            Mid Season                                
Bluecrop Highbush Blueberry            
 Ripens early mid season, just after Blueray. The fruit is large 
with small scar, has excellent color, firmness and good flavor. 
Its foliage is somewhat sparse but production is good. This 
berry is suitable for mechanical harvest. It is also the most 
popular variety in New Jersey and second most popular in 
Michigan. Has a long harvest period. Hardiness Zones 4-7. 
 
 

Blueray Highbush Blueberry                 
  An early mid season berry. It ripens a few days ahead of 
Bluecrop. The fruit is very large and firm, but softens quickly 
which limits shipping value. It produces an aromatic flavor 
good for pies and jam. The clusters are large and very tight. 
The bush is vigorous and productive. This berry is popular for 
the u-pick trade, but doesn't machine harvest well. similar to 
Bluecrop but sweeter. Zone 4-7  
 

                         Early Season 
Duke Highbush Blueberry 
Very early ripening, prior to Spartan. A vigorous, upright bush 
with consistently high yields. It is the most widely planted ear-
ly ripening highbush variety. It blooms later than other varie-
ties but ripens early which protects the fruit from late spring 
frosts. The medium sized fruit has good color and firmness 
and grows in open clusters which makes harvesting easier. 
Hardiness Zones 4-7.  
 
 

Patriot Highbush Blueberry 
An early season berry which ripens ahead of Blueray, and 
about the same time as Northland. The fruit is large, small 
scarred with good color, and has very good flavor. The bush 
is vigorous, upright and relatively open. Tests have proved it 
is very winter hardy. Recommended for trial in commercial 
production. It is tolerant or resistant to some strains of Phy-
tophthora cinnamomi, a soil fungus that causes root rot. Can 
be planted in wet clay soil. Zone 3-7 

                                                                Late Season 
Jersey Highbush Blueberry A late mid season berry. The fruit is medium sized, has medium scar, fair color, fair 
flavor and is firm. The bush is very vigorous and productive. The clusters are long and loose. It is suitable for mechanical har-
vesting and is the most widely planted variety in Michigan. Zone 4-7  

 

Chandler Highbush Blueberry 
This is a mid to late season blueberry plant with the largest berry of any available variety on the market today. Chandler will fruit 
over a period of 4-6 weeks, and has very nice flavor. This variety is vigorous, with a spreading habit of 5-6 feet. Chandler is 
probably not hardy enough for the more northern areas, but should do well in zones 5 to 7.  
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Blueberry Plant Prices [Call for shipping quote on blueberries] 
$18.95 each for 2 Gallon Pots   or  $12.95 each  

if you get them from us in March when we get them in before we repot them 
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THE PLANTING SITE Choose and area with rich loam or sandy soil. In clay soils add composted mulch or organic 

matter. Work up the area well so there is ample loose soil.  Avoid poorly drained areas. Soil pH should be 6.5 to 6.8 range 

PLANTING Bareroot Plants can be stored in a cold area (refrigerator etc.) if you are not ready to plant immediately.  If 

possible, soak the roots briefly before or during planting.  Keep moist during the planting.  Extra long roots can be trimmed 
down to 5”- 6” with a scissors rather than curling them up in a planting hole.  Do not plant too deeply. Tamp soil firmly around 
the plant.  Water well at planting. Space plants 24” apart Rows 3’ to 4’ apart  24” in row spacing = 50 plants per 100 feet  
Newly established strawberry plants need continued moisture all summer long.  

FERTILIZING 
Avoid fertilizer burn. Applying fertilizer near the planting date leads to burning of plant leaves and roots. Being too generous 
with fertilizer will also be detrimental. You may mix ½ lb. of 10-10-10 per 100 sq. ft. into soil the at least 2-3 weeks prior to 
planting. Otherwise, do not fertilize until your plants are established (about six weeks after planting). Fertilize with ½ lb. 10-10-
10 per 100 sq. ft. again in July and in August. 

Midwest  
Strawberry 
Production 

Guide   

138 pages       
$29.95 

Cabot [June Bearing] Late Mid-season strawberries are huge and have excellent flavor. This mid-late-season Junebearing 
strawberry plant does not waste much energy on runners (leaving more plant vigor for berry size and production). Fruit has a con-
ical  shape, and is medium firm. The biggest berry on the block! this plant is winter-hardy and adaptive throughout zones 4 to 8.  

Cavendish [June Bearing]  Early mid-season strawberry, which originates in Nova Scotia, is the result of a cross between 
two varieties known for their winter hardiness and attractive, large fruit. It produces high yields that ripen over a long growing sea-
son. Excellent flavor and overall quality of the fruit makes this variety a good choice for commercial and home use. Cavendish is 
highly resistant to red stele and has some resistance to Verticillium wilt.   Zones 3-7 

Chandler [June Bearing] Early Season The sweet, juicy, firm  fruits have an intense strawberry flavor, The large, glossy 
red fruits have beautiful red interiors, so they're very attractive for fresh eating, desserts and freezing. Can be grown in reg beds
[although they will likely perform better with commercial plasticulture systems). When they are healthy, the mature plants will grow 
to be about 8 inches tall and spread 1 foot across, but their roots are shallow.  Zones 5-8   

Earliglow  [June Bearing] Early Season Variety "Wonderful strawberry flavor" is Earliglows's trademark.  This variety 
produces fruit that has a firm, glossy skin, firm flesh, and medium size. Its sweet flavor makes the variety excellent for fresh eating 
and freezing. Fruit size tends to decrease as the season progresses. Earliglow plants are very vigorous and runner well.  This 
variety has good resistance to red stele and intermediate resistance to Verticillium wilt. Recommended for beginners. Zones 4-8 

Flavorfest [June Bearing] Mid-season variety with very large berries, good yield, and great flavor.  The plants are prolific 
and runner well. The delicious fruit is juicy, plump and bright red.  The berries hold size throughout the season.  Freezes 
well.  Flavorfest shows good resistance to Red Stele and several leafdiseases, which makes them an excellent option for organic 
strawberry growers.  Similar to Cavendish & Chandler   Zones 4-7 

Galletta [June Bearing] Early season and produces large sized berries. Attractive, glossy fruit have excellent flavor.  

 reports that Galletta is highly productive and holds fruit size well through the season. It is rapidly growing in popularity. The plant 
isvigorous and shows tolerance to foliage diseases. Being an improved Earliglow hybrid, it has tolerance to Red Stele disease 

 This is a variety that will grow in heavy soil. Berry Size; Large              Best in Zones: 4 - 7 

Honeoyo [June Bearing] Early mid season [Our Top Selling Berry] A highly adaptable variety, this strawberry plant is 
grown in every state in the US, but does especially well in the north and can overwinter to zone 3. The fruit is very large, dark, 
and flavorful, with a distinct and robust strawberry flavor that many prefer.  Freezes well.  The plant is vigorous and high-yielding, 
with basiccare.  Honeoye prefers a well-drained soil that is rich in all the basic nutrients, with a pH of 6–6.5.  Zones 3-8 

Jewel [June Bearing] Mid-season variety with large, glossy, tasty, and beautiful berries with bruise-resistant flesh that 
hold up well after picking. The plants are vigorous and disease-resistant and offer heavy fruit production.  Excellent for eat-
ing fresh eating, canning and preserving Freezes well Ideal for growing in zones 4-8.  A must-have strawberry plant to center your 
season around. Comparable to Flavorfest   Zones 4-8 

Evie 2  [Everbearing]  An improvement over the Everest, this day-neutral is easier to grow, higher yielding and less sensitive 
to the warm summer temperatures that shut down day-neutral production in the Midwest. Berries have an attractive red color, 
good  flavor and maintain good size. In fruiting trials, Evie-2 produced the largest spring crop of any day-neutral variety that was 
tested. Berry Size; Large  Zones; 4 - 8   Firmness; Medium    Flavor: Good  Freezing Quality: Good   Resistant to; Leaf Diseases 

Seascape [Everbearing] The most well-known of the day-neutral varieties, Seascape has been a customer favorite for  

years.  Day-Neutral: Ripens July to Frost . Very large fruit size.  Good flavor.  Firm berries.  Good freezing quality.  Good runner 
production.  Resistant to Red Stele and Powdery Mildew, Tolerant of Leaf Spot  Zones 4-7 

Dutch Garden Nursery                                Bareroot & Potted Strawberry Plants 
                 660-397-4115                               Bareroot Strawberries come in around Mid March 

STRAWBERRY PLANTS ~~~ STRAWBERRY PLANTS 

Strawberry Plants & Roots Sold After May 10th do not have a Replacement Guarantee 

All Strawberry Plant Prices; Potted 6 pack $5.95 Full flat of 6 - 6 packs $32.95 

Bareroot Bundles of 25 for $10.95  or 10 for $5.95  shipping wt. [1 lb per 25 roots] 
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Renewing Old Patches (June Bearing Only)  Renovation should be started immediately after the har-
vest is completed to promote early runner formation. Renovation should be completed by mid-July. The following steps describe 

renovation of commercial strawberry fields:       Mix 2,4-D Half rate for strawberries as it can stunt Growth  
Weed Control Annual broadleaf weeds can be controlled with 2,4-D alkanolamine salts immediately after harvest. 
Do not apply 2,4-D in spring before harvest Be extremely careful to avoid drift when applying 2,4-D.  If grasses are a problem, 
Fertilome Over the top II Grass Killer and Bonide Grass Beater[Poast] will control annual and some perennial grasses. 
Poast has a 7 day harvest withdraw Do not tank mix Poast and 2,4-D. 

1. Fertilize the Planting: A soil test will help determine phosphorus and potassium needs, but foliar analysis is a more reliable 
measure of plant nutrition. It is more efficient to apply nitrogen in small increments at regular intervals through the season. 

2. Mowing: Mow the old leaves off 3-5 days after 2,4-D application just above the crowns. Do not mow so low as to damage 
the crowns. 

3. Subsoil: Where picker traffic has been, heavy soil compaction may be severe. Subsoiling between rows will help to break 
up compacted layers and provide better infiltration of water. 

4. Narrow Rows: Reduce width of rows to a manageable width based on your row spacing, the aisle width desired, and the 
earliness of renovation. 12-18 inches is desirable, to as little as 6 inches. Use a tiller to achieve the reduction. Narrow rows 
are superior to wide rows. Narrow rows will give better sunlight penetration, better disease control, and better fruit quality. 

5. Thin Plants: Plants should not be too dense within the row. A final density of 5 plants per square foot is optimum, so plants 
are about 5-6" apart. 

6. Cultivate: Work in straw between rows and throw a small amount of soil over row. Strawberry crowns continue development 
at the top, and new roots are initiated. Additional soil should be added to facilitate rooting. 1/2 to 1" of soil is sufficient. This 
also helps to cover straw in the row and provide a good rooting medium for the new runner plants. Do not completely cover 
the crowns with soil. 

7. Irrigate: Water is needed for both activation of herbicides and for plant growth. Do not let plants go into stress. Ideally see 
that planting receives 1 to 1-1/2 inches of water per week from either rain or irrigation. 

8. Cultivate: Cultivate to sweep runners into the row until plant stand is sufficient. Thereafter, or in any case after September, 
any thinner plant not yet rooted is a weed and should be removed. 

Adequate Moisture & Fertility: During August and September adequate moisture and fertility will increase fruit bud formation 
and improve fruit yield for the coming year. Continue irrigation through this time period and fertilize if necessary. An additional 20
-30 lbs. of N per acre is suggested, depending on the vigor.   

EVERBEARING/DAY-NEUTRAL STRAWBERRIES ESTABLISHMENT YEAR 

• Day-neutral varieties can be planted in a single row with 12” between plants. Alternatively, arrange a staggered double row in a 
12”-18” wide bed with 12” between plants. Maintain 42” aisles. 
• Pinch off all the flowers for 3 weeks after setting out your plants. Four weeks after planting, sidedress with 1 lb.-1 ½ lbs. of 10-
10-10 fertilizer per 100 sq. ft. After 8 weeks, begin weekly or biweekly application of a soluble fertilizer such as Miracle-Gro to 
maintain growth and fruit production. 
• We suggest ½ lb.-1 lb. of 10-10-10 fertilizer per 100 sq. ft. be worked into the soil at least 2-3 weeks before planting.. 
• We recommend that you remove all the runners during the first year. This will allow the plants to become well established. You 
can let the plants develop fruit midsummer through October. 
• Do not renovate day-neutral or everbearing strawberries. 
Notes: Hot weather will impact strawberry production. With day-neutrals, the impact can be tempered with good watering practic-
es. The cooler temperatures of autumn will bring a return of berry size and yield. You can expect a bed of day-neutral plants to 
be productive for 1-2 years.w b e r I e s 

GROWING STRAWBERRIES 

JUNE BEARING ESTABLISHMENT YEAR 
Pinch off all the flower buds in the first year of growth. This allows plants to put 
energy into becoming established and in turn, yield a larger crop the first bearing 
year. It will also encourage runner production and support winter survival. Fill in 
the rows of your strawberry plants by allowing 2 or 3 daughters (runners) to take 
root on each side of the mother plant. Evenly space the plantlets in the bed, lightly 
pressing them into the soil to make sure there is good soil contact around their 
roots. Cut off any additional runners that form during the season. Over-crowded 
beds will produce small berries and can have more disease problems. 

MULCHING & PREPARING FOR WINTER 
Mulching is necessary in most northern states for winter protection of the crowns. Quick freezing and thawing can cause serious 
crown damage which may not only affect yield, but plant survival. An adequate layer of mulch mitigates fluctuating temperatures. 
Apply at least 4” of hay or straw after plants have started to go dormant Straw is ideal. Avoid leaves or any wet, heavy, or decay-
ing mulch.  After several hard frosts in fall, apply a layer of straw directly over the plants. A few plant leaves may still be visible. 
Remove mulch in early spring before new growth starts. You can move the mulch to the aisles to keep weeds at bay and keep 
mud from splashing onto the fruit. . Mushroom compost also works for weed control. If cold temperatures are forecasted a frost 
blanket or row cover can provide some degree of protection in the spring. Frost blankets  must be removed by the time plants 
begin to bloom. 
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 GROWING RASPBERRIES & BLACKBERRIES 

PLANTING    The roots can dry out very quickly.  Never allow them to become dry at anytime.   If 

possible soak the roots briefly before or during planting. Keep moist during planting.  Do not plant to deeply. Gen-
erally about 1” to 2” deep is correct. Water well immediately after planting. The top portion may not leaf out.  
What you want is new shoots that emerge from the root clump.   

THE PLANTING SITE Choose an area with rich loam or sandy loam soil. It is ideal to add composted mulch or organic matter to 

the site. Work up the area well so that there is ample loose soil.  Provide good drainage.  Slightly ridging up or berming the planting row is ben-
eficial.  The pH of the soil should be in the 5.6 to 6.5 range.  Avoid a site where tomatoes, potatoes, peppers, or eggplants grew in the last 4 
years. is best not to have red & black raspberries in the same immediate area. As Black raspberries are more susceptible to diseases 
Red Raspberries space 18” - 24”.  Black raspberries space 24” - 30 “ apart.  Blackberries space 36” - 48” apart.  Allow 6’ - 10’ between rows 

FERTILIZING & WATERING  Do not fertilize at planting. Apply 5 lbs. per 100’ row (10-10-10 or similar) 6 to 8 weeks after plant-
ing. The second year use 10 lbs. per 100’ row. Use 5 to 10 lbs. lime annually on every 100’ row. Brambles respond well to good liming and ferti-

lizing practices. Water 2 or 3 times weekly. (1” to 2” rainfall per week)  mulch newly planted raspberries with straw or mulch to retain moisture.    
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Raspberry [Yellow] Anne has special characteristics. Anne is a large-fruited fall bearer that ripens at the same time as Herit-
age. Fruit holds a pale yellow color and is highly productive. Anne's excellent size, appearance, and very sweet flavor make it an 

excellent choice for a yellow fall bearer.  Potted  $11.95  Bareroot  $8.95 

Raspberry [Black] Jewel Rich, black-raspberry flavor. High-quality fruit is perfect for fresh-eating, making pies, and pre-
serves. Bristol x Dundee cross. The sturdy and reliable canes produce big harvests — so plan to share or freeze the bounty. Rip-

ens in early July. Self-pollinating. A licensed variety of Cornell University.   Potted  $11.95  Bareroot  $8.95 

Raspberry [BlackPrimocane] Niwot First primocane black raspberry!  will produce berries in the fall, ripening in late 
August until frost. It will also produce a good floricane crop, ripening slightly earlier than Jewel, depending on location. Niwot is 
vigorous & highly productive therefore requiring trellising and recommended spacing is 3-4 feet apart in the row. The berry size is 

equal in size to Jewel, Appears to have similar winter hardiness to Jewel. Potted  $11.95  Bareroot  $8.95   

Note: Do not plant Red, Gold or Purple raspberries within 75-100 feet of Black raspberries. 
Black raspberries may be more susceptible to viral diseases carried by aphids to and 
from nearby raspberry plants.  

Raspberry [Red] Caroline  a larger berry than Heritage and is more productive, with a rich, full, and intense raspberry flavor. 
It is a very vigorous variety, with more tolerance for root rot than Heritage. The farther south you grow it, the earlier it will ripen. 

Caroline is widely adapted, growing from the East Coast to the West Coast  Self-pollinating.  Potted  $11.95  Bareroot  $8.95 

Raspberry [Red Thornless] Joan J Primocane Large, delicious, and easy to pick. This thornless raspberry variety pro-
duces high yields of tasty, firm berries from stout canes. Cold-hardy. Fall-bearing (everbearing) primocane with a summer crop. 

Primocane berries ripen in September through frost. Self-pollinating.     Potted  $11.95  Bareroot  $8.95 

Raspberry [Red] Prelude is identified as the earliest ripening summer red raspberry, ripening in mid-June under N.Y. condi-
tions. Although Prelude is also fall-bearing, it produces the biggest portion of its crop in the spring. Very winter hardy and vigor-
ous, Prelude berries are round-conic, have cohesive drupelets, and very good flavor. An excellent choice when early fruit and 

quality are required.    Potted  $11.95  Bareroot  $8.95 

Black Berries ~~~ Black Berries 

Blackberry Triple Crown [Thornless] This productive plant yields berries that offer a tasty blend of sweetness and tart-
ness. The fruit is borne uniformly, so it is easy to pick. Thornless semi-erect canes may need support under heavy fruit load. 

Summer-bearing floricane. Heat-tolerant. Ripens in early August. Self-pollinating.      Potted  $11.95  Bareroot  $8.95 

Blackberry Chester [Thornless]  Great all-around blackberry — firm but not tart. A productive plant that you can grow in the 
upper Midwest. Fruit won’t soften, leak, or lose color in the South either. Tolerates hot, dry weather. yield berries perfect for fresh

-eating, preserves, and baking. Summer-bearing floricane. Ripens in July. Self-pollinating. Potted  $11.95  Bareroot  $8.95 

Blackberry Primeark 45 [Primocane Thorny] Harvest berries with ease from upright canes. Primocanes fruit first, fol-
lowed by a second crop on older canes. Fruit is large, firm, and sweet. Excellent choice for home gardening or farmer’s markets. 
Disease-resistant to rust. Everbearing primocane. Drought tolerant. Cold-hardy. Ripens in July until frost. Self-pollinating.           

Potted  $11.95  Bareroot  $8.95 

Blackberry Primeark Freedom [Primocane Thornless] First thornless primocane-fruiting blackberry variety  

 it has very large fruits, with excellent flavor. It also ripens exceptionally early on floricanes. Fruit size and total yield is similar to 

the Prime Ark® 45.    Requires "tipping" to achieve the highest yields and performance. Potted  $11.95  Bareroot  $8.95 

 Dutch Garden Nursery                Bareroot & Potted Blackberry & Raspberry Plants 
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If you want bareroot plants it is best to call and place order no later than Mid March 
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PRUNING  Brambles must be pruned to maintain a healthy, productive plant.  Because of different 
plant habits, red and black raspberries are pruned with different methods.  Blackberries are pruned similar 
to black raspberries, except they are allowed to grow higher and have longer side shoots.   

Pruning Black Raspberries 
Black Raspberries produces a crop for only one season  
on each cane.  Remove the cane right after it has fruited, or you 
can wait to remove it until the following spring. 
(It will then appear as dead cane.)  
Shorten the long young laterals that come off the main cane to 
6” - 10” stubs or about 8—12 buds. 
Thin out or reduce the number of canes to 4 to 6 strong growing 
stalks per clump or plant. 
 
SUMMER TIPPING 
To increase lateral growth for next year’s crop, pinch off the 
growing tips of the new canes during June through August once 
they reach the desired height of 3 ½’ - 5’ tall. 

Pruning Red Raspberries 

(2 Methods)  Method 1 
Method 2 Low Maintenance Pruning 
for Red Raspberries 
Everbearing red varieties can be mowed off right 
down to the ground or as low as possible to 
eliminate any hand pruning.  This removes all 
the old floricanes and you will have fruit only on 
the new growth in the following fall.   

PRUNIG RASPBERRIES & BLACKBERRIES 

Raspberry Trellis  

Recommendations 

Pruning Primocane blackberry and raspberry varieties  
These will produce their fruit on the first year canes, bearing in the fall until frost in most areas.  
Maintenance: Pruning Primocanes 
To have success when you grow primocane-bearing berry plants, proper upkeep is key. A healthy berry 
patch can even bear fruit for decades! Luckily, primocane berry plants are low-maintenance.    
Fall-Bearing Method (1-Crop) 
Because primocane-bearing blackberry and raspberry plants yield a fruiting crop on their first-year 

canes, you may choose to employ the technique of “mowing” your plants down after harvest. This method makes it so that you are only grow-
ing first-year canes and getting a fall crop from primocane-fruiting berry plants. In late winter, prune all the canes down to the crown (ground 
level). New shoots will grow in spring. 
These new shoots are the current-season’s canes; first-year canes or “primocanes”.For a more bountiful harvest, once these canes reach 3 feet 
in height, tip-prune them back. Cut 6-12 inches off the tips*. This will encourage more lateral (side) branching – and more potential berries! 
Provide support (tomato cages work nicely!) if canes are leaning. 
*Do not prune if you want earlier harvests, or if buds/flowers have already formed on the tip. When using the fall-bearing method of pruning, 
you can push up the yield time of your blackberries and raspberries by covering them with plastic in early spring.  This will create a warmer 
microclimate around the crown of the plant and will promote earlier growth. Remove the plastic after the last day of frost in your region. 
Everbearing Method (2-Crop)  Blackberry and raspberry plants are naturally biennial. This means that the canes only grow for two years 
then die. The first year’s canes are called primocanes and those canes in their second year are called floricanes. Floricanes are vegetative the 
first year, become fruiting canes that set fruit the following summer, and then they die back after harvest. For multiple harvests… 
going into winter, don’t prune all the canes to the crown. only prune out the dead or diseased canes to the crown and leave all other canes. 
This can be done at any time throughout the growing season (unlike tip pruning, which should be done in the summer).  
the floricanes you allow to grow from the previous year will bear fruit in the summer. new primocanes will bear fruit in the early fall through 
the first frost, giving you an extended harvest**. after the second-year floricanes have borne fruit, prune them back to the ground. They will 
die back anyway, making it easy to tell them from the canes to keep. 
**And remember – regardless of pruning method – when pruning in late winter, mulch around your primocane blackberry and raspberry 
plants to protect them going into the next growing season. Primocanes are a must for every home gardener, in our opinion! 

Thornless blackberries before &  
after dormant pruning . 

Pruning Regular Blackberries 
Thornless Blackberries often suffer winterkill on the young growth.  Prune out all dead stalks.  
Remove the laterals that hang onto the ground or are within 18” long. Head the laterals back 
to 12” to 18” long.  Thin out small diameter canes and leave only 4 to 6 per plant.  Tie them 
together to form them onto a support or wire.  
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Midwest Raspberry 
& Blackberry 
Guide  a must 

have for the real 
berry grower  
157 pages      

$39.95 
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 GROWING & PLANTING GRAPES 

THE PLANTING SITE Selecting and preparing 
 Choose an area with rich loam or sandy loam soil.  Work up the area well so that there is ample loose soil.  Provide good drain-
age.  Slightly ridging up or berming the planting row is beneficial.   

SPACING Space plants 6’ to 8’ apart; Rows 8’ to 10’ apart 

PLANTING  
The roots on bareroot can dry out very quickly.  Never allow them to become dry at anytime.    
If possible soak the roots briefly before or during planting. Keep moist during planting.  Grapes do 
best when plantedin the upper top soil level with roots outstretched. This is better then placing the 
roots in a deep hole that drops into the subsoil. Dig a small trench and spread out the roots.  The 
roots can be planted at an angle in the top soil area.   

FERTILIZING 
Do not fertilize the first year.  Apply 1/2 lb. fertilizer (10-10-10 or equivalent) per plant 
the year after planting.  Apply approximately 1 lb. per plant annually thereafter. 

MULCH AND WEED CONTROL 
Do not allow grass or weeds to compete with the grape plants.  Use a layer 
of composted mulch over the root system area.   
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Midwest Grape Production Guide    
A must book have for 
the serious grape 
grower or just the per-
son that wants to grow 
a few grapes in their 
backyard 
155 pages             

$33.95 

Concord [Seeded Purple Grape] America’s favorite grape — available in its original form with seeds. If you love grape juice, 
then you love Concords! The fruit makes full-bodied juice or your own house wine. These vines produce abundant crops that 
have also been used to make prize-winning jams and jellies. Exceptional hardiness, vigor and disease resistance. Heat-tolerant. 

Ripens in late September. Self-pollinating.    Potted $12.95   Bareroot $9.95 

St Croix [Seeded Blue/red Grape] Saint-Croix is dark-skinned American hybrid variety renowned for its extreme re-
sistance to cold. It was developed by pioneering Wisconsin grape breeder Elmer Swenson through the University of Minnesota 

and is well suited for growing in marginal Midwest conditions   Zone 3-8     Potted $12.95   Bareroot $9.95 

Swenson Red [Seeded Red Grape]  Very sweet and meaty. Stores well for long periods after picking. A truly remarkable 
grape. Excellent substitute to grow where seedless varieties do not thrive. Surpasses many seedless varieties in flavor and eat-

ing quality. Very Hardy!! Zones 4-8  Ripens late September      Potted $12.95   Bareroot $9.95 

Edelweiss [Seeded White Grape]  For those who like the Niagara type flavor, this white grape ripens at least a month earli-
er than Niagara and has a growth habit that is much more controllable than the wildly vigorous Niagara. When harvested at early 
maturity the flavor is mild enough that prize-winning wines have been made from it. Left to hang, the flavor becomes stronger and 
more musky. likes moist, fertile soil for highest vigor and productivity, but even on average soils, it will perform well. good disease 

resistance Very Hardy Zone 3-9 Ripens Mid August      Potted $12.95   Bareroot $9.95 

Reliance [Seedless Red Grape] A juicy, deep-red grape that is flavor-packed. This variety is perfect for eating fresh or put-
ting in fruit salads. Also makes an irresistible, healthy snack for kids. Vigorous vines produce generous clusters. Blooms late to 
avoid spring frosts. Seedless. Disease-resistant to anthracnose and mildew. Ripens in August. Self-pollinating.    

        Potted $13.95   Bareroot $10.95 

Jupiter [Seedless Blue Grape] Great flavor, easy care. This new variety offers big, beautiful, reddish blue seedless grapes 
with a mild, sweet flavor. It is also very hardy and disease resistant. Grapes resist cracking so they are picture-perfect at harvest-

-great for fruit baskets, table centerpieces. Ripens late August      Potted $13.95   Bareroot $10.95 

Concord [Seedless Purple Grape] America’s favorite grape — available in a seedless form for easy eating. If you love 
grape juice, then you love Concords! The fruit makes full-bodied juice or your own house wine. These vines produce abundant 
crops that have also been used to make prize-winning jams and jellies. Exceptional hardiness, vigor and disease resistance. 

Seedless. Heat-tolerant. Self-pollinating. Ripens in mid September.     Potted $13.95   Bareroot $10.95 

Marquis [Seedless White Grape] Giant clusters of large grapes. This flavorful fruit is delicious if you eat it fresh or use it to 
make delicious jellies, jams and desserts. The robust vine produces abundant crops. Ripens in September. Self-pollinating. A 

licensed variety of Cornell University.      Potted $13.95   Bareroot $10.95 

Himrod [Seedless White Grape] Highly productive vine bears crispy sweet fruit. Large handsome clusters turn golden-
yellow when fully ripe. Medium-sized grapes with fine flavor. These vines yield 10-15 pounds of grapes. Seedless. Developed in 

New York for winter hardiness. Ripens in late August. Self-pollinating.     Potted $13.95   Bareroot $10.95 
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PRUNING At Planting  Immediately after planting cut down to 2 or 3 active buds.  Within a few weeks, select 
the most vigorous of these and allow only a single vine to grow upward, removing all others throughout the first 
growing season. Train the shoot upward, using a stake or trellis system.   

PRUNING Mature Plant 
Grapes bear fruit on current years growth and must be pruned to stimulate fruiting.  The two most commonly used 
pruning methods are cane pruning and stock pruning.  Both methods accomplish the same purpose, which is to re-
move excess or non productive vines, for production of high quality fruit.   
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Aspen  (Quaking)  The small leaves of this native tree tremble in the slightest breeze for a beautiful effect. It is indif-
ferent to soil conditions, and can be found in moist, shallow, rocky, or clay soils. The bark is an attractive greenish white. 
This is an excellent tree for naturalizing. is resistant to black spot.  Pyramidal  in youth, rounded at maturity  Fall Foli-
age: Gorgeous yellow  Full Sun Zone:  2-7      Height:  60-80'  Spread:  30'             Potted $79.95   Bareroot $59.95 
 

BALD CYPRESS This is a deciduous conifer. It is a distinct, pyramidal, handsome, large tree with sage green fine 
textured   foliage that turns yellow-brown in fall Adaptable to wet or dry sites, it will not tolerate alkalinity. Can be planted 
around ponds with feet in water. 50 - 70 ft tall  30 - 40 ft spread   Zone 5-9                Potted Only $79.95     
     

BALD CYPRESS [Debonair Pond Cypress]  One of the hardiest varieties with very fine, feathery-textured medi-
um green foliage that turns a rich orange in autumn before dropping. Upright habit with weeping branches. A bulletproof 
plant that can withstand drought, total immersion in water, hard winters, hot summers and intense winds. Thriving in the 
sun, but shade-tolerant.    Zones:  5–9       Height:  50-60'  Spread:  10' - 15’       Potted $89.95       Bareroot $69.95 
 

BIRCH (Heritage Birch)  This vigorous grower has exfoliating bark that is lighter than river birch, ranging from tan to 
creamy white to parchment white. While it tolerates wet, poorly drained soils, it does well in upland soils, and is resistant 
to bronze birch borer. Zones: 4–8 Ht: 45-50' Sp:30' - 35’    
Single trunk     Potted $89.95    Bareroot  $69.95     
      

BIRCH (Himalayan White Barked) Beautiful white bark contrasts nicely with the shiny deep green leaves that turn 
yellow in fall. A fairly vigorous grower with an upright pyramidal form when young that later develops into an irregular 
rounded crown.   Zones: 5–7  Ht: 30-40' Sp: 18'-25’   
Single trunk    Potted $89.95    Bareroot $69.95   
                                                               

BIRCH (Royal Frost) This birch has the best from both of its parents. From 'Whitespire' it inherited beautiful white 
bark and resistance to the bronze birch borer. From 'Crimson Frost' comes burgundy-red foliage. The combination of 
two colors makes this an outstanding specimen tree. Zones:  4–7  H:  30-40'  Sp:  15' - 20’   
Single trunk only     Potted $89.95   Bareroot $69.95  
  

BIRCH (Weeping Cutleaf) Formerly called Betula pendula laciniata, this graceful tree has pendulous branches and 
attractive cutleaf foliage. The bark is brown in youth, maturing to grayish white, with increasing black fissures with age. 
This tree is highly recommended for lawns and parks.  
Zones: 2–6          Ht; 30-40'   Spread:25'   
Single trunk  Potted $89.95    Bareroot  $69.95     

BIRCH (River Birch) This river bottom native also does well on upland soils. Resistant to bronze birch borer, it has 
nice yellow fall color, and attractive cinnamon-brown exfoliating bark for an interesting winter effect. Clumps have three 
or more stems.    Zones: 4–8          Ht; 45-50'   Spread:30' - 40’    
Multi trunk  Potted $89.95    Bareroot  $69.95     
      

Caltalpa (Northern)  This fast growing tree has few branches at an early age. Once branched, ascending limbs are 
gnarled and twisted. In June, 2" long, tube-like white flowers appear in 4-8" panicles. Fruit is a long persistent pod. Great 
for xeriscapes, it is very tolerant and adaptable. Zones:  4–7      Height:  50-60'  Spread:  35'-40’          

 Potted $79.95   Bareroot $59.95   

 

Kentucky Coffee Tree [Gymnocladus dioicus]  The name was given by settlers to Kentucky who used the 
seeds, as a substitute for coffee beans. Native shade tree with interesting shape  grows quite quickly, gaining 24 to 36 
inches in height per year Deeply furrowed bark Golden fall foliage  Zones:  3–8   Height:  60-80'  Spread:  40'-50’  
 Potted $69.95     Bareroot $49.95  
 

Hackberry (Common)   known for its attractive bark that is corky and rough in texture. The bright green elm-like foli-
age turns to a soft yellow in the fall, and the fruits are relished by wildlife. With a round open form, it grows at a moderate 
to rapid rate. Extremely hardy, and adaptable to a range of urban environments including alkaline soils, drought, and 
windy conditions.  Fall Foliage: Soft yellow    Zones:  2–7   Height:  50-75'  Spread: 50’    
Potted $79.95     Bareroot $59.95  

Dawn Redwood  a deciduous conifer producing small, round 1/2" to 1" cones. It has a neat pyramidal shape in youth, 
maturing into a more rounded crown. The bright green, feathery leaves turn orange-brown or reddish-brown in the fall. 
Fast-growing and easily transplanted. Likes full sun and prefers moist, deep, well-drained soils. One of the fastest-
growing trees available. Grows to 70'–100',  25' spread. (zones 5-8)  Before RePotted Only $39.95    Repotted $59.95    
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Oak (Shumard)  The Shumard Oak is a stately tree with beautiful fall color and great urban adaptability. It is drought 
tolerant and fast growing. Prefers well-drained soil. Produces small acorns loved by deer and squirrels. This tree grows 
at a medium rate, with height increases of 13–24" per year dramatic fall statement, with leaves turning brilliant red to 
red-orange    40-60 ft tall   40-60 ft spread     Zone 5-8      Before Repotted  $59.95     After Repotted  $79.95 

OAK (Bur Oak) Native from Nova Scotia to Manitoba and south to Pennsylvania and Texas, this beautiful oak has 
attractive corky bark especially interesting in winter. it tolerates a wide range of soil types. Dark Green leaves in sum-
mer turn yellowbrown to purple in the fall   60-80 ft tall   60-80 ft spread     Zone 3-8   6-8’ tree      

Potted   $99.95           Bareroot $79.95 

OAK (Scarlet Oak) Open, rounded crown for good shade. an attractive American native tree that is naturally adapted 
to grow in dry, sandy soil conditions, making it the perfect choice for those kinds of gardens. Most large shade trees 
need richer soil, so the Scarlet Oak fills a special place in drier locations. It has typical glossy oak leaves, but unlike 
some other oaks it turns a beautiful shade of crimson-red in fall  Before Repotted  $59.95     After Repotted  $79.95 

OAK (Northern Red Oak) The fastest growing oak and one of the easiest to transplant. The foliage is dense, lus-
trousdark green turning a nice red to red-brown in the fall and leaves hang on the tree into winter. 60-80 ft tall  50 ft 
spread   Zone 4-8     6’ tree   Potted  $89.95     Bareroot $69.95  —   3’ tree   Potted  $59.95     Bareroot $39.95 

 

 Oak (Swamp White)  Excellent in both wet and upland soils, this tree has a coarser, less deeply incised leaf than Q. 
alba, and acorns borne on 2- 4" stalks. It shows good transplant success. Narrow, rounded, open Dk green foilage with 
felty white beneath Fall Foliage:  Yellow-brown to red    Full Sun Height:  50-60'  Spread:  40-50'    Zone:  4-8   6-8’ tree         
 Potted   $89.95             Bareroot $69.95       

Oak (White Oak) An outstanding example of our national tree, the White Oak is strong, disease resistant, and 
drought tolerant. The foliage is deep green above and white underneath. 2000 Gold Medal Plant® Award winner.  

Height:  60-80'  Spread:  60-80'    Zone:  3-9   Fall Foliage: Purple-red     Potted  $99.95           Bareroot $79.95 

LINDEN  (American)  This rapid growing tree has fragrant yellow flowers and large, dense foliage that provides ex-
cellent shade. Although it will grow in dry heavier soils, it prefers deep moist soils.  

Pyramidal in youth, rounded at maturity    Fall Foliage: Pale yellow  

Zones:  3–8  Height:  75-90'  Spread:  40'-50’          Branched  Potted $89.95   Bareroot $69.95 

 

Linden Frontyard®   This Bailey Nurseries introduction was selected for its excellent symmetrical branching habit 
even as a young tree. A great "front yard" tree, it is broadly pyramidal when young and nicely rounded with age. The 
dense foliage offers excellent shade.  Zones 3-8        Height:  60-75'  Spread:  40'        Fall Foliage: Yellow             
    Potted $89.95        Bareroot $69.95  
 

Goldenrain Tree  Native to China and Japan, this small tree grows well in a wide range of soils, and is tolerant of 
heat, drought, wind, alkalinity, and air pollution. The bright yellow flowers are borne in large 12-15" panicles in July, fol-
lowed by greenish fruit pods throughout the summer that ripen to an attractive reddish-pink. An excellent choice for ur-
ban landscapes. Fall Foliage: Yellow   Shape: Rounded  
Zones 5-9        Height:  30-40'  Spread:  30-40'                       Potted $79.95   Bareroot $59.95 

Sweetgum Happidaze™  Ideal selection of sweetgum for residential areas and streets, Happidaze® is a nearly fruit-
less variety. The outstanding form is initially a narrow pyramid, with the well spaced branches projecting more in maturi-
ty for an overall dense oval habit with a straight central leader. Glossy green leaves have five lobes, turning maroon and 
persisting well into fall. An overall course texture, even the young branches are covered bark with corky fissures. Pre-
fers fertile, moist soil Zones:  5–9  Ht:  60-80'  Spread:  40'-60’ Fall Foliage: Maroon  Potted $99.95    Bareroot $79.95 

Sweetgum  Worplesdon is an English selection well suited to the unpredictable climate of Northern and Western 
Europe, that also does well in the United States. With a pyramidal to oval form, the crown is initially narrow and broad-
ens with maturity. Light glossy green palmate leaves have consistent apricot orange to purple fall color. The fruit is per-
sistent, and the bark is smoother and less corky than the species. An excellent lawn or street tree. Zones:  5–9  
Height:  40'  Spread: 25’      Fall Foliage: Apricot-orange to purple       Potted $99.95   Bareroot $79.95 

Tulip Poplar [commonly called tulip tree] or yellow poplar, A stately tree for large spaces. Flowers May through 
early June with attractive green-yellow blossoms that have a tangerine tint at the base of the petals. Attractive yellow fall 
color. Prefers moist, well-drained and slightly acidic soil. Never or rarely fed on by Japanese beetles. Zones:  4–8                    
Height:  70-90'  Spread:  35'-50’    Fall Foliage: Yellow      Potted $69.95    Bareroot  $49.95 
 

WEEPING WILLOW (Niobe) This fast growing, golden barked willow has a wide spreading canopy and long, golden 
drooping branches. An extremely graceful tree, it prefers moist planting sites.   Fall Foliage: Yellow  

Zone 4-8                               50 feet tall & wide                                            Potted $79.95 Bareroot $59.95 
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NORWAY MAPLE (Deborah)  Has a superior branching habit. A vigorous grower with a strong, straight central 
leader, it has brilliant red spring foliage that turns to dark green through summer. Bronze/yellow fall color  

Height 40-60 ft  Spread 40-60 ft  Zone 4-7           

8-10’ tree   Potted #15  $99.95          Bareroot $79.95 

NORWAY MAPLE (Emerald Lustre) Introduced by Bailey Nurseries in 1979, this shade tree was selected by Don 
Pond for its outstanding branching habit, hardiness, and vigor. The immature foliage displays an attractive red tinge 
before maturing to glossy deep green leaves with a slightly wavy margin. Fall Foliage: Yellow 

Height 50-60 ft  Spread 50-60 ft  Zone 4-7          8-10’ tree   Potted #15  $99.95          Bareroot $79.95 

NORWAY MAPLE (Crimson King) The dense foliage of this slow growing shade tree remains an excellent maroon
-red all season. Spring flowers of maroon & yellow are a bonus. This cultivar is known for a very straight trunk and well 
shaped head 35 ft tall   35 ft spread      Zone 4-7       

8-10’ tree      Potted #15  $99.95         Bareroot $79.95 

 

NORWAY MAPLE (Princeton Gold) This attractive Norway selection makes a stunning accent plant in the land-
scape The foliage is bright lime green - golden yellow, especially when young, & the color holds well through the sum-
mer. Nice shape this is a tree that attracts attention. Yellow fall color 45 ft tall 40 ft spread Zone 4-7   

5-6’ tree       Potted #15 Pot  $89.95     /      Bareroot $69.95 

 

NORWAY MAPLE (Variegated Leaf) This is an unusual specimen tree that is certain to draw attention. A dense 
shade tree, it is known for its straight trunk and well-shaped crown, but most notably for its beautiful variegated foliage. 
Leaves are green with an attractive creamy white margin.  50-60’ tall  40-50’ sp  Zone  4-7   

8-10’ tree      Potted #15  $89.95            Bareroot $69.95 

           

BRANDYWINE MAPLE Is a cross between October Glory® and 'Autumn Flame', Only sterile flowers are produced in 
spring The long lasting fall color gradually turns from red to brilliant reddish purple. Adaptable to a wide range of condi-
tions, prefers a slightly acidic, moist, well-drained soil.  25 ft tall  12 ft  spread   Zone 4-8     
6-8’ tree        Potted #15  $99.95              Bareroot $79.95  
          

RED MAPLE (October Glory) This terrific red maple is most impressive for its intense crimson red fall color, even 
under less than perfect circumstances. The color lasts much longer than many other red maples. 50-60 ft tall  35-40 ft 
spread  Zone 5-8   8-10’ tree   Potted #15  $99.95           Bareroot $79.95   

    

RED MAPLE (Red Sunset) This red maple offers long lasting brilliant red autumn color. Thick foliage and a dense 
upright branching habit that makes it a great choice for street and lawn use. Named Iowa tree of the year for 2000    
Zone 4-7  50 ft tall 30-40 ft spread    

6’ tree Potted #15  $89.95   Bareroot $69.95      5’ tree  Potted #10  $69.95  Bareroot $49.95  

AUTUMN BLAZE (Red/Silver Maple) This hybrid cross of silver and red maple has experienced phenomenal pop-
ularity due to its branch habit, rapid growth rate, drought tolerance when established, ability to grow in most soils, beau-
tiful fall  color   50-60 ft tall 40 ft sp Zone 4-8     

6’ tree   Potted #15 $89.95  Bareroot $69.95             4’ tree  Potted #10 $69.95  Bareroot $49.95  

       

SUGAR MAPLE This wonderful shade tree is undoubtedly the largest and finest of our native maples. Slow to medi-
um growth rate and very hardy, it prefers rich, well-drained soil. Fall color is simply spectacular, ranging from rich, bril-
liant yellows to all shades of oranges and red.  50-75 tall    50ft spread     Zone 3-5   8-10’ tree     

Potted #15  $99.95       Bareroot $79.95 

 

SUGAR MAPLE (Fall Fiesta) The branching is full and symmetrical. Leathery, glossy, deep green leaves Outstand-
ing fall color, shows far more oranges and reds than other sugar maples. Prefers a moist yet well-drained soil with a  

slight acidity for optimum growth.  50-75 ft tall     50 ft spread       Zone 3-7   6-8’ tree      

Potted #15  $89.95              Bareroot $69.95 

 

SUGAR MAPLE (Green Mountain) This tree has excellent heat tolerance, and performs well in dry restricted sites. 

Thick, dark green leaves are covered with a waxy coating and show good scorch resistance and retains its color in dry  

windy conditions.  Yellow, orange-red fall color. 50-75 ft tall 40 ft sp  Zone 4-7  8-10’ tree   

Potted #15 $89.95                 Bareroot $69.95 
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CRABAPPLE (Prairie Fire) This disease resistant cross has good foliage retention during summer. Single red-
purple maroon flowers open later than most crabapples so frost shouldn’t get blossoms. The bark is a glossy dark red 
with numerous prominent lenticels, and the fruit does not drop. 15-20 ft tall  20 ft spread  Zone 4-7    

 6-7’ tree  Potted $69.95    Bareroot $49.95 

CRABAPPLE (Purple Prince) This selection has outstanding rose-red blossoms and maroon fruits. The purple-
bronze foliage and bright flowered 'Purple Prince' does not suffer from stem splitting and is faster growing. Excellent 
resistance to scab, fireblight and cedar-apple rust. 20’ tall  20’ spread   Zone 4-7      

6-7’ tree   Potted $69.95                      Bareroot $49.95 

CRABAPPLE (Red Barron) This crab is columnar in form at a young age, then matures to a more rounded shape. 
The foliage is purple fading to bronze-green. The buds, flowers, and fruit are all dark red.  

12-15’ tall 5-6’ spread      Zone 4-7       6-7’ tree    Potted $69.95                Bareroot $49.95  

CRABAPPLE (Red Splendor) Litter is not a problem with this crab,  as the small bright red fruit never falls. The fruit 
does make excellent food for wildlife. The foliage is glossy reddish-green, turning  reddish-purple in fall.   Height 20-25 ft    
Spread 20 ft      Zone 3-7    6-7’ tree     Potted $69.95     Bareroot $49.95 

CRABAPPLE (Ruby Tears) Weeping Form  Naturally weeping form,,  similar to 'Louisa' and burgundy-green foli-
age much like 'Prairifire'. Pink flowers cover the pendulous branches each spring on  this  graceful  small tree. Attractive 
dark red fruit.       8-10 ft tall      12-15 ft spread         Zone 4-7    6-7’ tree     Potted $99.95            Bareroot $79.95 

CRABAPPLE (Spring Snow) This fruitless Canadian introduction is completely covered with pink buds that 
open to fragrant white flowers in spring. It has bright green, shiny foliage and good heat tolerance.  
Height 25-30 ft    Spread 15 ft      Zone 4-7           5-6’ tree      Potted $59.95                Bareroot $39.95 

DOGWOOD (Cherokee Brave)  Late-flowering form, essentially disease free. Deep pink to red flowers on this dog-
wood that makes most growers' top ten list.   

Height 11-15 ft    Spread 10-15’ ft      Zone 5-7          2-3’ tree       Potted $99.95                Bareroot $79.95 

DOGWOOD (Florida)  Cornus florida, commonly known as flowering dogwood, is a small deciduous tree with a low-
branching, broadly-pyramidal but somewhat flat-topped habit. It arguably may be the most beautiful of the native Ameri-
can flowering trees. Height 11-15 ft   Spread 10-15’ ft    Zone 5-7    2-3’ tree   Potted $39.95          Bareroot $29.95 

DOGWOOD TREE (Kousa) Each spring yellowish-green true flowers are surrounded by four, pointed white bracts. 
Red raspberry-like edible fruits. Dark green leaves turn reddish-purple to scarlet in the fall. Mottled tan and gray bark 
exfoliates as the tree matures. Performs best in rich acid to neutral well-drained soil with consistent moisture during hot 
summers.  Height 15-30 ft    Spread 15-30’ ft      Zone 5-7          6-7’ tree       Potted $79.95                Bareroot $59.95 

DOGWOOD TREE (Pagoda) This graceful small tree has pale yellow flowers in May, followed by blue-black fruit, 
and the  leaves turn a beautiful maroon red in the fall. Branches grow in irregular tiers, forming a somewhat horizontal, 
layered look to the plant.   Rounded, horizontal branching     [Crop Loss 2023] 
Full Sun    Zone:3-7     Height:15-20'      Spread:20-25'      4-5’ tree    Potted $69.95          Bareroot $49.95 

DOGWOOD TREE (Rosy Teacups) A heavily flowering hybrid featuring long lasting pink blooms with magenta edg-
es that cover it in spring; foliage turns a rich red in the fall; vigorous grower with an erect habit and upright branches low 
maintenance tree, and should only be pruned after flowering to avoid removing any of the current season's flowers.  
attracts birds to your yard. Height  20-25 ft     Spread 18-20 ft   Zone 5-9    3-4’ tree   Potted $69.95  Bareroot $49.95 

DOGWOOD TREE (Scarlet Fire) a real springtime standout.  with the added appeal of being low-maintenance as 
well as drought-tolerant. unique, dark pink to fuchsia blooms that span 4" to 5" (color is light pink for the first 1–2 years 
as the tree becomes well-established; best color results from fertile soil and full sun) Blooms late May to early June Is 
more resistant to disease Ht  20-25 ft   Spread 15-20 ft    Zone 5-9      4-5’ tree    Potted $79.95          Bareroot $59.95 

DOGWOOD TREE (Venus) These shamrock-shaped white blooms are 6" wide and symmetrical, with 4 huge petals 
surrounding a tiny green center. Float them in a bowl, or cut an entire branch and display in water for spring color in-
doors. A fully-blooming tree is an outstanding sight!  Height  15-18 ft  Spread 18-22 ft   Zone 5-9     
6-7’ tree     Potted $79.95    Bareroot $59.95 

WEEPING PEACH (Crimson Cascade) This eye-catching ornamental peach tree is a show-stopper with long, pen-
dulous branches and cascading, crimson-red double blossoms. Its graceful, weeping habit makes it perfect for your 
landscape!  10-12 ft tall   8-10 feet wide  Zone 5-9  4-5’ tree   RePotted $69.95      Before Repotted $49.95 

FLOWERING & FRUITING PEACH (Bonfire) no yard space or garden is no problem when it comes to the Bonfire 
Patio Peach Tree. It’s aptly named for its ability to produce both amazing visual interest and delicious peaches without 
taking up much space, especially since it only grows to about 4 or 5 feet in height   Zone 5-8  4-5’ tree    

RePotted $89.95      Before Repotted $69.95 
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LILAC TREE (Dwarf Korean) This tree has the same fine features of the shrub-form Dwarf Korean. It makes an 
excellent globe for accent or interest in the landscape.  8 ft tall     5-6 ft spread  Zone 4-7     

 3-4’ tree    Potted $99.95     Bareroot $79.95 

LILAC TREE (Bloomerang Dark Purple) Darker flowers than the original Bloomerang® lilac - and an improved 
production plant to boot. Bloomerang® Dark Purple lilac is a bolder, bigger version of the original in every way. Blooms 
are a very deep purple, particularly in bud.        8 ft tall     3-6 ft spread      Zone 4-7            

4-5’ tree      Potted $99.95             Bareroot $79.95       Not Available 2023 

LILAC TREE (Snowdance) Snowdance™ flowers well annually and begins flowering at an earlier age. It has excep-
tionally heavy bloom with large, fragrant, creamy white flower clusters in June. Lustrous dark green foliage. grows as 
wide as it is tall with attractive, shelved branching. A pest-and-disease-free lilac tree, it is ideal for residential and park 
use     18 ft tall       20 ft spread        Zone 3-7    5-6’ tree     Potted $79.95          Bareroot $59.95 

LILAC TREE  (Tinkerbelle®)  Developed by Neal Holland of Sheyenne Gardens, this dwarf results from crosses 
between Syringa meyeri 'Palibin' and Syringa microphylla 'Superba'. Tinkerbelle® forms a superb small tree with a 
pleasing spicy fragrance and incredible wine-red flower buds that open in late spring.  

 8 ft tall  4.5 ft spread   Zone 3-7     3-4’ tree     Potted $99.95          Bareroot $79.95 
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MAGNOLIA  (Ann)  Perfect for small gardens, Magnolia 'Ann' is a slow-growing deciduous shrub or small tree with 
slightly fragrant reddish-purple flowers in mid to late spring. Chalice-shaped, the blossoms, up to 4 in. ... Magnolias are 
adaptable to clay, loam or sandy soils, but grow poorly in wet or poorly drained soils. 10 ft tall & wide Zone 4-9   

3-4’ tree  Only Potted $69.95                   

MAGNOLIA  (Butterflies)  Considered one of the finest of all yellow-flowered magnolias. Abundant 4 to 5-inch rich 
yellow, double flowers bloom to look spectacular in the spring garden. Blossoms are held upright like butterflies alighting 
on a branch. Blooms appear in late spring which help to protect them from frosts in cool-spring climates    

15-18ft tall       8-10 ft spread               Zone 5-9                    3-4’ tree  Potted $59.95                  Bareroot $39.95 

MAGNOLIA (Daybreak) Upright in form, the blooms are delightfully fragrant. It has two significant attributes. First, it 
blooms much later so the flowers seldom freeze. Second, the rich pink flowers have a crisp, translucent character to 
them These plants are quite a prize. 20-30ft tall     15-20 ft spread       Zone 5-9         

3-4’ tree  Potted $69.95                  Bareroot $49.95 

MAGNOLIA  (FELIX)  Magnificent 12-inch, highly fragrant hot pink flowers add exceptional beauty to the early spring 
landscape - as many as 100 blooms on a single mature tree each year. Its smaller stature with an upright, pyramidal 
form and attractive light green foliage is perfect for a small garden specimen tree or to accent larger landscapes. Decid-
uous. 16-22 ft tall  5-7 ft spread       Zone 5-9     1-2’ tree  Potted $59.95   Bareroot $39.95    

MAGNOLIA  (Galaxy) a single-trunked, upright tree with ascending branches. Blooming later in the spring than other 
varieties, more likely to avoid possible spring frost damage. The large 8-10” flowers are red-purple, profuse, and slightly 
fragrant. Like other Magnolias, does best with mulch around the root zone and protection from strong winds. 20-30 ft tall  
10-15 ft spread Zone 5-9   4’ tree  Potted $59.95   Bareroot $39.95   5’ tree  Potted $79.95   Bareroot $59.95 

MAGNOLIA  (GENIE)  This small, pyramidal tree is the perfect way to bring dramatic spring blooms into a small gar-
den. Stunning, deep maroon-purple, lightly fragrant flowers open on bare branches in early spring, holding, as the green 
leaves emerge, until early summer. Blooming repeats in late summer. A wonderful accent in shrub borders or next to 
patios. 10-13 ft tall      5 ft spread       Zone 4-9     2-3’ tree     Potted $59.95   Bareroot $39.95    

MAGNOLIA  (Honey Tulip)  A stunning addition to Magnolia collections and another introduction from breeders Fe-
lix and Mark Judy. It produce magnificent, 6 inch golden-honey, goblet-shaped flowers almost tulip-like, in early spring. 
Honey Tulip is an upright smaller tree growing to a height of 12 feet, making it suitable for smaller gardens or featured in 
a larger landscape plantings. 11-15ft tall    4-6 ft spread     Zone 5-9     3-4’ tree  Potted $69.95      Bareroot $49.95 

MAGNOLIA  (Royal Star) An early bloomer with large, fragrant, white, double flowers appearing before the foliage 
emerges in spring. A springtime thriller that will add a nice touch to the landscape as the seasons progress. Useful as 
an open-branched, multi-trunked large shrub or as a small specimen tree. Excellent cold and heat tolerance for a mag-
nolia. Deciduous. 10-15 ft tall     6-8 ft spread       Zone 5-9     3-4’ tree     Potted Only $59.95 

MAGNOLIA  (Saucer)  Small, low-branched tree with large, saucer-shaped flowers. The fragrant, early-spring blos-
soms are white shaded with light to deep pink or purplish-pink. Big, broad leaves are dark green, and the smooth bark is 
silvery-gray. Medium- to fast-growing, good pollution tolerance. Likes moist, deep, acid soil and full sun. Grows to 20'–
30'tall , 25' spread. Zone 4-9     2-3’ tree     Only Potted $69.95    

MAGNOLIA  (Tinkerbelle)  a really beautiful Magnolia and we expect it to be in big demand. Fast growing it blooms 
well on young plants. The buds open to numerous dark magenta, 3" upright flowers with pale pink interiors and a very 
sweet fragrance. Small in stature it will make an excellent specimen for smaller gardens, container culture or a shrubby 
boarder 10-15 ft tall     6-8 ft spread       Zone 5-9     3-4’ tree     Potted $69.95   Bareroot $49.95    
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HARDY MIMOSA SILK TREE (Albizia julibrissin ) Hardy selection from Korea. Fast growing small tree 
with flowering fluffy pink flower clusters in summer. Blooms June to September. Tropical looking foliage closes at night 
and during rain. can self-seed aggressively in disturbed garden soils. Hardy to -15° F.   Zone 5-10  

Very fast growing to a height of 30 ft. tall         Potted $29.95                Bareroot $19.95  

FLOWERING PEAR (Autumn Blaze) This cultivar has a distinct rounded form that distinguishes it from other 
pears. The  most cold hardy of the calleryana cultivars, it has white flowers in spring, dark glossy foliage, and good red 
fall color. Crimson-Red fall color        35 ft tall            20 ft spread               Zone 4-8            

6-8’ tree   Potted $99.95                Bareroot $79.95  

FLOWERING PEAR (Chanticleer) This is one of the hardier Calleryana pears. An ideal street tree, it flowers a bit 
later and blooms better than 'Bradford'. Glossy green foliage has a nice fall color that is a red-purple. Good fireblight 
resistance. Upright pyramidal form.     25-30’ ft tall            15 ft spread               Zone 5-8         

6-8’ tree   Potted $99.95                Bareroot $79.95 

FLOWERING PEAR (Mountain Frost) An improved selection of Pyrus ussuriensis with a more vigorous, upright 
growth  habit.  Attractive white flowers cover the tree in spring, backed by dark green foliage. Some 3/4" fruit is sparsely 
produced in late summer. Yellow fall color. Height 20-30 ft Spread 15-20 ft  Zone 3-6    

 6-8’ tree   Potted $89.95    Bareroot $69.95     Not Available 2023 

REDBUD (Eastern Redbud) A small graceful tree with an open and irregular habit. It is prized for the pea-like red-
dish-purple buds that open to a purplish-pink or lavender color before the leaves emerge in early spring. The heart 
shaped leaves are light green, turning yellow in the fall. performs best in moderately fertile soil that is well-drained, 20-
30 ft tall & wide   Zone 5-9           Possibly Not Available 2023     6-8’ tree  Potted $79.95   Bareroot $59.95         

REDBUD (Black Pearl)  grows rapidly, It has leaves that are black-purple in spring, turning dark purple-red as they 
mature, and holding that dark color all through summer, without fading. In fall the leaves turn yellow flushed with or-
ange. In spring the bare branches are smothered in a profuse and vibrant display of lavender-purple blooms that glow 
across the landscape   20-25  ft tall & wide             Zone 5-9              2-3’ tree    Potted $49.95            Bareroot $39.95 

REDBUD (Ruby Falls)  This unique redbud tree has a pendulous branching habit with reddish-purple flowers ap-
pearing before the foliage in early spring. Distinctive heart-shaped leaves emerge maroon-red and deepen in color as 
the season progresses. Elegant and compact, this weeping redbud is an incredible showstopper in any landscape with 
multiseason interest.   6 ft tall &  4 ft wide      Zone 5-9       3-4’ tree    Potted $69.95            Bareroot $49.95 

REDBUD (MN Strain) This handsome tree bears small pink flowers in spring before leaves appear. Later brown fruit 
pods form. This strain is grown from seed collected at the Minnesota Landscape Arboretum. It does well in sun and part 
shade. Selected for hardiness by the University of Minnesota and introduced in1992.  

20-30 ft tall & wide             Zone 4-9              6-8’ tree    Potted $89.95            Bareroot $69.95 

REDBUD (The Rising Sun) Gives many plant lovers a big case of Gotta-Have-It! The leaf colors are spectacular, 
with new growth starting apricot, graduating to vivid gold, and finally to bright green. And if you water in dry spells, it will 
keep flushing the tangerine new growth over the entire summer into fall! Withstands drought, heat, poor soil and pollu-
tion, while the leaves are impervious to sunburn, Zones 5-9.  Ht 8-12 ft   Sp 12-15 ft   Potted $69.95  Bareroot $49.95 

REDBUD (Rise N Shine) Taller than [The Rising Sun]  After the flowers fade, you'll be wowed by the bright 
foliage. Leaves open in yellow-gold in late spring, then shift to a chartreuse green with light orange tips in summer. Be-
fore the leaf drop in autumn, Rise 'N Shine's foliage turns to a wonderfully bright orange.  
Zones 5-9.  Ht 20-25 ft   Spread 15-20 ft      RePotted $89.95             Before RePotted   $69.95 

FLOWERING CHERRY  (Kawanzan) The Pendulous deep pink flowers make this one of the showiest cherries in 
spring. Leaves emerges coopery bronze, matures green, the turns reddish-copper in fall. This variety is used in the fa-
mous Washington D.C. cherry blossom display.  20-25 ft tall 15-20 ft spread    Zone 5-9 Fruitless   

6-8’ tree  Potted $89.95    Bareroot $69.95 

WEEPING CHERRY (Snow Fountains) A flowery focal point. this weeping cherry features graceful drooping 
branches. In spring each branch is cloaked in white blossoms.  

10 -15 ft tall       15 - 20 feet wide             Zone 4-8                   4-5’ tree     Potted $89.95            Bareroot $69.95 

WEEPING PUSSY WILLOW (Pendula) Silky soft catkins appear in early spring for a pretty effect on this strongly 
weeping form of pussy willow on a standard. The foliage is green with a lighter shade of green beneath. Excellent when 
used as an accent or specimen plant in confined areas.    4 ft tall 5-8 ft spread      Zone 4-8      

3-4’ tree      Potted $79.95      Bareroot $59.95    ~~~ Might not be Available in 2023 

SEVEN-SON FLOWER TREE (Tianshan®)   Clusters of fragrant, creamy-white flowers appear in late summer, 
with each whorl containing 7 flowers. The blooms are followed in by unusual purplish-red fruits. This small plant is well 
branched and forms a rounded, upright shrub or small tree with dark green shiny foliage that turns yellow in late fall. 
Exfoliating bark is attractive in the winter. 8-12 ft tall  5-7 ft spread  Zone 5-9  2-3’ tree Potted $29.95 Bareroot $19.95 
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Bloodgood Japenese Maple 
If you’ve looked at beautiful Japanese Maples but thought you lived in too cold an area, think again. thriving, 
hardy to minus 30. A whole zone tougher than its relatives, this red-leafed maple has delicate fingered leaves 
that emerge red, turn a rich burgundy all summer than end with crimson shades in fall. Making a small, upright 
tree, this special Japanese Maple will thrive in shade as well as cold and be a delight at all seasons.   
 will reach between 12 and 18 feet in height, though it can easily be cut-back to a shorter height if preferred       
15-18 ft tall   15 ft wide                  3-4’ tree    Potted $69.95            Bareroot $49.95 
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Emperor I  Japenese Maple 
For an upright form, choose the Emperor Japanese Maple, which is small tree growing to around 15 feet, 
known for its beautiful red foliage. In spring the leaves emerge a rich purple-red and that color is held all sum-
mer, unlike other red-leaf Japanese Maples which can fade to a dark green. Upright form with brilliant foliage 
color    Spectacular fall scarlet shades   Great in areas prone to spring frosts Happy in shade under larger trees 
This tree is faster-growing than many other Japanese Maples, Especially in colder northern areas, the late ap-
pearance of leaves in this variety gives protection from spring frosts that can damage other Japanese Maples.   
Zone 5-8     15 ft tall and wide        3-4’ tree    Potted $69.95            Bareroot $49.95 

Twomblys Red Sentinel  Japenese Maple 
This columnar sport of the popular 'Bloodgood' boasts the same attractive, rich burgundy foliage, but offers a smaller, 
more narrow form. a columnar maple perfect for narrow spaces or an entryway. Rich, attractive burgundy foliage emerg-
ing bright red in spring, darkens to maroon in summer and ending the season in a brilliant scarlet. Perfect for narrow 
spaces or an entryway. Part sun/part shade. Important to think about light exposure: Too much light can damage deli-
cate leaves. Too little light, and some of the more colorful varieties will take on an attractive greenish tone, but not the 
brilliant fall red/purple colors. This delicate variety will fare better in part shade.  
Zone 5-9   10-15 ft tall    6-8 ft wide                  3-4’ tree    Potted $59.95            Bareroot $39.95 

Inaba Shidare Weeping Japenese Maple 
Among all the Japanese Maples, Inaba-shidare is one of the best and most visually stunning. Compact enough 
for any garden, it is and covered with gorgeous red, lacy leaves that cascade down from its upright-growing 
trunk. New foliage comes in the spring as a deep reddish-purple that can appear almost black. Throughout 
spring and summer the leaves undergo changes into a much more vivid red color, and finally in autumn burst 
into a bright fiery crimson.   Compact dome shape with arching branches    Seasonal kaleidoscope of colors    
Hardy to minus 20   The pick of the red-leaved Japanese Maples      Happy in shade and ordinary garden con-
ditions.       Zone 5-9   6-10 ft tall    8-15  ft wide       3-4’ tree    Potted $69.95            Bareroot $49.95 

Tamukeyama  Japenese Maple 
Even in hot and humid regions it is resistant to the browning and drying of foliage that can be a problem with 
other varieties. It will grow extremely well in almost all of the country, but it is an especially good choice for 
southern regions because of outstanding heat resistance. The ideal plant for a shady location, it stays small 
enough for any garden or even for a container and its cascading foliage, in rich shades of purple-red, will hold 
its color all summer long.  Thrives in hot summer even in full sun   Spectacular cascading form   Fiery red and 
orange fall color. The fastest grower in its class, so you won’t wait long to enjoy the mature beauty of this 
weeping tree.     Zone 5-9   8-10 ft tall    6-8  ft wide      3-4’ tree    Potted $69.95            Bareroot $49.95 

Hydrangea Tree (Limelight) Standing like an elegant bouquet at just 6 to 8 feet, the Limelight Hydrangea 
Tree is perfect to plant front and center in your landscape. Despite its petite size, huge pom of white blooms 
make the Limelight even more impactful, living up to its name. extremely cold hardy, withstanding temperatures 
as low as -30 degrees.  Its manageable mature height makes it easy to plant anywhere, even potted on a patio. 
6-8 ft tall     4-5 ft spread                Zone 4-7    3-4’ tree    Potted $94.95                 

Hydrangea Tree (Pinky Winky) has larger flowers than Quick Fire but similar color.  Two-tone 12 to 
16-inch flower heads start to appear in mid-summer and are held on strong sturdy stems.  Flower heads 
emerge white then turn pink.  They continue to push new white flowers from the tip of the panicle.  Dark green 
foliage makes for great contrast.  Blooms regardless of PH, climate, soil, or pruning.       6-8 ft tall     4-5 ft 
spread                Zone 4-7    3-4’ tree    Potted $94.95                 

Hydrangea Tree (Quick Fire) blooms earlier than Pinky Winky but similar color features bold conical 
white flowers with pink overtones at the ends of the branches from early summer to late fall. The flowers are 
excellent for cutting. It has green deciduous foliage. blooms a full month ahead of other panicle hydrangeas; 
features large conical flower heads that start white and fade through pink to a rich rose lasting into fall.   6-8 ft 
tall  4-5 ft spread   Zone 4-7    3-4’ tree    Potted $94.95               

Hydrangea Tree (Royal Star / Big Ben) a 3-star Royal Horticulture Society winner of the Award of Gold-
en Merit. It is upright growing, but slightly spreading and has attractive red stems. The white panicle blooms 
have been reported as fragrant, although not confirmed by us, and they turn deep pink as they fade  

 5-6 ft tall  4-6 ft spread   Zone 3-8     3-4’ tree     Potted $79.95           

Dutch Garden Nursery    PH# 660-397-4115    Fax # 636-898-0930 
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Shrubs —  All these varieties are subject to availability  

Arborvitae Thuga 
[Annas Magic Ball]  
A cute little sphere of cheerful 
yellow evergreen foliage. This 
nifty little native evergreen 
needs no pruning to keep its 
tight, rounded shape and makes 
a nice addition to perennial 
beds, rock gardens, troughs and 
containers, or any landscape 
project. It's petite size and well-
behaved manner makes it an 
especially nice choice     Zones 
3-8       10-15 inches Tall & Wide 

Arborvitae Thuga  
[Emerald Green]  A narrow, 
pyramidal evergreen with dense, 
emerald green foliage that holds 
its color throughout winter. 
Thrives in the heat and humidity 
of the south, and tolerates dry 
spells when established. One of 
the most popular and effective 
shrubs for screening or tall 
hedge use. An ideal specimen 
for topiary.   Zones 4-8    Moder-
ate growing; reaches 15 ft. tall, 3 
to 4 ft. wide.  

Arborvitae Thuga  
[Fire Chief]  A nearly perfect-
ly globe-shaped shrub with fine, 
bright gold spring foliage and 
fantastic deep red fall color. This 
sport of the popular Rheingold 
has deeper color and is less 
prone to splitting. A low mainte-
nance evergreen perfect for 
massing in a landscape founda-
tion or as a rock garden speci-
men.   Zones 5-8    Reaches 2 
ft. - 4 ft. tall and wide at maturity  

Arborvitae Thuga  
[Green Giant]  One of the 
finest evergreens for use as 
screening or a windbreak, this 
upright conifer is versatile, 
strong-rooted and virtually dis-
ease-free. Its uniform shape 
seldom needs pruning, but re-
sponds well to shearing. Thrives 
in southern heat and humidity. A 
durable, handsome accent tree.   
Zones  4-8   Quickly reaches 25 
to 30 ft. tall, 8 to 10 ft. wide  

Arborvitae Thuga  
[Hetz Midget] A small ever-
green shrub with a dense, natu-
rally globe-shaped growth habit. 
Rich green scale-like foliage is 
arranged in flat layered sprays. 
The compact form makes this a 
popular accent plant for mixed 
borders or containers. A very 
adaptable, tough, durable plant.         
Zones  3-7              3’ - 4’ Tall & 
Wide 

Arborvitae Thuga [Little 
Giant Globe]  This small, 
globe-shaped, evergreen shrub 
is a very versatile and useful 
plant, noted for holding its color 
well, even through the winter 
months. The rich green foliage 
and small form make this a won-
derful foundation plant, speci-
men, or hedge.    Zones  3-8    
Slowly reaches 4 ft. tall and 
wide.   

Arborvitae Thuga  
[Mr Bowling Ball]  A natu-
rally rounded dwarf shrub with 
dense evergreen foliage. The 
lacy, rich green foliage has ex-
cellent year-round color reten-
tion. Useful as a low hedge and 
in foundation plantings. Espe-
cially useful in areas where 
space is limited.    Zones 3-8      
reaches 24 to 30 in. tall and 
wide. 

Arborvitae Thuga 
[Pancake]  Finely textured, 
sage-green evergreen with a 
low, dense rounded habit. Foli-
age tints slightly blue in fall and 
winter. Hardy and easy to main-
tain. Thrives in full sun and re-
sists burning but will tolerate 
some shade. Attractive as low 
border, hedge or in rock gar-
dens.   Zones  4-7   Reaches 1 
ft. tall and 2 ft. wide.  

Arborvitae Thuga 
[Spring Grove]  resistance 
to deer browsing.  It maintains a 
dark green, glossy color even in 
Midwest winters, and has sur-
vived -25 degree temperatures. 
The tight pyramidal habit works 
nicely in landscape designs, and 
its hardiness and deer re-
sistance makes it a good choice 
for creating fast-growing privacy 
screens. Zones 4-8     
 20–30 ft. tall,   10 to 12 ft. wide.  

Arborvitae Thuga  
[Tater Tot]  neat, rounded 
shape is ideal for sprucing up 
any space in your yard! It natu-
rally grows as a tidy little globe 
of fragrant, fan-like evergreen 
foliage. It's quite tolerant of 
shade, too, so you can plant it 
just about anywhere and enjoy 
year-round beauty from this 
easy care native shrub.    
 Zones 3- 8     1 - 2 ft tall & wide   

Arborvitae Thuga 
[Techny]  dark green, fern-
like foliage.  drought toler-
ant, extremely cold hardy 
and resistant to wind burn. low 
maintenance, adaptable to many 
soils and makes a great privacy 
hedge even in partially shad-
ed areas.  Zone 4-8  15 ft.tall,  6 
to 10 ft. wide.  

Arborvitae Thuga  
[North Pole]   
Narrow upright columnar habit is 
perfect for narrow sites as a 
specimen or screen. Little care 
is needed. Evergreen. Hardy, 
resists winter burn. Excellent 
landscape plant.  
Zones 3-8       
 10–15 ft. tall,    3 to 5 ft. wide.  
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Abelia [Kaleidoscope] 
Bright, golden yellow variegation 
on medium green leaves along 
with brilliant red stems creates a 
striking kaleidoscope of color. A 
low, compact selection that 
works well as a foundation plant, 
low hedge, or for use in patio 
containers. Evergreen.   Zones 6
-9  Plant in protected areas  
Reaches 2 to 3 ft. tall, 3 to 4 ft. 
wide.  

Azaleas / Rhododendron  
[Karen]  Evergreen 
 Extremely hardy Azalea with 
pure lavender-pink blooms in the 
spring against dark, glossy, 
leathery green foliage. A con-
sistent bloomer, growing 3 to 4 
feet high and 4 to 5 feet in width.  
Zones 5-9   

Rhododendron / Azaleas 
[Johanna]  Evergreen 
Considered one of the best for 
its dark green shiny foliage that 
turns a stunning crimson in the 
fall. 'Johanna' also has deep 
blood-red blooms in spring & 
Summer that are a striking plus!  
Zones 6-8  reaches 3-4 ft tall 

Rhododendron / Azaleas 
[Gibralter]  The large flowers 
on this striking azalea are bril-
liant in color, elegantly frilled, 
and their subtle fragrance will 
delight any passers-by including 
pollinators. Protect it from strong 
wind, and it's excellent for priva-
cy and screening, growing to a 
mature height of 4-6'  
Zones 5-8  

Azaleas / Rhododendron  
[Girard Hot Shot] is an 
evergreen azalea (Girard hybrid) 
that features dark reddish-
orange flowers with dark red 
spotting. It typically matures 
over time in a rounded compact 
form.  Zones  5-8        2-3' tall 
and to 3-4' wide  

Azaleas / Rhododendron 
[Girard Christina] A profu-
sion of double rose-red flowers 
cover the shrub in late spring. A 
dense, broadly rounded form 
with glossy green foliage Excel-
lent choice for mass plantings.    
Zones  5-9   3 to 4 feet tall and 4 
to 5 feet wide.  

Azaleas / Rhododendron  
[Girard Pleasant White] 
This plant dazzles day in and 
day out with its early spring 
show of flowers that should be 
described as more than just 
‘pleasant’. Rather, these are 
luminous blossoms with clusters 
of long stamen that resemble 
white sparks flying out of the 
centers! Plus, they rebloom later 
in the season for an encore!   
Zones 5-8      Reaches 2 ft. tall 
and 3 ft. wide.  

Rhododendron / Azaleas 
[P.J.M. Compacta]   
A durable rhododendron with 
small trusses of bright lavender-
purple blooms that contrast with 
the small, dark green leaves. 
The evergreen foliage takes on 
a mahogany-brown winter color. 
This variety is noted for its toler-
ance for heat as well as cold. An 
excellent choice for borders, 
mass plantings, or containers.  
Zones 4-8  reaches 3-5 ft tall 

Rhododendron / Azaleas 
[P.J.M. Elite Star]  
stunning clusters of lightly-
scented fuchsia trumpet-shaped 
flowers with lavender overtones 
at the ends of the branches in 
early spring. It has green ever-
green foliage. The narrow 
leaves turn an outstanding pur-
ple in the fall, which persists 
throughout the winter.  
Zones 4-8  reaches 5-6  ft tall 

Azaleas / Rhododendron  
[Girard Rose] hardy azalea 
thrives despite the chilling win-
ters! The profusion of deep rose-
red, single flowers creates a 
thrilling spring specimen. Plant 
en masse for an impressive col-
or display. Bright, lush, semi-
evergreen develops red tint in 
the fall.   Zones  6-9    Plant in a 
protected area      Moderate 
growing; reaches 2 to 4 ft. tall, 3 
to 5 ft. wide.  

Rhododendron / Azaleas 
[Golden Lights]   This out-
standing azalea is cold hardy to 
-30 degrees F! Branches cov-
ered with large orange-yellow 
buds open to bright yellow 
bloom trusses in late spring.  
Zones 3-7  reaches 3-5 ft tall 

Beautyberry P.W. 
[Pearl Glam]  
callicarpa is showy starting in 
spring, with dark purple foliage 
from the get-go. Late summer 
brings white flowers that yield 
violet-purple berries by the hun-
dreds. Upright habit makes this a 
space-saver compared to more 
conventional beautyberry varie-
ties  
Zones 5-8  reaches 4-5 ft tall 
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We have many colors and varieties of 
Climbing, Floribunda, Grandiflora  

 & Tea Roses 

All Shrubs are Potted Plants  
Most Shrubs In 1 gallon - 3 gallon pots  

and some maybe in pots up to 5 gallon 

Prices range Approx $15.00 to $40.00  

We Generally have most of these in stock   

Please stop by and check out our availability & prices 

Any Shrubs shipped will have no Warranty 

Shipping rates on shrubs will vary on small & large 

pots so please call and we will get a shipping quote 

 

Most Shrubs are full sun but will also tolerate several 

hours of shade per day   

Barberry [Bonanza Gold] 
produces gracefully arching 
branches of gleaming yellow 
that is sure to light up any land-
scape while maintaining a small, 
tidy nature. Often used for infor-
mal hedges, produces incon-
spicuous yellow flowers in 
spring, and berries that persist 
throughout the winter. A low 
maintenance plant,    Zones  4-9    
18 “ tall  36 “ wide   

Shrubs —  All these varieties are subject to availability  

Barberry [Cabernet]  Cab-
ernet® Barberry has bright crim-
son new growth followed by rich 
burgundy to purple foliage. This 
extremely dense, compact form 
requires very little pruning, and 
is tough and drought tolerant.            
Zones 4-7          2 ft tall  2-3 ft 
wide   

Barberry [Limoncello]  
Forming a tidy, round mound, 
has striking chartreuse foliage 
with an unusual red, almost dot-
ted, pattern around the margin. 
fall foliage is orange, yellow and 
red. The small size and habit is 
perfect for foundation plantings.  
Zones  4-7   3-4 ft tall & wide 

Barberry [Rosy Glow]  a 
very versatile shrub. and can be 
used in a wide variety of ways to 
meet you landscaping needs. 
This beautiful shrub has 
astounding, red colored foliage. 
new shoots colors vary from 
spotted red to pink blotched 
foliage.  Zones 4-8   3-4 ft tall  2-
3 ft wide 

Barberry P.W. 
[Sunjoy Citrus]  neat, 
rounded habit that results in a 
uniformly ball-shaped plant. It 
makes an excellent low-
maintenance hedge, needing 
little if any pruning to maintain its 
shape.  excellent burn-
resistance, so it will perform in 
full sun   Zone  4-8   2-3 ft tall & 
wide 

Barberry P.W. 
[Sunjoy Gold Pillar]  or-
ange-red new growth that ma-
tures to vivid gold. Autumn 
brings stunning orange-red col-
or.  a low-maintenance hedge or 
edging, or add it to a border as 
an specimen plant.  Versatile, 
appealing shape adds drama 
and flair  Bright gold color 
doesn't burn in the sun  Very 
deer resistant  

Barberry P.W. 
[Sunjoy Tangelo] orange 
new growth that develops a dis-
tinctive chartreuse margin as the 
season goes on. makes a strong 
statement in the landscape  
Highly deer-resistant  Thorny 
stems for planting under win-
dows for added security.  Zone 4
-8    3-4 ft tall & wide    

Barberry [Toscana] Tos-
cana™ Barberry’s large showy 
foliage emerges red in spring 
with a fine, bright yellow margin. 
The margin eventually fades 
through summer, but the foliage 
remains red. The red color dark-
ens in autumn, taking on bur-
gundy tones. This barberry 
forms an upright shrub with 
arching branches.   Zones 4-7   
3-5 ft tall    2-4 ft wide 

Burning Bush  (Dwarf)  
A sensational accent or natural 
hedge prized for its intense scar-
let red fall coloring. The interest-
ing, compact, mounded form 
displays attractive rich green 
leaves spring through summer. 
Exceptional when featured en 
masse, at the foreground of larg-
er conifers or evergreen shrubs. 
Deciduous.  

Burning Bush  P.W. 
(Fire Ball) 
 Outstanding bright red fall foli-
age. May be pruned in late win-
ter. Hardier than other varieties. 
Adaptable. Excellent for land-
scaping.   to maximize the fall 
red foliage color, the plants 
should be placed in full sun. 
Plants placed in areas with too 
much shade will color up much 
later in the fall and will often lose 
their leaves before they have a 
chance to turn bright red.   
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Butterfly Bush P.W. 
[Miss Violet]  
Perfectly purple blooms on a 
perfectly sized plant. 
Just like her sisters, 'Miss Molly' 
and 'Miss Ruby', 'Miss Violet' is 
a compact plant with vibrant 
flower color, but with loads of 
dark purple-violet summer flow-
ers. Seedless and non-invasive; 
deer resistant, too! 
Zones 5-9  reaches 4-5 ft tall 

Butterfly Bush P.W. 
[Miss Molly] Enjoy the red-
dest color of any butterfly bush.  
Its fragrant flowers are the clos-
est to red of any butterfly bush 
and appear for months every 
summer without deadheading. 
work into any sunny landscape. 
thrives in hot climates. Butterflies 
and hummingbirds will find it as 
irresistible as you do! 
Zones 5-9  reaches 4-5 ft tall 

                         Shrubs —  All these varieties are subject to availability  

Butterfly Bush P.W. 
[Miss Ruby] Brilliant rich pink 
summer blooms unlike any other 
variety. Attracts butterflies and 
hummingbirds. Fragrant. Deer 
resistant. Like all of the "Miss" 
series, 'Miss Ruby' butterfly bush 
is non-invasive.  
Zones 5-9  reaches 4-5 ft tall 

Butterfly Bush P.W. 
[Pugster Blue] Meet Pug-
ster Blue® - it's a whole new 
look for butterfly bush. This com-
pact plant has the large, full 
flowers. It blooms non-stop from 
early summer through frost with 
true-blue flowers, each with a 
tiny yellow-orange eye in the 
center. Thanks to thick, sturdy 
stems, it offers vastly improved 
hardiness and winter survival 
over other types of dwarf butter-
fly bush.  

Butterfly Bush P.W. 
[Blue Chip]  
This miniature butterfly bush has 
all the appeal in a smaller pack-
age! Flowers from mid summer 
to frost. Pruning generally not 
needed, but may be trimmed in 
spring. Fragrant flowers. Deer 
resistant. Attracts butterflies and 
hummingbirds.   Zones 5-9  
Reaches 2—3 ft tall 

Butterfly Bush P.W. 
[Pink Micro Chip]  
is the smallest member yet of this 
series of dwarf butterfly bush. It's 
a tiny and tidy mound of orchid-
pink flower spikes, with a cute 
habit that makes it perfect for in-
cluding in perennial gardens. Ear-
lier blooming than other butterfly 
bush, which means you get non 
stop color from early summer 
clear through frost. Highly deer 
and rabbit resistant, too!  
Zones 5-9  reaches 1.5-2 ft tall 

Butterfly Bush P.W. 
[Ruby Chip]  
 a butterfly bush with a neat hab-
it and  jaw-dropping color inten-
sity Ruby Chip butterfly bush 
brings together the best of both, 
with a tidy 2.5'/.76m size and 
dozens of magenta-ruby flower 
spikes. Fragrant and long-
blooming, it keeps putting out 
fresh flowers without the need to 
deadhead   Zones 5-9   
Reaches 2-3 ft tall 

Butterfly Bush  
[Fourth of July]  
 Also known as Tri-Colored But-
terfly Bush, is a fast-growing orna-
mental shrub with particular ap-
peal to pollinators and a rebloom-
ing, tri-color display! Fragrant and 
blooming from summer until frost, 
you'll enjoy wave after wave of tall 
wands of flowers!   
Zones 5-10  reaches 6 - 8 ft tall 

Boxwood [Green Velvet]  
A full-bodied boxwood well-
suited for dense, low hedges. 
Foliage retains its rich green 
color throughout winter. Devel-
ops a vigorous, rounded form if 
not pruned. A wonderful ever-
green that will provide year-
round, cold-hardy color and 
structure in the garden.  
Zone 4-9  reaches 3-4 ft tall 

Boxwood [Green Gem]  
A great little hybrid Boxwood that 
requires very little trimming / prun-
ing to maintain a perfect little 
round ball of tight, dark green foli-
age. holds excellent green color 
through the winter with excellent 
hardiness as well. A slow grower 
that only reaches a mature size of 
about 2' x 2'.  
 a great choice for foreground 
plantings, as well as for short, low 
growing, formal hedge  

Boxwood [Pyramid] 
[Green Mountain   
A vigorous evergreen shrub with 
bright green foliage that retains 
good color throughout winter. 
The upright, naturally cone-
shaped habit makes it an excel-
lent candidate for topiary forms, 
and a striking container or for-
mal garden accent. Use in mass 
plantings to create either a free-
form or a sculpted hedge.  
Zones 4-9   reaches 5 ft tall 

Boxwood Topiary 
2 ball or 3 ball topiary  
Or Spiral form boxwoods 
Available at times 
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 Shrubs —  All these varieties are subject to availability  

Boxwood North Star P.W. 
a cold hardy, dense globe that 
requires little if any pruning to 
form a low, dense, thick hedge. 
Shiny dark green leaves maintain 
good winter color. Use as a low-
growing hedge, or even to create 
the borders of a formal herb gar-
den. It's a beautiful evergreen 
that will provide four seasons of 
enjoyment in the landscape.  
Zone 5-9 reaches 2-3 ft tall 

Boxwood [Sprinter] P.W. 
This is an improved, fast-
growing form of 'Winter Gem'. Its 
glossy evergreen foliage is at-
tractive year-round, and it has 
excellent hardiness. This varie-
ty's more upright habit makes it 
great for hedging. Faster growth 
means it will fill in more quickly 
than other varieties.  Use it for 
edging or a low hedge in formal 
gardens.   Zones 5-9 
Reaches 2-4 ft tall   

Boxwood [Variegated]  
Small dark green leaves are 
bordered by an irregular creamy 
white variegation, perfect for 
adding interest and color to the 
year-round landscape. Easily 
pruned into topiary shapes or a 
formal hedge. Works well for 
containers and foundation plant-
ings. Evergreen.  
Zones 5-9  reaches 5-6 ft tall  

Caryopteris Bluebeard 
[Sunshine Blue]  P.W. 
improved variety of the classic 
Sunshine Blue, but it's much 
more tolerant of cold climates. If 
you've had trouble with blue-
beard surviving winter in your 
area in the past, now's your 
chance to enjoy the vivid gold 
foliage and blue blooms of this 
late blooming favorite. An excel-
lent plant for attracting pollina-
tors!  Zones 5-9 reaches 2-3 ft 

Crapemyrtle [Acoma] 
Acoma Crapemyrtle is a dense 
multi-stemmed deciduous shrub 
with a shapely form and grace-
fully arching branches. Its rela-
tively fine texture sets it apart 
from other landscape plants with 
less refined foliage. This shrub 
will require occasional mainte-
nance and upkeep. Zone 6  
Reaches 8 ft tall 

Crapemyrtle [Bellini] 
Bellini® Crape Myrtles are unlike 
any other varieties on the mar-
ket because of their break-
through, compact size and deli-
cious colors. Bellini® Raspberry 
is a bright, rose-colored addition 
to the garden and is resistant to 
deer and powdery mildew. Plant 
this variety near your foundation, 
in a mixed garden, or even as a 
low border.  Zone 5-9     3-4 ft 

Crapemyrtle [Hopi] 
If you’ve been looking for rich 
pink color and blooms that with-
stand the harshest of climates, 
look no further than the Hopi 
Crape Myrtle. Cold hardy down 
to 0 degrees, the Hopi handles 
large amounts of snow, ice and 
freezing temperatures with ease. 
5-10 ft tall     Zones 6-9   

Crapemyrtle [Tonto] 
Large clusters of soft-textured 
fuchsia-red blooms on a semi-
dwarf, multi-stemmed shrub. 
Foliage turns a luscious orange-
red in fall for exquisite cool sea-
son color. Smooth, colorful peel-
ing bark adds year-round inter-
est. Resists mildew, and is heat 
and drought tolerant. Ideal as a 
landscape accent or container 
specimen. Deciduous.  
8 ft tall       Zones 6-9    

Cypress [Gold Mop]  
The Gold Mop Cypress is very 
hardy and requires little to no 
maintenance. Very insect and 
disease resistant and can grow 
from zones 4-8. This Cypress 
bush likes to be in full sun but 
will grow in some shade. The 
more sun it has, the brighter 
yellow it will be.  
Zones 4-8    reaches 3-4 ft 

Cypress P.W. 
[Soft Serve] 
 This soft, graceful evergreen 
has lovely color, too. 
A compact, conical falsecypress 
with graceful, soft fern-like 
branches. The leaves are bright 
green on top and flecked with 
silver-blue on the underside. 
This sport of 'Boulevard' is a 
great substitute for dwarf Alberta 
spruce.  Zones 4-8 
Reaches  6-10 ft tall 

Deutzia  P.W. 
[Chardonnay Pearls] 
Numerous pearl-like buds burst 
into attractive star-shaped flow-
ers in spring. When the flowers 
have faded, it continues to shine 
with its bright yellow foliage. a 
wonderful small shrub that is 
equally at home in the shrub 
border as it is in a perennial one. 
Adds color and vibrancy to any 
garden.   Zones  5-8   
Reaches  2-3 ft  tall 
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Cypress [Lemon Thread] 
 an evergreen shrub that keeps 
its soft-looking bushy needle-like 
foliage all year long. It's not fair 
to call it an evergreen, though, 
as its color is truly a striking lem-
on-lime, emphasis on the lemon! 
In the dead of winter, Lemon 
Thread brings a shot of much-
needed color to your garden. 
The soft texture is amazing. The 
needles look almost like they are 
dripping off of the plant.   
3-5 ft tall  Zones 4-8 
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Dogwood Shrub P.W. 
[Pucker Up] 
This unique version of a native 
red-twig dogwood offers a little 
twist: heavily textured foliage 
that has a "quilted" effect. 
thrives even in wet or partially 
shaded areas. Though it does 
flower and display some red 
coloration on its young stems, 
foliage is this variety's defining 
characteristic.  
Zone  3-8      3-4 ft tall 

Dogwood Shrub P.W. 
[Artic Fire]  
 beautiful red stems and a com-
pact habit This dwarf variety 
reaches just 3-5' feet rather than 
the 8-10' of conventional red-
twig dogwood. Its smaller size 
makes this variety great for 
smaller gardens or residential 
landscapes. Tolerates a wide 
range of soil and light condi-
tions.    Zones 2-7 

Euonymus P.W. 
[Gold Splash] 
Big, round evergreen leaves are 
soft green and yellow. Year 
round color. Great landscape 
plant. Low maintenance. four 
season color in the landscape. 
The cheerful variegated foliage 
maintains its color all year long, 
and is accented by showy, per-
sistent fruit in the fall.  
Zones 5-8     18” - 2 ‘ tall & wide 

Euonymus [Ivory Jade] 
A beautifully variegated shrub 
with a low, spreading form high-
lighted by rich green leaves with 
ivory white margins that are of-
ten tinged with pink in winter. 
Highly adaptable and versatile in 
sun or shade, this is a useful 
accent for brightening dull or dim 
spaces in the landscape. Cre-
ates an excellent low border or 
hedge. Evergreen.   Zones 4-9 
reaches 3 ft. tall,   6 ft. wide.  

             Shrubs —  All these varieties are subject to availability  

Euonymus P.W. 
[White Album] an improved 
form with superior leaf spot re-
sistance and a consistent grow-
ing habit. bright leaves that set it 
apart from older varieties. The 
stable variegation has a large, 
cream-colored border around 
the perimeter of the large ever-
green leaves. Very nice for 
brightening up shady areas!   
18” - 2 ‘ tall & wide     Zone 5-8   

Euonymus  
[Moon Shadow] Lustrous, 
deep green leaves with bright 
yellow centers provide bold ever-
green color in the landscape 
year-round. vibrant groundcover 
or low hedge plant, or to create a 
colorful edging along drives and 
walkways. Works well as a con-
tainer plant where spreading 
stems will create a lush, cascad-
ing effect.     Zones 4-9 
reaches 3 ft. tall,   6 ft. wide.  

Forsythia [Magical Gold] 
Extra large, rich golden yellow 
flowers completely shroud the 
bare stems in early spring. Be-
comes the focal point of the 
landscape when in full bloom 
and blends well with other plants 
when the rich green foliage 
emerges after the flowers. De-
ciduous.   Zone  5-8 
reaches 5 ft. tall, 4 ft. wide.  

Forsythia  
[Lynwood Gold]  
Deep golden yellow flowers of 
this forsythia cover the branches 
in April. A dense plant with an 
upright habit, it tolerates city 
conditions well. performs well in 
both sun or light shade. Rarely 
to never fed on by Japanese 
beetles.     Zone  4-8 
reaches 5-7 ft. tall, 7 ft. wide.  

Holly [Castle Keep] P.W. 
glossy, leathery, evergreen foli-
age, a handsome choice for 
landscaping. This is a smaller-
than-average blue holly, growing 
just 3-5' tall and wide, and with 
soft-to-the-touch deep green 
foliage. This is a female variety 
which will develop bright red 
berries if male Castle 
Wall® holly is planted nearby.   
3-5 ft tall & wide   Zones 5-7 

Forsythia  
[Showy Border]  
Large, bright yellow flowers ap-
pear each year in early spring, 
followed by medium green foli-
age. This deer and drought tol-
erant Forsythia is a moderate 
grower, reaching 8 to 10 feet tall 
and wide.   Zones 5-8 

Holly [Castle Wall]  P.W. 
Handsome columnar holly. 
Dark glossy leaves, superior 
vigor and branching make it a 
superior choice over other varie-
ties. Narrow habit makes it ideal 
for hedges, foundation plantings, 
or even as a dramatic speci-
men. Castle Wall® holly is a 
male variety that will polli-
nate Castle Keep® holly, but it 
does not produce fruit itself. 
5-8 ft tall & 3-4’ wide   Zones 5-7 

Holly [China Twins] 
China Boy® and China Girl® are 
combined in this hardy broadleaf 
evergreen shrub, eliminating the 
need for two separate plants for 
pollination. Rich, glossy, dark 
green holly foliage is accentuat-
ed by bright red berries that per-
sist throughout winter. Forms a 
compact upright shrub.  
8-10’ tall  6-8’ wide  Zones 5-9   
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 Hibiscus, Hydrangea   All these are subject to availability  

Hibiscus P.W.  
[Dark Lavender Chiffon] 
Darker, more impressive purple 
blooms than the original Laven-
der CHIFFON®. 
- Produces few to no seeds. 
- Blooms last a long time 
through summer.as a hedge, 
specimen, or within a border.   
8-12’ tall  6-10’ wide   Zones 5-9 

Hibiscus P.W. [Lil’ Kim] 
The dwarf rose of Sharon you've 
always wanted! 
Lil' Kim® rose of Sharon is a 
very special plant - it's about half 
the size of a conventional rose 
of Sharon, and sports an ele-
gant, refined habit. Each stem is 
packed with flower buds that 
open to reveal white flowers with 
a showy red eye. 
3-4’ tall & wide     Zones 5-9 

Hibiscus P.W.  
[Blue Chiffon] 
Unusual blue flowers for the late 
summer garden. vigorous 
growth and lacy blooms, but with 
large, single blue flowers. Each 
is adorned with a lacy center to 
create an anemone-like bloom. 
Bold yet delicate, Blue Chif-
fon® is a star in the garden from 
late summer to fall.  
8-12’ tall  4-6’ wide   Zones 5-9 

Hibiscus P.W.  
[Lil’ Kim Red] 
Dwarf hibiscus with pink-red 
blooms! 
This newest addition to the Lil' 
Kim series has a compact habit 
and rich, deep rosy-red flowers. 
The unique color looks good 
with many summer flowering 
perennials, and is a great choice 
for container gardens.  
3-4’ tall & wide     Zones 5-9 

Hydrangea [Annabelle] 
Stunning pure white flowers, up 
to 12 inches across! Blooms 
appear in late spring to summer, 
often continuing into fall. Strong, 
straight stems hold the huge 
flower heads up well, despite 
heavy rain. This full, lush shrub 
needs plenty of room to show off 
its spectacular beauty. Decidu-
ous.   reaches 5 ft. tall and wide. 
Zones 4-9  

Hydrangea [Bobo]  P.W. 
Loads of flowers on a tiny plant! 
dwarf panicle hydrangea will 
turn heads! engulfed by large 
white flowers in summer. The 
flowers are held upright on 
strong stems, and continue to 
grow and lengthen as they 
bloom. No flopping, unlike some 
panicle hydrangeas! As blooms 
age, they turn pink.  
2-3’ tall  3-4’ wide   Zones 3-8 

Hydrangea  P.W. 
[Cityline Paris]  
The tight, compact habit makes 
it a well-behaved garden or 
landscape plant, while its vivid 
deep red flowers make a bold 
and stylish statement. One of 
the smallest hydrangeas on the 
market, it does not need pruning 
deep green mildew-resistant 
foliage purplish centers in acidic 
soil 1-2’ tall 1-3’ wide  Zones 3-8 

Hydrangea  
[Diamond Rogue] 
This variety has abundant, long 
lasting, rounded flower heads 
that start white and progress to 
pink, intense raspberry red and 
finally wine red. Flowers start 
blooming in July and take on red 
coloration earlier in the season 
than other pink paniculatas.  
4-5’ tall  3-4’ wide   Zones 3-8 

Hydrangea [Endless 
Summer Twist n Shout] 
produces abundant blooms on 
both old and new wood all sum-
mer long. Lacy centers are sur-
rounded by gorgeous blossoms 
of pink or periwinkle blue, de-
pending on soil type. Sturdy red 
stems and glossy deep green 
leaves turn red-burgundy in fall 
to offer year-round interest in the 
garden.  
3-5’ tall & wide    Zones 4-9 

Hydrangea [Endless 
Summer Summer Crush] 
It’s not just about blue or pink 
anymore! The intense, deep 
coloration found in Summer 
Crush® is a true differentiator in 
the hydrangea marketplace. 
With a profusion of big raspberry 
red or neon purple blooms, 
Summer Crush® is a color 
breakthrough in reblooming gar-
den hydrangea  
2-3’ tall & wide  Zones 4-9 

Hydrangea [Endless 
Summer Blushing Bride] 
big round clusters of pure white, 
semi-double florets, which ma-
ture to blush pink or blue, de-
pending on soil pH. Internodes 
between the leaves are shorter 
making it more compact and 
stronger stemmed. Like the oth-
er Endless Summer® varieties, 
'Blushing Bride' blooms on old 
and new growth and is remarka-
bly mildew resistant.  
3-6’ tall & wide  Zones 5-9 

Hydrangea [Endless 
Summer Bloomstruck] 
glossy dark green leaves are 
more heat resistant, which pre-
vents wilting in mid-day heat. 
This reblooming mophead has 
rounded flowers averaging 3.5 - 
5" across in intense rose-pink, 
violet or blue, depending on pH 
levels. Flower heads are held 
upright on striking ruby red 
stems, adding to this plant's 
retail presence.  
3-4’ tall  4-5’ wide  Zones 4-9 
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Hydrangeas  —  All these varieties are subject to availability  

Hydrangea P.W. 
[Fire Light] 
the standard to measure all pan-
icle hydrangeas!  selecting it for 
its huge, full flower heads and 
sturdy, strong stems. Blooms 
emerge creamy-white and age 
to a vivid red for lots of summer 
color. It makes a great cut flow-
er, fresh or dried,  
6-8’ tall  6-8’ wide  Zones 3-8 

Hydrangea P.W. 
[Lets Dance Blue Jangles] 
The reblooming hydrangea that 
really does! a big-leaf hydrangea 
that blooms on both old and new 
wood, with a tight, compact habit 
that is unusual among reblooming 
hydrangeas. Large, full flower 
heads will readily go heavenly blue 
in acid soils; in alkaline soils, they'll 
be vivid pink.  
1-2’ tall  2-3’ wide  Zones 5-9 

Hydrangea P.W. 
[Lets Dance Lovable]  
Deeply pigmented, vivid flower 
colors set this rebloomer apart 
from the crowd. It's a strong and 
reliable Let's Dance rebloomer 
that can produce hot pink or 
royal purple flowers. You'll 
also appreciate the dark glossy 
foliage that turns burgundy in 
autumn.  
3-4’ tall  3-4’ wide  Zones 5-9 

Hydrangea P.W. 
Lets Dance Rhythmic Blue 
Very easily shifted from pink to 
blue. Let's Dance® Rhythmic 
Blue® reblooming hydrangea is a 
full, richly colored mophead, with 
each flower made up of neatly 
geometric florets. The reliable 
blooms are held up on sturdy 
stems, and a tidy habit and good 
wilt-resistance add to its appeal.  
3-4’ tall  3-4’ wide  Zones 5-9 

Hydrangea P.W. 
[Little Lime Punch ] 
blooms emerge lime green, but 
they mature a little differently. 
Flowers change progressively 
from the bottom up in a gor-
geous array of white, light pink, 
and rich Hawaiian Punch red! As 
it reblooms throughout the sum-
mer you'll see these four col-
ors mix to create a truly memo-
rable show. With a compact 
habit and strong stems 
3-5’ tall  3-5’ wide  Zones 3-8 

Hydrangea P.W. 
[Little Quick Fire] 
It has the same early bloom time 
as the original Quick Fire®, but 
this dwarf cultivar is about one 
third the size. The flowers quick-
ly age to a deep burgundy red 
before other varieties even start 
to bloom. The compact habit 
makes it a great choice for ex-
tending the season in smaller 
landscapes and container gar-
dens.  
3-5’ tall  3-5’ wide  Zones 3-8 

Hydrangea  
[Vanilla Strawberry] 
the enormous flower panicles 
are a blend of vanilla and straw-
berry, held upright on red stems. 
They emerge creamy white in 
mid-summer, change to pink 
and finally to strawberry red. 
New blooms give the plant a 
multicolored effect in late sum-
mer and early fall, with the red 
coloration persisting for at least 
3-4 weeks  
6-7’ tall  5-6’ wide  Zones 4-8 

Hydrangea  
[Strawberry Sundae] 
Flowers emerge creamy white in 
mid-summer, change to pink as 
night temperatures drop. The 
fantastic flower color lasts well 
into fall. With its compact habit, 
this hydrangea adds spectacular 
color and impressive flowers to 
small space gardens or contain-
ers. Flower color varies based 
on climate and growing condi-
tions 
 4-5’ tall  3-4’ wide  Zones 3-8 

Hydrangea P.W. 
[Lime Light Prime] 
An improved, more refined 
Limelight with darker, healthier-
looking foliage, stronger stems, 
and a more compact growth 
habit. The blooms emerge a 
vivid lime green and maintain 
that color longer, often until they 
transition into a bubblegum pink. 
The blooms eventually finish a 
rich, punch pink.  
4-6’ tall  4-5’ wide  Zones 3-8 

Hydrangea [Oakleaf 
Snowcicle] 
 makes a wonderful flower-filled 
display with its thick clusters of 
white florets from large panicles 
that cover the 4-6' shrub all sum-
mer long. The florets on this 
oakleaf hydrangea age from 
their white to soft rose-red, then 
change to a light green hue as 
the season goes on. At times, 
your landscape will be awash in 
all three colors at once.   
4-6’ tall  4-5’ wide  Zones 5-8 

Hydrangea [Oakleaf 
Jetstream] 
a dense, compact, non-flopping 
habit. The lustrous dark green 
foliage is resistant to leaf spot 
and turns a fantastic orange-red 
in autumn. Flowers, held high on 
strong stems, are a beautiful 
white aging to pink. a classic 
native flowering shrub for the 
garden. Exfoliating tawny-brown 
bark adds winter interest, as do 
the dried flower heads.  
4-6’ tall  4-5’ wide  Zones 5-8 

Hydrangea  
[Oakleaf Alice] 
is an erect rounded decidous 
shrub with showy white flowers 
that appear in early to mid-
summer. As the flowers age 
they fade to pink. This shrub will 
reach a height of 5 to 8 feet tall 
and wide at maturity. Plant 
'Alice' in the full sun to partial 
shade in moist well-drained soil. 
 5-8’ tall  4-5’ wide  Zones 5-8 
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Juniper, Ninebark   All these varieties are subject to availability  

Juniper [Blue Point]  
A favorite for stately lawn speci-
mens and tall screens. Glowing 
blue-green foliage on a densely 
branched, broad pyramid form 
that maintains its natural form 
well with practically no pruning. 
Clipped topiary forms make a 
wonderful formal accent in en-
trances or on patios. Evergreen.  
12 ft. tall, 8 ft. wide.   Zones 4-9 

Juniper [Blue Star]  
Attractive sparkling blue foliage 
on dense, spreading branches. 
Creates a colorful contrast to 
purple and green foliage plants. 
Use in a rock garden or as a low 
border plant. Ideal for mass 
plantings in minimal-care land-
scapes. Evergreen.  Zones 4-8 
2 to 3 ft. tall, 3 to 4 ft. wide.  

Juniper  [Gold Lace] 
dark forest green foliage with all 
the new growth trimmed in 
bright, vibrant golden yellow. 
Very hardy - moderate to fast 
growth. . Golden yellow colora-
tion is best displayed in full sun 
locations, and will tone down 
considerably during the winter 
months.  Zones 4-9 
4-7 ft. tall, 5-7 ft. wide.   

Juniper  [Gray Owl]  
A finely textured evergreen 
shrub with arching branches 
clothed in soft, silver-gray foli-
age. Use as a tall groundcover 
or low growing hedge. Benefits 
from some shelter from harsh 
afternoon sun Requires little 
maintenance. Drought tolerant 
when established.  Zones 4-9 
 3 ft. tall, 6 ft. wide.  

Juniper  [Gold Cone]  
The bright yellow foliage of the 
upright Juniperus com-
munis ‘Gold Cone’ illuminates 
the garden, especially in winter. 
The narrow, columnar habit and 
dependable color make ‘Gold 
Cone’ a wonderful accent in 
many types of gardens. It re-
sponds well to shearing to 
achieve a dense, more narrow 
form and it will attain best color 
in full sun.  
4 ft. tall, 2 ft. wide.   Zones 4-9 

Juniper  [Daubs Frosted] 
 Golden yellow, frosted foliage 
tips create a striking contrast to 
the pendulous, blue-green, ma-
ture foliage. An excellent low-
growing conifer that will brighten 
the landscape in mass plantings 
and provides excellent ever-
green groundcover for hot, dry 
banks with poor soil. Zone 4-9 
15 in. tall, spreading up to 5 ft.  

Juniper  [Perfecta]  
a deep green evergreen that is 
grown for its upright, narrow 
form and excellent winter color. 
Only growing 6-8 feet wide and 
15-18 feet tall it works well near 
foundations. This tree prefers 
full sun and will adapt well to a 
wide variety of soils except for 
constantly wet soils.  
15 to 18 ft. tall, 6 to 8 ft. wide.  
Zones 4-9 

Juniper  [Pom Pom]  
A beautiful evergreen landscape 
topiary for a sculptured garden 
accent, featuring an upright 
arching branch habit that is artis-
tically shaped, very attractive; 
deep green needle-like foliage; 
perfect for framing drives or 
walkways; best in full sun.  
Plant Height: 72 in. 
Spread: 36 in.      Zones 4-9 

Little Henry [Itea] P.W. 
Sweetspire is a versatile 
native shrub that grows in full 
sun to full shade and thrives in 
moist soils. Lightly scented, pure 
white flowers shoot like fire-
works from the glossy foliage in 
summer. Just a fraction of the 
size of conventional Itea, its 
mounded, compact stature 
makes it an improvement over 
older varieties   Zone 5-9 
2 to 3 ft. tall, 3 to 4 ft. wide.  

Ninebark [Diabolo] P.W. 
The stunning deep purple foli-
age of this versatile shrub 
makes it a standout in the gar-
den. create a richly colored, 
dense hedge or screen. Profuse 
creamy white flower clusters 
adorn the foliage in summer. 
Foliage can become green in 
high heat or partial shade; toler-
ates moderate drought in cooler 
summer regions. Deciduous.  
8 - 10 ft. tall and wide.  Zone 3-7 

Ninebark P.W. 
[Summerwine]  
Easy, durable summer color! 
It is fast-growing and has few, if 
any, pest problems. Its graceful, 
arching habit makes it very ap-
pealing in the landscape. It adds 
beautiful color and vibrancy to 
your garden, especially in 
spring. In early June it blooms 
with white button-like flowers 
Pruning and other maintenance 
is rarely needed 
5-8 ft tall & wide    Zone 3-7 

Ninebark P.W. 
[Tiny Wine]  
smaller than others on the mar-
ket, in terms of both its leaf size 
and overall habit. This upright 
cultivar has neat, deep purple 
foliage and clusters of pink flow-
ers in late spring. It is a very 
heavy bloomer, which, coupled 
with its diminutive size, makes 
quite an impression in the land-
scape. Resistant to powdery 
mildew.  Zone 3-7 
3 to 5 ft. tall, 3 to 5 ft. wide.  
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Lilac  Shrubs —  All these varieties are subject to availability  

Lilac  
(Beauty of Moscow) 
This beautiful lilac produces 
abundant panicles of double, 
delicate White and pink double 
flowers are heavily fragranced 
on a vigorous, upright plant. It is 
stunning in bloom. Rarely to 
never fed on by Japanese bee-
tles. Zones 3-7 
10-12 ft tall  8 ft wide  

Lilac P.W. 
Bloomerang Dwarf Purple 
naturally grows as a small, round-
ed shrub. It outperforms other 
lilacs with its perfectly purple 
blooms that cover the plant in late 
spring, then reappear throughout 
summer and fall. Plus, it's vigor-
ous and resistant to disease. Just 
plant it in full sun, soil that's not 
too wet, and enjoy the show for 
years to come. 
2-3 ft tall & wide  Zones 3-7 

Lilac P.W. 
Bloomerang Dwarf Pink 
naturally grows as a small, round-
ed shrub. It outperforms other 
lilacs with its pure pink blooms 
that cover the plant in late spring, 
then reappear throughout sum-
mer and fall. Plus, it's vigorous 
and resistant to disease. Just 
plant it in full sun, soil that's not 
too wet, and enjoy the show for 
years to come. 
2-3 ft tall & wide  Zones 3-7 

Lilac P.W. 
Bloomerang Dark Purple 
enjoy months of blooms instead 
of just weeks. handsome, round-
ed shrub, very large dark purple 
buds emerge in mid to late 
spring. open to a classic deep 
purple-lilac color and perfume 
the air for weeks. blooms again 
in mid to late summer, continu-
ing through frost. exceptional 
disease resistance it is sun-
loving and deer resistant 
4-6  ft tall & wide  Zones 3-7 

Lilac (Common Purple) 
This old-fashioned lilac A perfect 
informal hedge or screen, it has 
extremely fragrant, purple flow-
ers in May. Color may vary from 
purple to lilac and occasionally 
even white. The cut flowers hold 
up very well, and easily fill a 
house with their fragrance.  
Zones 2-7 
12-15  ft tall  8-12 ft wide  

Lilac (Crimson Doll)  
Ruby-red buds open in spring to 
fragrant reddish-pink flowers 
that quickly fade to light pink. 
Has attractive, lustrous foliage. 
Grows 3 to 5 feet tall and 4 to 6 
feet wide. A smaller growing 
Lilac. Will occasionally rebloom 
in summer. Zones 4-8 
3-5  ft tall  4-6  ft wide  

Lilac (Dwarf Korean)  
This dwarf variety has an excel-
lent uniform habit and red-purple 
buds that open to fragrant, sin-
gle, pale lilac flowers. Previously 
known as Syringa palibiniana, it 
bears profuse blooms at an ear-
ly age. Zones 3-7 
4-5  ft tall  5-7  ft wide  

Lilac (Miss Kim)  
This hardy lilac from Korea has 
purple buds that open to single, 
fragrant, pale lilac flowers when 
other lilacs have finished. Also 
known as Syringa velutina, it 
has leaves larger than S. meyeri 
and S. microphylla and beautiful 
burgundy-red fall color. Zone 3-7 
6-7  ft tall  5-6  ft wide  

Lilac (Purple Persian) 
These spreading, graceful 
shrubs with arching branches. 
Its dark green foliage provides 
an elegant backdrop for its 2 to 
3-inch long, pale pinkish laven-
der panicles of flowers that ap-
pear in spring. 
The blooms are so fragrant that 
your nose will likely pick up the 
scent of the fragrant flowers 
from around the corner of your 
home!   Zone 3-7 
4-8  ft tall  5-10  ft wide  

Lilac (Sensation) 
Dramatic, bicolor blooms of pur-
ple, elegantly trimmed in white, 
cover this lilac in early to mid 
spring, filling the air with their 
sweet scent. Beautiful as a bor-
der shrub or a colorful hedge. 
Blooms are complemented by 
heart-shaped foliage. Adds dis-
tinctive flair to cut-flower bou-
quets. Lilac can easily be 
trimmed to a shorter height.  
10-15' tall; spreads 10-12' 
Zones 4-7  

Lilac (Yankee Doodle)  
Among the deepest and darkest 
of the purples. Profuse bloomer 
with large clusters of single, 
large flowers produced on an 
upright plant of up to 8 feet in 
height. Rarely to never fed on by 
Japanese beetles.  
8 ft  tall; spreads 8 ft  
Zones 3-7  

Lilac (Virtual Violet)  
With shiny violet new leaves, 
deep purple stems, raspberry-
purple buds and fragrant violet 
flowers, Leaf petioles remain 
violet well into the summer. The 
habit is upright instead of round-
ed and compact. The dense 
habit makes it a great choice for 
a hedge in smaller spaces as 
well as a welcome addition to 
foundation plantings. Remarka-
bly mildew-free   Zone  3-7 
6-8 ft tall   5-7 ft spread 
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Mockorange 
[Snowwhite]   
Pure white, deliciously fragrant 
2″ double flowers bloom late 
spring and again in late summer. 
Snow White is very useful as a 
backdrop for roses or perenni-
als, and has exceptional dark 
green foliage that stands up to 
summer heat   Zone 4-8 
5-6 ft tall   4-5 ft wide 

Quince [Double Take]   
Red or Orange or Pink 
this quince looks like a camellia. 
And puts on a spectacular early 
spring display of large, double 
flowers. more than just pretty 
spring flowers: thornless and 
deer-resistant, they do not pro-
duce fruit, and once established, 
are drought-tolerant survivalists.  
4-5 ft tall  3-4 ft wide  Zone 5-9 

Pine [Mugho] 
 A popular dwarf conifer display-
ing dark green needles on 
dense branches. A very useful, 
slow growing evergreen for rock 
gardens, mass plantings, and in 
mixed groupings with broadleaf 
plants. Makes a great container 
specimen.   Zones 2-8 
3 to 5 ft. tall, 6 to 10 ft. wide 

Pine [White Pine]   
An extremely useful, fast grow-
ing pine perfect for windbreaks 
and tall screens. The natural 
pyramidal form with strong hori-
zontal branches holds attractive 
blue-green needles. A rugged 
evergreen that adapts well to 
poor soils.  Zone 3-9 
50 to 80 ft. tall, 15 to 20 ft. wide  

Rhamnus P.W. 
[Fine Line Buckthorn]  
a tough, adaptable plant.  A 
great landscape plant, Use in 
narrow hedgerows for privacy, 
as an accent plant, or even in a 
patio container. It's a great verti-
cal accent for the perennial gar-
den, and the narrow habit is 
perfect for framing entrances. 
produces very few fruit, and 
among those, only 2% are viable  
5-7 ft tall  2-3 ft wide    Zone 2-7 

Sambucus P.W. 
[Ornamental Elderberry 
Black Lace]  Intense purple 
black foliage is finely cut like 
lace, similar to that of Japanese 
maple. Indeed, some designers 
are using it in place of more 
sensitive plants it is extremely 
durable and adaptable. Pink 
flowers in early summer give 
way to black berries if a compat-
ible pollinator is planted nearby. 
6-8 ft tall & wide   Zones 5-7 

Sambucus P.W. 
[Ornamental Elderberry 
Lemony Lace finely dissected 
foliage but in a cheery gold color 
to really light up your landscape. 
produces big clusters of white 
flowers in spring before the foli-
age emerges, then bright yellow 
leaves, edged in red. As the foli-
age ages it turns chartreuse. 
Though it is a large plant, it can 
be pruned to stay smaller if you'd 
like.  6-8 ft tall & wide   Zones 3-7 

Privet [Golden] P.W. 
A non-invasive Privet has long 
been favored for hedges and 
screening off air conditioners and 
other outdoor eye sores. It forms 
a dense, leafy wall to create pri-
vacy, clusters of white flowers 
perfume the air in summer. it has 
all good qualities, and none of the 
bad ones. glossy foliage emerges 
bright yellow and ages to char-
treuse. Very adaptable and easy 
to grow, deer-resistant shrub    

Smokebush/tree 
[Cotinus Royal Purple] 
  Dramatic, long-lasting, pinkish 
purple, smoke-like airy seed 
clusters backed by reddish pur-
ple foliage create a prized small 
tree or large accent shrub. Foli-
age holds its color all summer, 
then turns scarlet red in autumn. 
Deciduous.   Zones 4-10 
15 ft tall   10—12 ft wide  

Sorbaria  
[Sem False Spirea]   
Vividly colored, pink to red, fern-
like spring foliage turns char-
treuse with bronze tips, then 
solid green as it matures on this 
hardy, compact shrub. Showy 
panicles of tiny, white flowers 
adorn the foliage in late spring. 
Superb in foundation plantings, 
or for accenting borders and 
raised beds. Works well on 
slopes. Deciduous.   Zones 2-11 
4-6 ft tall & wide 

Sorbaria [Matcha Ball]  
Ash Leaf Spirea  
forms a perfect round ball of 
pretty fern-like foliage in a fresh 
shade of green  When the foli-
age first emerges in the spring 
there is a hint of color in the 
leaves and petioles that ranges 
from red to orange- peach in 
color, ultimately maturing to 
green. sparsely blooms, which 
helps maintain the form through-
out the growing season  
2-3 ft tall  3-4 ft wide  Zones 3-7 

Sumac Rhus Tiger Eyes   
golden-leafed form of cutleaf 
staghorn sumac. New growth is 
a lively chartreuse green, quickly 
changing to yellow contrasting 
nicely with the rosy-pink leaf 
stems. branches angle upward 
& deeply cut leaflets drape 
downward. dramatic effect of 
yellow, orange and intense scar-
let in autumn. It tolerates a wide 
range of soils as well as urban 
conditions, and is adaptable to 
poorly drained soils as well as 
very dry soil.  Zones 4-8  

6 ft 
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                        Shrubs —  All these varieties are subject to availability  

Spirea [Bridal Wreath] 
Vanhouttei Renaissance  
A fountain of flowers in the 
spring, covers its arching 
branches with double-petalled 
white blooms, transforming bare 
branches into steams of white 
flowers! Once the flowers are 
gone, the plant covers itself in 
blue-green leaves until fall, 
when the leaves turn yellow, 
orange, and purple.  
5-9 ft tall  6-8 ft wide   Zones 4-7 

Spirea P.W. 
[Double Play Gold]  
a compact, low mounded plant 
with vibrant golden foliage and 
an abundance of pure pink flow-
ers. Maintains its compact 
mounded shape with very little 
pruning, and has much brighter 
color than other gold spireas 
1.5—2 ft tall & wide  Zones 3-8 

Spirea P.W. 
Double Play Candy Corn 
Crazy colorful spirea! You have 
to see Double Play® Candy 
Corn® spirea to believe it! Can-
dy apple red foliage starts the 
show in spring. As the season 
progresses, the foliage trans-
forms to pineapple yellow. Dark 
purple blooms appear in late 
spring, making this the most eye
-popping, colorful spirea 
1.5—2 ft tall & wide  Zones 3-8 

Spirea [Golden Kupcake] 
This yellow-leafed variety stands 
up well in full sun and features 
pink flowers that bloom in the 
spring. This Spiraea matures at 
2 feet tall and 3 feet wide. Excel-
lent choice for a border plant or 
for mass plantings.  
Deer Tolerant  
 Drought Tolerant 
Zones  4-9 

Spirea [Magic Carpet]  
A neat, compact, mounded 
shrub with vibrant red new 
leaves. Clusters of small pink 
flowers contrast with bright gold 
mature foliage that turns rich 
russet red in fall. This extraordi-
nary combination of colors will 
brighten and enhance any land-
scape. Deciduous.   Zones 4-9 
18 to 24 in. tall, 24 in. wide.  

Spirea [Goldmound] 
commonly called Japanese spi-
rea, is a dense, upright, mound-
ed, deciduous shrub Tiny pink 
flowers in flat-topped clusters 
(corymbs) cover the foliage from 
late spring to mid-summer, with 
sparse and intermittent repeat 
bloom sometimes occurring. 
Flowers are attractive to butter-
flies. 3-4 ft tall & wide  Zone 4-8 

Spirea [Sundrop] 
Add a drop of sunshine to your 
garden with Sundrop™ Spirea. 
Beautiful and easy to grow, its 
petite size is perfect for any bor-
der. Pretty pink flowers in early 
summer are backed by golden-
yellow foliage that will not fade 
in summer heat.   Zones 3-8 
1-1.5 ft  tall   2-3 ft wide 

Spirea [Glow Girl] 
Buds with hints of red in them 
open to white spring flowers. 
Sunny yellow foliage holds its 
color well, Also, it doesn't burn in 
the summer and has great fall 
color. If you're looking for a color-
ful, hardy plant that will look great 
all season, this is the variety for 
you! This extremely hardy and 
colorful plant   Zones  3-9 
3-4  ft tall & wide 

Spruce (Dwarf Alberta)  
A perfect cone-shaped dwarf 
conifer displaying dense green 
needles. Excellent corner accent 
in natural form, or as an artisti-
cally pruned topiary. Makes a 
formal statement in the garden. 
A superb container specimen. 
Evergreen.   Zones 2-8 
6-8 ft tall  4-5 ft wide  

Spruce [Birds Nest]   
This versatile, dwarf conifer is 
an excellent choice for an ever-
green border, accent or contain-
er plant. The outward-curving 
branches with dense, dark green 
needles create an interesting 
bird's nest effect. Its tight, com-
pact shape requires little mainte-
nance. Very hardy and wind 
resistant.   Zones 2-8 
3 to 5 ft. tall, 4 to 6 ft. wide.  

Spruce (Globosa] 
 High Graft ) This charming, 
globe-shaped evergreen shrub 
is dwarf, flat-topped and densely 
branched. The bright blue nee-
dles hold their color all year 
long, but are a brighter hue in 
summer. Provides a unique ac-
cent for that special spot in the 
garden.   Zone 2-8  Slowly grow-
ing; 3 to 5 ft. tall, 5 to 6 ft. wide.  

Spruce (Globosa] 
Low Graft ) This charming, 
globe-shaped evergreen shrub 
is dwarf, flat-topped and densely 
branched. The bright blue nee-
dles hold their color all year 
long, but are a brighter hue in 
summer. Provides a unique ac-
cent for that special spot in the 
garden.   Zone 2-8  Slowly grow-
ing; 3 to 5 ft. tall, 5 to 6 ft. wide.  
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Knock Out Shrub Roses  
Red, Pink, Sunny & Coral 
A maintenance free rose that 
continually produces self-
cleaning double candy apple red 
flowers with a slight spicy fra-
grance. Unsurpassed resistance 
to black spot and downy mildew 
leaf diseases. This rounded, 
bushy, well-behaved shrub cre-
ates an excellent low hedge or 
accent. Deciduous. Zones 5-9 
3 to 4 ft. tall and wide.  

Easy Elegence  
Shrub Roses   
The name says it all !! 
Easy Elegance® marries the eye-
catching beauty of hybrid tea ros-
es with the low-maintenance of 
shrub roses, offering the best of 
both worlds. With 24 colors to 
choose from, it’s like a box of cray-
ons for your garden. Choose from 
rich reds, to radiant pinks and cor-
als, to vibrant yellows and stately 
whites  
We have access to all the colors 
but we do not stock them all 

Shrubs —  All these varieties are subject to availability  

Spruce (Black Hills) 
A highly desirable, naturally 
symmetrical cone-shape with a 
denser, more compact habit 
than the white spruce, making it 
very resistant to winter injury. 
New bright green foliage ma-
tures to blue-green. Evergreen. 
25 ft. tall, 15 ft. wide;  
50 ft. tall, 25 ft. wide in ideal 
conditions.    Zones 2-8 

Spuce [Pendula] 
Weeping White Spruce  
Pendulous branches covered 
with short, densely packed nee-
dles. Adds a graceful, weeping 
effect to the landscape. Makes a 
superb accent specimen, or 
plant in groups as a windbreak 
or screen. Evergreen.  
Zones 2-8  Slowly reaches up to 
20 - 30 ft. tall, 6 - 10 ft. wide  

Spruce [Baby Blue]   
Everyone is familiar with Blue 
Spruce evergreens. They have 
been planted for decades as one 
of the evergreens of choice in the 
upper Midwest. If a blue accent 
color is what you want in your 
landscape, Baby Blue Spruce 
trees are the plants for you! the-
se excellent in groupings or as a 
single specimen. Tolerant of dry 
conditions.  
15-20’ tall  10-15’ wide Zone 2-8 

Spruce [Norway] This clas-
sic tall timber tree has dark 
green evergreen needles on 
dense branches. Its pyramidal 
form has a graceful appearance 
because of pendulous branch-
lets. Develops a spacious under-
story as it matures. Tolerates 
heat and humidity better than 
other species. Works well for 
use as a tall screen or wind-
break.  Zones 2-8   
70 to 80 ft. tall, 35 to 45 ft. wide  

Willow Iceberg Alley  Pow-
dery, silver foliage of this small 
shrub is a great addition to the 
landscape, adding texture and 
contrast when combined with 
other shrubs. rounded shrub and 
does not overtake the landscape, 
It blooms in spring with silver 
catkins, red stamens and nectar 
for pollinators. Tolerant of moist 
soils and a good choice for rain 
gardens.  
Zone  2-6           3-6 ft tall & wide 

Willow Shrub / Tree  
[Pussy Willow] 
Hardiest of the pussy willows. 
Large shrub or small tree up to 
20 feet with silvery catkins ap-
pearing before leaves. Deep 
brown branches.   Zones 2-7 
20 ft tall  15 ft wide 
 

Wisteria   Amethyst Falls 
Perfect for smaller spaces, this 
gorgeous grows at about a third 
of the rate of Asian wisteria. 
Blooms at an early age, with its 
lightly fragrant purple racemes 
weeping gracefully downward. 
Use in containers for porch or 
patio, train up an arbor or trellis, 
or as a small free-standing tree. 
Twining stems quickly reach 8 to 
10 ft. long; over time may reach 
30 ft.   Zones 5-9 

Wisteria [Blue Moon] 
The hardiest of wisteria! De-
pendably blooms up to three 
times in a growing season once 
established, producing beautiful, 
foot-long racemes of fragrant, 
pea-like, lavender-blue flowers. 
Cloaks shade arbors and struc-
tures. Ideal for arching over 
gateways and entries or along 
the top of a wall. Deciduous.  
Twining stems quickly reach 15 
to 25 ft. long.  Zones 4-9 

Yew [Spreading Densi-
formis] Evergreen Shrub 
 This dense, low, spreading 
shrub is an excellent basic foun-
dation planting for a hedge, 
screen or border. The dark 
green foliage backs scarlet-
colored, berry-like cones. A ver-
satile and durable evergreen 
that provides year-round interest 
in the landscape and tolerates 
shearing well.   Zones 4-7 
3 to 4 ft. tall, 4 to 6 ft. wide.  

Yew [Upright Hicksii]  
Evergreen Shrub  An ex-
cellent evergreen shrub for tall 
hedges and privacy screens. 
The long, upright-growing 
branches with dense, glossy, 
dark green foliage naturally form 
a narrow, columnar habit that 
works well as a foundation plant, 
or placed in pairs at entries or 
doorways.  Zones 4-7 
10 to 12 ft. tall,   3 to 4 ft. wide.  
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Weigela & Viburnums  -  All these are subject to availability  

Weigela (My Monet) P.W. 
Pink spring flowers and green 
and white variegated foliage all 
season long. Dwarf plant needs 
no pruning. Season long color. 
Dwarf. Deer resistant.  
Zones 4-6   
12-18 in. tall   18-24 inches wide 

Weigela P.W. 
(My Monet Purple Effect) 
Its variegated cream and mint 
green foliage takes on purple 
tones, and it is much better able 
to withstand both cold and 
warmer climates. Though it is 
slightly larger, it can be used the 
same way: as a colorful edging, 
in a container, or anywhere you 
need a spot of clear, clean color.  
Zones 4-6   
18-24 in. tall   24-30 inches wide 

Weigela  P.W. 
(My Monet Sunset) 
a unique dwarf weigela grown 
primarly for its colorful foliage. It 
occasionally puts out rosy pink 
blooms, but the main attraction 
is the variegated chartreuse 
foliage that blazes in sunset 
tones of orange, red, and yellow 
in autumn. Zones 4-6   
12-18 in. tall   18-24 inches wide 

Weigela P.W. 
(Wine & Spirits) 
An update on the classic Wine & 
Roses weigela, this vigorous, 
handsome variety combines 
even more dramatic dark foliage 
with crisp white-green flowers. A 
real showstopper in the land-

scape.   Zones 4-8 
3-5 ft tall & wide 

Weigela P.W. 
[Spilled Wine]   
has dark red, wavy leaves and a 
spreading habit. Its hot pink-
magenta flowers are similar to 
those of Wine & Roses® weige-
la, but this is a smaller plant that 
is wider than it is tall. It greatly 
expands the versatility of that 
best selling weigela. Zone 4-8 
2-3 ft tall   3-4 ft wide 

Weigela P.W. 
[Fine Wine] 
Fine Wine® weigela has a tight, 
upright, split-resistant habit. 
Dark burgundy foliage contrasts 
with the rosy pink blooms in late 
spring/early summer. Height and 
habit is between that of Midnight 
Wine® and Wine & Roses® 
weigela.   Zone 4-8 
2-3 ft tall   2-3 ft wide 

Weigela P.W. 
(Wine & Roses)  
The original dark-leafed weigela 
is still the champ! Wine & Ros-
es® weigela remains one of the 
most requested plants by home-
owners and landscapers alike, 
thanks to its beautiful contrast of 
dark purple foliage and rosy pink 
blooms. Zone 4-8 
4-5 ft tall   4-5  ft wide 

Viburnum  Korean Spice 
Spicy sweet fragrance fills the 
air in early spring when the pink 
buds expand to white snowball 
flowers. Beautiful burgundy fall 
color is icing on the cake. Fall 
interest, Deer resistant, Attracts 
pollinators, Alkaline soil, Clay 
soil, Fragrant  Zones 4-8 
6-8 ft tall & wide 

Viburnum [Brandywine]
delivers loads of breathtaking 
berries that transform from green 
to shades of vivid pink and blue. 
Brandywine™ viburnum has good 
berry production even without 
another pollinator nearby; Showy 
glossy leaves change to incredi-
ble dark maroon-red in autumn. 
5-6 ft tall & wide   Zones 5-9  

Viburnum [Lil Ditty] P.W. 
One of the smallest viburnum on 
the market, Lil' Ditty® witherod 
viburnum is a puffball of creamy-
white, fragrant flowers in late 
spring. Glossy foliage takes on 
good fall color and dwarf habit 
makes it eminently versatile for 
both residential and commercial 
landscapes.    Zones 3-8 
1-2 ft tall & wide 

Viburnum [Spice Island] 
A compact form of carlesii Vibur-
num which develops much more 
uniformly and matures at one half 
to two thirds the size of the typical 
Korean Spice Viburnum. Grows 
to 5 feet tall and 6 feet in width. 
Perfect for beds or as a specimen 
plant.   Zones 4-8 
 

Viburnum [Opening Day] 
Compact plants are covered 
with perfectly round, baseball-
size flowers in April, that open 
with a tinge of green and quickly 
mature to pure white. Plants are 
tight in habit with dark green 
foliage that turns beautiful 
shades of cabernet in the fall. 
The deeply corrugated foliage is 
spring green and flawless 
through the season. Zones 5-8 
6-8 ft tall and wide 
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Artemesia [Silver Mound] Full Sun/ Part Shade     
 
Achillea  [Yarrow] Full Sun/ Part Shade  
 
Anise Hyssop  [Agastache]  Full Sun/ Part Shade  
 
Alcea Rosea  [Hollyhock] Full Sun / Part Shade  
                                             
Allium [Ornamental Onion] Full Sun to Part Shade 

 
Amsonia [Bluestar]   Full Sun/ Part Shade  
 
Anemone [Windflower]  Full Sun/ Part Shade   
 
Aquilegia [Columbine]  Part Sun / Full Shade  
 
Asclepias [Buterfly Weed]  Full Sun/ Part Shade  
 
Aster   Full Sun/ Part Shade                                                                                  
  
Astilbe [False goat's beard] Part Sun / Full Shade 
 
Astrantia [Masterworts]  Full Sun/ Part Shade 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
Baptisia  [False Indigo] Full Sun/ Part Shade                                                                                                                                                                  
  
Brunnera   Part Sun / Full Shade 
 
Campanula [Bellflower]  Full Sun/ Part Shade 
                                                                                                                         
Convallaria [Lily of the valley] Part Sun/Full Shade 
                                                                                                             
Chrysanthumum  [Mum] Full Sun/ Part Shade                                                                                                                  
                                                                                                                            
Coreopsis [Tickseed]  Full Sun/ Part Shade                                                                                                                         
 
Delosperma   [Ice plant]  Full Sun/ Part Shade 
 
Delphinium [Delphinium]  Full Sun/ Part Shade 
 
Dianthus [Pinks & Sweet William] Full Sun/Part Shade                                                                                                 
        
Dicentra  [Bleeding Heart]  Part Sun / Full Shade 
                                                                                                                                                
Digitalis   [Foxglove]     Full Sun/ Part Shade                                                                         
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
Euphorbia [Spurge]  Full Sun/ Part Shade                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                                               
Echinacea  [Coneflower] Full Sun/ Part Shade                                                                                                                                                   
 
Gaillardia  [Blanket Flower]    Full Sun/ Part Shade                                                                      
 
Geranium   [Cranesbill]    Full Sun/ Part Shade                                                                       
                                                                            
Geum  [Avens]   Full Sun/ Part Shade                                                                                         
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
Gysophila   [Baby’s breath]   Full Sun/ Part Shade                                                                                                                                                          

Heuchera   [Coral Bells]  Part Sun / Full Shade 
 
Helenium  [Sneezeweed]    Full Sun/ Part Shade 
 
Heliopsis [False Sunflower]   Full Sun/ Part Shade 
 
Helleborous  [Lenton Rose]      Part Sun / Full Shade                                                                     
 
Hemoracallis   [Daylily]    Full Sun/ Part Shade                                                                   
                                                                                                  
Hibiscus [Rose Mallow]  Full Sun/ Part Shade                                                                                    
 
Hosta  Part Sun / Full Shade 
 
Iris [Tall Bearded & Siberian]  Full Sun/ Part Shade 
 
Kniphofia [Red Hot Poker]  Full Sun/ Part Shade                                                                                    
 
Lamium [Dead Nettle]  Part Sun / Full Shade 
 
Lavendula [Lavender] Full Sun/ Part Shade 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
Leucanthemum  [Shasta daisy]  Full Sun/ Part Shade                                                                                           
 
Monarda   [Bee Balm]  Full Sun/ Part Shade                                                                                     
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
Nepeta  [Catmint]  Full Sun/ Part Shade                                                                                                                         
 
Papaver  [Poppy]   Full Sun/ Part Shade 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
Perovskia  [Russian Sage]   Full Sun/ Part Shade                                                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                                                                                  
Penstemon  [Beardtongue]  Full Sun/ Part Shade                                                                                                                                         
                                                                                                                                  
Phlox  [Tall Garden Phlox]  Full Sun/ Part Shade                                                                                                                             
 
Phlox   [Creeping Phlox]  Full Sun/ Part Shade                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
 
Rudbeckia  [Black eyed Susan)  Full Sun/ Part Shade                                         
   
Sagina Subulata   Part Sun / Full Shade 
                                                
Stokesia [Stokes Aster]  Full Sun/ Part Shade                                                                                              
                                                              
Stachy’s  [Lambs Ear]   Full Sun/ Part Shade                                                   
                                                                                         
Salvia  [Sage]   Full Sun/ Part Shade                                                                            
                                                    
Sedum  [Stonecrop] Full Sun/ Part Shade                                                                                                      
 
Sempervivium  [Hen &Chicks]  Full Sun/ Part Shade                                              
 
Thyme  Full Sun/ Part Shade 
 
Veronica  [Spike Speedwell]  Full Sun/ Part Shade   
 
Yucca  [Adams Neddle]   Full Sun/ Part Shade 
                                                                                                                                           

A - Z  list of Perennials that we try  to have on hand  

We also have a large selection of Perennial Grasses on hand  
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 BARE ROOT TREE CARE & PLANTING 152 

Planting A Bareroot Tree 

 

HOLE PREPERATION  
It is very important to prepare your site before 
 planting.  Work the soil by spading or plowing.   
Remove sod and weeds that will compete with your tree.  Planting a 
tree into vigorous grass is preparing for failure. 
Dig your hole large enough to accommodate the spreading feeder 
roots of your tree.   
Water the newly planted tree and support it with a stake.  Staking 
will greatly increase the first  
season’s growth.  Water the tree 3-4 gallons of water twice weekly 
during a drought or dry period.  A good soaking rain will quickly re-
lieve a rigid watering schedule. 

SOIL CONDITION 
Much of your planting success depends on your soil condition.  If 
your soil is fertile and well drained, it can support almost any kind of 
fruit planting. 

PROBLEM SOIL  
Clay and soggy soil can be a major problem. 
If planting in heavy soil is your only choice, you may want to 
use the following method. 
Dig only a shallow hole and put some loose, sandy topsoil into it, 
approximately 4”-5” thick.  Set the roots on this topsoil layer, and 
cover the roots with more topsoil.  When you are finished covering 
the roots, you will have a nice, low mound that sheds excess water 
which could potentially drown your tree.  Where natural slopes do 
not exist in orchard areas, ridging the tree planting area slightly 
higher than between the rows is very beneficial.  This is especially 
important for stone fruits. 

FERTILIZER  
When planting do NOT put fertilizer or manure in the hole.  Mulch or 
fertilizer can be added to the top after planting. 

Plant as soon as possible      Bareroot tree roots need to stay moist at all times !!! 
 
Keep plant roots moist if you'll be delaying planting. Keep them wrapped and stored in a cool, dark place. Several hours before planting, 
unwrap the roots and set the plant in a container of tepid water so that its roots are immersed. Be careful not to damage the roots. The tiny 
root hairs are important because they will spearhead the growth in the soil. Once planted and watered, bare-root plants need less water 
than others until they leaf out. Delay fertilizing until they produce stems and foliage growth.  
 
Sometimes it's impossible to plant bare-root nursery stock promptly. Heeling it in -- a sort of temporary planting -- assures that the roots 
stay moist and protected during the delay. Dig a trench or slot in the soil or in a pile of leaves, mulch, or compost. Then set the tree or 
shrub so its roots lay in it. Cover the roots with soil or compost in a loose heap and wet it down thoroughly. You can keep plants heeled in 
for up to three months.  

Planting Potted Trees 
The idea is to encourage the tree's or shrub's roots to leave their pam-
pered environment of loose, rich container soil and venture forth to 
find food and water on their own in a strange, more daunting soil. 
Don't put any special soil amendments in the hole or add them to the 
fill soil. They might encourage roots to stay put and wrap around 
themselves. 
Withhold fertilizer, which mainly fuels foliage growth, while the tree 
or shrub concentrates on root growth. Once the planting is established 
and new stems and foliage appear, sprinkle some granular, slow-acting 
fertilizer over the root zone and let the rain soak it in. Use lots of or-
ganic mulch to keep the soil moist, and give the new tree or shrub 
plenty of moisture the first year or two. Water it in winter when the 
ground isn't frozen. 

1. Dig the planting hole 6” to 8” deeper as the tree's or shrub's con-
tainer. Slope the sides a bit so the hole is wider near the top to encour-
age the roots to grow laterally outward into the soil.  

2. Slide the root ball out of the container carefully. If the soil is moist, 
the ball should come out easily. If it's stubborn, check to see if roots 
protruding from the bottom of the pot are snagging it.  

3. Loosen and untangle any circling or snarled roots. Example; take a 
sharp knife and slice vertically through the outer roots several 
times Cut any that are broken, dead, or hopelessly tangled. Those pro-
truding from the soil ball will have a head start growing outward.  

4. Loosen any bottom roots that have matted. If they don't free up 
easily, cut or slice through them to get them to hang freely. Cut off 
impenetrable masses. This won't harm the plant.  

5. Set the plant in the empty hole. [Ad some loose soil in bottom of 
hole to get it to correct height] Step back to see if its orientation is 
pleasing. Then check its depth. The top of its soil ball should be slight-
ly above, the surrounding ground.  

6. Fill the hole with the plain dirt that you dug from it. Don't add ma-
terials to improve it unless the ground is solid clay. The plant has to 
learn to handle its new soil environment.  

7. Firm the soil around the buried root ball to remove any air pock-
ets. Create a watering basin by mounding the soil several inches high 
just beyond the edge of the planting hole.  

8. Water the tree or shrub thoroughly, filling the reservoir, then letting 
it drain. Do this several times, waiting awhile between waterings for 
the water to soak in deeply.  

9. Stake trees as all newly planted trees will be threatened by wind at 
some time. Insert three stakes into the soil, in a triangle around the root 
zone. Loop soft tie material around the trunk and tie to each stake. 
Make sure they are all three snug as you can do a lot of damage to a 
young tree with loose straps around tree 

10. Mulch the root zone with a 2- to 3-inch layer of organic materi-
al, such as aged wood chips, pine needles, or chopped leaves. Don't 
pile mulch against plant stems, and don't fertilize now.  
 

See next Page for Staking options and pruning info 

Berming or  
mounding is  
desirable in  
heavy soil 

Tip: The graft union on any trees should be at least 2 

inches above the soil level when planted  
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 Pruning & Staking Trees at Planting and After 153 

Cross-Pollination  Is a compatible pollinator-variety present? Cross-pollination by a different variety (like Fuji, Gala, 
Granny Smith, etc.) of the same type of tree (apples to apples) is key to the fruiting success of an Fruit tree. In most 
cases, the lack of a compatible pollinator variety is why fruit trees produce poorly, or don’t bear fruit at all. Since in-
sects and wind need to carry pollen from blossom to blossom between trees, apple trees and their pollen partners 
should be planted nearby – within 50 feet of one another for adequate cross-pollination to occur.  

Sun and Good Soil  Apple trees thrive when growing in a location that receives full sun and has a well-drained, fertile 
soil.  Full sun translates to at least six- to eight-hours of sunlight during the growing season. Light is vital to fruit pro-
duction and fruit quality, and also helps keep fungal issues from advancing, so be sure to keep this in mind when 
choosing a location for your new fruit trees. 

 
Semi-Dwarf  trees grow approx. 12 to 15 feet tall  
Tree starting fertilizers and fruit tree sprays are for sale in our store 
We also have a backyard fruit production guide for sale in our store with many pruning, spraying and care tips  
When planting trees keep graft union 1 inch Above soil level. This is important as tree can lose its dwarf size if graft union is covered. 
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BACKYARD FRUIT PRODUCTION BOOK  
We highly recommend  this book to all backyard 
fruit tree owners as it has very much good infor-
mation in about pruning and spraying fruit tree, 
brambles, grapes & strawberries 

$12.75  #2559 

Tree Tie Webbing  
A hassle free, girdle free choice for staking and 
guying! It is soft, smooth and will not harm tree 
trunks. The soft webbing design makes it a safe 
alternative to the traditional wire and hose sys-
tem. It has a unique lock stitch design that won't 
unravel. Tree Tie Webbing can be secured to 

any stake or anchor. Available in green  Low stretch has a tensile 
strength of 900 lb. Recommended for trees up to 5" diameter. 6 
foot tall T-Posts are the best to use  
You can cut and tie this webbing just like you would rope 

3/4” x 250 ft roll  $59.95   #7260 
.30₵ per ft   #7261 

20" Tree Sling 
Support Trees Without Damage or Girdling 

Great for jobs with 5” or larger diameter trees. 
Won’t damage trees like common wire-

encased garden hose and will support the trees without any gir-
dling. 20” in length with #4 grommet at each end,  

$1.95 each  #5510 

DeWitt Tree Stake Straight Kit  
One person can easily use this kit to quickly 
stake a tree and guide it to grow straight. Kit 
includes a unique, woven non-girdling strap with 
brass eyelets, three pointed recycled 15in plastic 
stakes and 30 feet of Cobra Rope.  

$13.95   #2516 

VINYL TREE GUARDS -  
Provide protection from rodents and deer Also 
protects against damage caused by mowing and 
line trimmers. Reusable, simply begin at base of 
tree and wrap upward. White vinyl 

24 inch   $8.95 per bundle of 5  #2491 
36 inch   $10.95 per bundle of 5  #2492 

All Potted trees you purchase from us will be 
pruned for the first year 

We highly recommend staking all newly planted 
trees As a wind storm can undo all your hard 

work in a few minuets 

Eaton® Tree Stake Kit 
Everything needed to protect a young tree from 
wind and storm damage. Each kit contains three 
notched, pointed hardwood stakes, three 10in 
poly straps, and 30ft of galvanized wire.   

$12.95   1 lb.  #5508 
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EARLY SEASON / SUMMER APPLES ~~ July thru August   

Gala  Apple - A very popular apple Vigorous trees. Striped red orange skin. Crisp, dense flesh. Fine sweet/tart flavor. Excellent 
desert apple. Comes in production early. Pollinate with any other apple except Gala sports Ripens in late Aug-early Sept. 

   

Ginger Gold - A Golden Delicious type. Enjoy apples in summer! The juicy and delicious fruit features a yellow-green skin with 
a golden glow. A crisp crunch and mildly tart flavor makes them perfect for fresh eating. Heat-tolerant, Ripens mid to late August.  

 

Lodi Apple - A very early, tart apple that is our favorite for applesauce but you need to add some sweetener.  
Ripens late July.   
 

Pristine Apple - Disease resistant.    A sweet summer apple with a glass-like cream yellow/blush skin. Excellent for cooking 
and fresh eating. Really outstanding among the early apples.  Ripens Mid July 
 

Red Free Apple - Disease Resistant.    Med sized red fruit. Light, crisp, juicy flesh of excellent flavor. Tree bears annually. Has 
good resistance to scab and cedar apple rust.  Ripens Early August 
 

Yellow Transparent Apple -   A great substitute for Lodi apples. Medium sized fruit with pale yellow skin. Crisp white flesh.  
Usually picked slightly green to make a smooth, fine textured sauce.  Ripens mid to late July. 

      

MAIN / MID SEASON APPLES ~~ September  

Crimson Crisp - Disease resistant    Bright red fruit with a very firm, crisp texture. Pleasurable complex flavor. Grower friendly, 
productive tree. Great for winter eating. Disease resistant    Ripens Late September  

    

Frost Bite - a unique small apple with a very sweet, intense taste. Crisp but firm texture and juicy. Extremely cold hardy, it is an 
excellent variety for cold, northern regions. Great for cider or cooking Ripens Late September 

 

Honeycrisp Apple - Sweet as honey, crisp & creamy. These 3” beauties are becoming favorites to many. Crisp, cream colored 
flesh is mild, sweet & aromatic. Can be pollinated with  Golden Delicious and many others. Ripens Mid Sept.   

   

Red Cortland Apple - A widely adaptable apple. Excellent for roadside sales. Deep red with some stripes. White flesh is slow 
to brown. Great for cooking and suace. A constant producer that ripens mid Sept. 

    

Liberty Apple-  Disease resistant    This shiney red apple stores until mid winter. Crisp, good flavor. Very disease resistant 
variety developed. Hardy, vigorous, productive. Good all purpose apple  Zones 4-8   Ripens September 

Jonathan- Typical Jonathan taste and firmness.  Attractive smooth red storing apple. Slightly tart and delightful flavor. Excellent 
forPies and cooking. Pollinate with other mid- and late-blooming varieties.  Ripens mid Sept.  

  

Jonagold Apple- Unique flavor makes the fruit luscious enough to serve by itself as dessert. This crisp super apple is a cross 
between  the tart Jonathan and the sweet Golden Delicious. The result is a tasty treat for all! Ripens in mid September  
 

McIntosh Apple -  Dark red apple with crisp white flesh that has spicy flavor. Excellent for cooking and fresh eating Hardy tree 
bears young and abundantly. Ripens Mid September.  

    

Snow Sweet - Stays snow-white after cutting. SnowSweet has white, crisp flesh that’s sweet, delicious and perfect for fresh 
eating. Probably our best choice for apple salad as it remains crisp and white long after cutting. Ripens in mid-September. 

  

Sweet Sixteen - Because they are a cold-climate apple, does well for harvesting later in the season and can keep from 5-8 
weeks & most likely won’t need any sugar added to whatever recipe you choose. Medium-sized red striped apple with crisp, juicy 
texture. sweet, unusual flavor - like cherry candy. Outstanding dessert apple. Fireblight resistant Ripens Mid September 

Potted Apple Trees $39.95 - $49.95   ~   Bareroot $28.95 - $35.95 

If you want bareroot trees it is best to call and place order no later than Mid March 

We usually stock only semi dwarf apple trees as fully dwarf trees need to be staked for the life of the tree.  
Plant any two different kinds of apples for pollination  
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Potted Apricot Trees $39.95 - $49.95  ~~  Bareroot  $28.95 - $35.95 

Most Apricots are Self Fertile but will produce better with another variety 

LATE SEASON APLES ~~ October  

Arkansas Black Apple- Flavor peaks after 30 days in the refrigerator. Crisp, delicious apples are perfect for baking and  
cooking. Keeps for up to eight months. Cold-hardy. Ripens in October.  

  

Enterprise Apple - Disease Resistant.    Glossy red fruit. Exceptional flavor improves during storage. A vigorous tree that is  
resistant to scab and other diseases. Winter storing variety. Ripens late October.  

Fuji  Red Fuji Apple- Our new, improved version of everyone’s favorite. Fuji is a sweet, crisp, drippy-juicy apple that has a 
rich, deep, scarlet color. It retains its crisp character, even at room temperature. When properly stored, it is a great   keeper... up 
to a year!  Resistant to scab and mildew. Ripens in late October.  

Gold Rush Apple - Disease Resistant. Tart, intense flavor at harvest that mellows to a rich, complex flavor in storage. Retains  
its crispness & quality up to 7 months in refrigerated storage. Matures mid October. Fruit size & appearance similar to Golden 
Delicious. 

Golden Delicious / Yellow Delicious - . Large conical fruit. Sweet fine flavored Excellent fresh, pies, sauced or juiced. 
Keeps well in winter storage. Thin fruit and prune for consistent size and yields Ripens in early October.  

Granny Smith - Simply irresistible! These classic favorites feature a crisp bite and tart flavor. Fruit keeps up to six months in 
the refrigerator. Heat-tolerant. Ripens in early November. Best pollinators:  Red Delicious or any Golden Delicious.  

  

Pink Lady - Pink Lady Apple Tree boasts spring, summer and autumn beauty, along with fresh fruit that ripens in Novem-
ber.  they taste best when stored for a few weeks. They're perfectly delicious refrigerated up to 6 weeks, making them a favorite 
for baking and canning.  

Red Delicious . One of the older red delicious types. Not as showy as some of the newer strains but surpasses in flavor. 

Excellent fresh eating and storing apple Ripens  Early October  

Red PrairieSpy - University of MN, 1940. A red selection of 'Prairie Spy' that has better fruit adherence on the tree at maturity. 
Best for baking. Long-term storage apple. Very productive. Stores till spring. Ripens in mid October.  

  

Wine Sap  Apple- A time-tested favorite. Large dark red with spicy, tart, crispy flavor . These dependable producers have been 
improved to start bearing at an even earlier age. Excellent for cider. Stores till spring. Ripens in mid October.   

   

Potted Apple Trees $39.95 - $49.95   ~   Bareroot $28.95 - $35.95 

If you want bareroot trees it is best to call and place order no later than Mid March 

We usually stock only semi dwarf apple trees as fully dwarf trees need to be staked for the life of the tree.  
Plant any two different kinds of apples for pollination  

Alfred Apricot - Ripens Late July  Small to medium Orange fruit has freestone flesh that is fine grained, sweet, juicy rich fla-
vor. Vigorous hardy tree Reliable heavy crops. Has some resistance to late frost injury. Excellent home use variety.   Zone 4-8 

Early Blush Apricot - Early July.  A very early season apricot ripening a couple weeks ahead of Harcot.  It has excellent 
flavor and attractive orange-red blush over a golden background. Requires pollination from any other apricot for good fruit set.  
Zone 4-8  

Harcot Apricot -  Mid July.  Deep golden, red blushed, medium sized fruit. Very good sweet flavor!!  Thinning is advisable for 
best size.  Great early variety  Zone 5-8 

Hargem Apricot - The fruit is medium size with bright red glossy blush over orange background. It has a very good flavor. 
The tree is resistant to brown rot, perennial canker and somewhat resistant to bacterial spot. Zone 4-8 

Montrose Apricot -  Late July.  Large yellow fruit with red blush. Edible seeds. Delicious flavor. Self fertile   Zone 4-8 

 

Scout Apricot -  Fruit is bronze gold, blushed with red. Good for canning and jam, fair for eating. Blooms early May. Produc-
es more fruit with a pollinator.  3-8   

Sugar Pearls Apricot - Early July Sugar Pearls is considered self-fertile. But to maximize fruit production, use of a pollina-
tor is highly recommended with any other late blooming apricot, so they bloom in same season  Zones 4-7  
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Hosui (Asian Pear) - Late August  Snappy, tangy taste. Produces excellent-quality fruit with a slightly higher acid content 
than other Asian pears. Fruit is sweet like a pear and crisp like an apple with lots of juice. Medium to large size fruit has an at-
tractive golden-russet skin. Best for fresh-eating but also makes great pies! Heat-tolerant. Zone 5-9  

Shinseiki (Asian Pear) - Late October   An early season Asian pear with medium-sized, round, have yellow skin and are 
desirable because they are tasty when crisp (at harvest) as well as ripened to a softer, but still firm, texture after many months in 
cold storage Zone 5-9 

Anjou Pear -  Ripens Late Sept. An excellent European pear.  Short necked slightly russety light green fruit. Hardy blight 
resistant, bears young and is a good pollinizer.   Zones 5-8  
  

Bartlett Pear- Ripens late Aug. Most popular pear. Large golden yellow fruit. Has the classic pear shape. Best to pick green 
and ripen off the tree. Excellent for canning and fresh eating. Pollinate with any other pear.      Zone 5-8 
 

Blakes Pride Pear - Mid season  Medium to large golden fruit. Smooth buttery texture with excellent flavor and aroma. Tree 
is moderately vigorous and blight resistant.    Zones 4-8 
 

Bosc Pear- Late-season   An old time French variety with large, high quality, russeted fruit. The tender, juicy, yellowish flesh 
has a smooth texture and the fruit is good for fresh use and canning.  Vigorous grower.   Zones 4-8 
 

Harrow Delight Pear - Early season  Very early medium sized grit free fruit of good quality. Tree is very hardy, productive 
and blight resistant.  Produces at a young age      Zones 4-8 
 

Kieffer Pear - Late-season  (Blight-resistant and bears young)  The perfect pear for canning and preserves. Pick your pears 
when still firm and yellow-green in color. Store at 60-70 degrees F to allow pears to finish ripening. Ready late Sept..   Zones 4-9 
 

Red Bartlett Pear  Mid season  Late August Very similar to regular Bartlett. Higher in sugar (fructose) content. Tree is small-
er but productive.  Has some disease resistance. Attractive red color  Zone 5-8   
 

Shenandoah Pear - Late-season Enjoy abundant crops of large, Bartlett-quality pears that are smooth, sweet and juicy. 
Fruit keeps well in the refrigerator A favorite of our canning customers. Tree is  blight resistant. Ripens in Late Sept.   Zone 4-8 
 

Dutch Garden Nursery    PH# 660-397-4115    Fax # 636-898-0930  

Potted Pear Trees  $39.95 - $49.95  ~  Bareroot  $28.95 - $35.95 

If you want bareroot trees it is best to call and place order no later than Mid March 
Pears are a great compliment to any home orchard. Pears usually require less maintenance than other fruit  

as far as pruning and spraying.   Standard rootstock.  Two varieties are needed for pollination 
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Black Ice Plum - [Japanese Plum] a cross between a cherry plum and a conventional Japanese dessert plum resulting in 
large fruit with superior winter hardiness and an early ripening date. Fruit size and yield is comparable to popular conventional 
cultivars Ripens early August.   Zone 3-8   Not sure if we can get this one for sure 

Methley Plum - [Japanese Plum] Medium sized reddish purple plum with sweet, juicy red flesh. Bears abundantly. A must 
have for every home orchard. A early season variety that Ripens mid July.  Zone 4-9   Self fertile 

Mount Royal Plum - [European Plum] Good eaten off tree. Excellent for dessert, jam and preserves. Tender, juicy 
flesh. Considered the best blue cultivar in Wisconsin and Minnesota.  Zones 4-8  Ripens in August 

Santa Rosa Plum - [Japanese Plum] It is known for its sweet, slightly tart taste, and deep purple red color. typically 
takes less years to begin bearing fruit than other plums. makes a stunning ornamental tree      Zone 3-7   Ripens in July 

Satsuma Plum - [Japanese Plum] A very distinctive, dark red plum with red flesh.  Oval shaped fruit is medium sized and 
very sweet. An upright and very productive tree.  Zone 4-9   Ripens in August 

Shiro - [Japanese Plum]  A heavy bearer, Shiro grows clusters of plums all throughout the tree. Heat-tolerant. Clingstone. 
Introduced to America in 1899. Ripens in late July.   Zones 5-9  

Stanley Prune Plum- [European Plum] Prune growers #1 pick . Fruit is oval, dark blue skinned with a golden free stone 
flesh. Abundant crops ripen in early September. A Self Pollinating carefree tree very little pruning needed.     Zone 4-9   

Superior Plum- [Japanese ] One of the best plums on the market. Large fruit with dark red skin. Good for fresh eating, jam 
and jelly. Flesh is yellow, sweet and juicy. Heavy bearing. Often sets fruit the first year. Zone 4-9   

Potted Plum Trees $39.95 - $49.95  ~~  Bareroot  $28.95 - $35.95 

Plant 2 Plums for better Pollination = 2 Japanese  or 2 European 



 
Potted Peach Trees  $29.95  ~~~~  Bareroot  $19.95 

If you want bareroot trees you will need to call and place order no later than March 10th 

ALL PEACHES AND NECTARINES ARE SELF POLLINATING 

BabyGold Peach - Late-season our choice for delicious canned peaches! Good sized fruit with yellow flesh,  A vigorous, 
upright grower. If you want to can peaches Babygold is the variety for you!  Ripens late-August Clingstone peach  Self pollinating   

Belle of Georgia Peach - Mid season  Beloved for eating fresh, the tree bears large quantities of attractive fruit. The white 
flesh is great for eating straight from the tree, canning, and freezing. It is a freestone peach  Self pollinating   Zone 5-8 

Contender Peach- Mid season Hardy fruit buds and tends to set a high number of fruit buds. A wonderfully flavored peach. 
Beautiful color. One of the best canning peaches. self-fertile Ripens late Aug. Freestone.   

Encore Peach- A late-season peach As hardy as Reliance & disease resistant. Freestone fruit  has red over yellow skin & 
firm yellow flesh. Flowers have above average spring frost tolerance.    Ripens late August - early September     Self fertile    

Elberta Peach - Late-season A famed peach for canning.  bears crops of large, attractive yellow fruit with a splash of crimson. 
Juicy, yellow flesh is great for fresh-eating as well as freezing and canning  Freestone. Ripens in September.  Self-pollinating.  

Harrow Diamond Peach - Early Season. Scarlet red with yellow background. Medium size, firm yellow flesh. Semi free-
stone. Bacterial spot resistant. Winter hardy and productive.  Zones 4-9   Self Fertile   

Reliance Peach-  Early Season  Extremely hardy freestone. Delicious for fresh eating, canning or freezing. Ranks top in har-
diness. Ripens late July. Self-fertile.  Thin small fruit early for larger peaches  

Redhaven Peach - Mid season A heavy bearing, cold hardy & disease resistant to leaf spot. Fruit is medium to large & great 
for canning or freezing. Self Fertile  

Veteran Peach  -  Mid season Round medium sized peach. Richly flavored. Above average for canning and freezing, easy to 
peel. A very reliable peach for cold climates. Vigorous, late blooming tree. Occasional irregular ripening.  Self Fertile   

Poly White Peach - Mid August.  White flesh freestone fruit. Tender juicy rich flavor. High Quality, Very Hardy, curl free vari-
ety from IA  Zones 4-8  Self Fertile    

Sugar Giant White Peach - A Late season peach  Large, sweet, attractive, firm fruit. Moderatly resistant to bacterial spot. 
Trees are productive and vigorous. Zone 5-8    Self Fertile     

White Lady Peach - Early season Beautiful pink blooms in early spring, followed by large, red peaches that ripen in July. 
Peaches are freestone, store well and Fruit is very sweet. Matures 3 weeks before Belle of Georgia. Self-pollinating.  Zone 5-8 

 

Fantasia Nectarine  - Late August. Smooth Dark red skin. Excellently flavored firm flesh. A self pollinating variety that is well 
worth  growing  Zone 5-8  Experience the delectable flavor of freestone peaches without the fuzz 
 

Mericrest Nectarine  - Ripens August A nectarine tree for the North! Tree withstands temperatures to -28°F. Developed in 
New Hampshire as a cross of Nectacrest and Merideth nectarine varieties. Fruit has a bright-yellow flesh and smooth, red skin. 
Excellent flavor and fruit quality make it a favorite. Freestone. Ripens in August. Self-pollinating.   

w w w . d u t c h g a r d e n n u r s e r y . c o m  

Potted Peach Trees  $39.95 - $49.95  ~~  Bareroot  $28.95 - $35.95 

If you want bareroot trees it is best to call and place order no later than Mid March 

ALL PEACHES AND NECTARINES ARE SELF POLLINATING 

Potted Nectarines  $39.95 - $49.95 ~~  Bareoot $28.95 - $35.95 
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Paw Paw  [Campells NC-1 Grafted]  This early ripening variety from Canada, NC-1 Pawpaw Tree produces abundant crops of 
large and flavorful fruit. NC-1 is valued for its high pulp to seed ratio which means more delicious pawpaw flesh in each fruit.  
Bear fruit 2-3 years after planting.  12-15 ft. in height   Zone 5-8      Before Repotted  $39.95          After Repotted  $49.95 

Paw Paw [Mango Grafted] (Asimina triloba)  quickly becomes a small tree and bears large, tasty fruit with attractive, orange-
yellow flesh. provides larval food of Zebra Swallowtail butterfly. Unique, tropical-looking foliage Food and cover for a variety of 
wildlife    Summer Sunburn affects the young trees, so protect against the intense afternoon sun Hardy to minus 20° F. or below. 
Bear fruit 2-3 years after planting.  12-15 ft. in height        Before Repotted  $39.95          After Repotted  $49.95 

Paw Paw [Pennsylvania Golden Grafted] (Asimina triloba)  One of the very earliest ripening varieties, Pennsylvania Gold-
en Pawpaw bears good crops of large, sweet, flavorful fruit. This is a good variety for cooler regions. Summer Sunburn affects the 
young trees, so protect against the intense afternoon sun Hardy to minus 20° F. or below. Bear fruit 2-3 years after planting.  12-
15 ft. in height      15-20 Feet   Spread: 15-20 Feet   Zone: 5 - 9    Before Repotted  $39.95          After Repotted  $49.95 

Paw Paw [Seedling] (Asimina triloba) Seedlings should produce good quality fruit and can also serve as pollinators for grafted 
varieties. Plant two seedlings, or a combination of seedlings and grafted varieties, for cross-pollination. like rich, well-drained soil, 
high in organic matter. Can be grown in shade or sun. Summer Sunburn affects the young trees, protect against intense after-
noon sun Zone 5-9  Bear fruit 4-5 years after planting. 12-15 ft. in height     Before Repotted  $29.95     After Repotted  $39.95 

Paw Paw ~~~~~ Paw Paw ~~~~~ Paw Paw 



 

TART /  PIE CHERRIES 

Balaton Tart Pie Cherry -  Large dark red cherry that is sweeter than Montmorency. Heavy cropper Excellent flavor. Zones 
5-8  Ripens Mid/Late July 
 

Danube Tart Pie Cherry - Hungarian tart cherry with red flesh and juice. Great flavor, attractive, productive and easy to 
grow. Almost like a cross between sweet and tart cherries. Good shelf life. Self fertile.  Zones 5-8   Ripens Early July 
 

Montmorency Tart Pie Cherry-Super hardy. Fruit is large , with juicy, tart flesh excellent for pies and more. Resistant to 
leaf spot; the heavy foliage discourages sunscald and birds.   Ripens Mid July   Zone 4-8   Self pollinating.    
   

Jubileum Tart Pie Cherry-  Black Hungarian Tart cherry with excellent juice and fresh eating qualities. Has a darker color 
than most tart cherries, but higher sugar content. Superior for markets and home use     Zone 5-8     Ripens Early July      Self 
fertile 

North Star Tart Pie Cherry- A heavy producer. Start picking full size cherry clusters for all your recipes. Deliciously tart  
cherries.     Self- pollinating.  Ripens Mid July    Zone 3-8   Standard Dwarfing Rootstock  
 

Tart Pie Cherry  “Sweet Cherry Pie” - Although, not quite for fresh eating like a 'Bing', they are fantastic for jams, jel-
lies, and pies. With its compact size, this is a great tree for the home garden or small orchard.   Ripens Early July    Self fertile    
Zone 4-8 

SWEET CHERRIES ~~ BING CHERRY TYPES 

Bing Cherry - The renowned, high-quality cherry. Yields uniform crops of huge, glossy, deep red almost black cherries. Fruit 
is juicy and sweet, perfect for snacking right off the tree. Originates from Salem, Oregon around 1875. Ripens in July. Pollinator 
required: Choose another sweet cherry variety  

Black Gold Sweet Cherry- Ripens in mid July. Beautiful, glossy and sweet. This unique hybrid produces dark red cherries  
late-blooming to avoid spring frosts, disease-resistance, not prone to cracking, and heavy crops of heart-shaped fruit. Self Fertile 
but will do better with another sweet cherry 

Black Star Sweet Cherry–  Ripens mid July. Very dark fruit, excellent flavor. Very productive with minimal cracking. Vigor-
ous tree has very good growing pattern   Zone 5-8   Self fertile  but will do better with another sweet cherry 

Black Tartarian - Ripens early July  Fruit is large, bright purple-black; tender, juicy and very rich. A very popular species of 
sweet cherry, makes a great choice for home orchards. It produces large, purplish-black fruit with a sweet, rich, full-bodied flavor 
that is great for fresh eating and preserves. This cultivar is also the best pollinator for other dark sweet cherries Zone 5-8 

Burgundy Pearl Sweet Cherry -  Ripens in early July  Large sweet dark red fruit that hangs well on the tree, creating a 
long picking window. Tree is productive, very hardy and resistant to canker.  Use any other sweet cherry to pollinate  Zone  4-8 

Rainier Sweet Cherry - Large, beautiful golden yellow fruit with a red blush, 'Rainier' is similar to 'Royal Ann' but larger and 
easier to grow in the Northwest. 'Rainier' bears abundant crops of sweet, richly flavored, firm and juicy cherries. Pollinate with any 
sweet cherry  

White Gold Sweet Cherry– Ripens in mid July. Great tasteing, yellow-blushed-red sweet cherries. Tree crops heavily, and 
its mid-season maturing fruit resists cracking. Disease-resistant to brown rot, bacterial canker, and black knot. Zone 4-7  Self-
pollinating.  But will do better with another sweet cherry            

Potted Cherry Trees  $39.95 - $49.95 ~~  Bareroot  $28.95 - $35.95 

All pie cherries are self fertile ---  Sweet cherries do better with an other kind to pollinate 

Dutch Garden Nursery    PH# 660-397-4115    Fax # 636-898-0930 

American Persimmon [Seedling] [Diospyrus Virginiana]  Fine hardwood with black heartwood. Seedlings can be male 
or female. Females have a sweet 1-2 inch orange fruit in fall. American persimmon seedlings can be used as a rootstock for graft-
ing Asian and American persimmon trees. Zone 4-8.     Before Repotted  $19.95          After Repotted  $29.95 

Meader [Grafted] American Persimmon [Diospyrus Virginiana]  Productive trees yield superb-tasting fruit. Ideal for 
fresh eating. Also good for salads, cakes, breads, cookies, pies, and jams. Smooth, deep-green leaves turn a gorgeous rusty red 
in the fall   Cold hardy. Ripens in September to late fall. Self-pollinating.    Before Repotted  $39.95      After Repotted  $49.95 

Nikita’s Gift [Grafted] American Persimmon [Kaki x Diospyrus Virginiana]   a cross between American and Asian 
persimmon combining the larger fruit size of Asian persimmon and greater hardiness of the American parent. The 2 1/2" diameter 
orange/red fruit is very sweet with no trace of astringency when ripe. has brilliant fall foliage in shades of red. Self fruitful. Zone 5-
10   Before Repotted  $39.95          After Repotted  $59.95 

Prairie Star [Grafted] American Persimmon [Diospyrus Virginiana]  One of the earliest ripening American Persimmon 
varieties, and is prized for its unusually large, very sweet, firm and flavorful fruit. grafted varieties produce bountiful crops of deli-
cious, light-orange fruit. partially to fully self-fertile but all will bear heavier crops with a Male tree for pollination.  easy to keep 10-
12 ft in height with pruning.  Zones 4-9  Ripens Late September  Before Repotted  $39.95          After Repotted  $49.95 

Persimmon   ~~  Persimmon 

SWEET CHERRIES ~~ BING CHERRY TYPES 

TART /  PIE CHERRIES 
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 Chestnuts ~~~~~ Chestnuts ~~~~~ Chestnuts 

Chestnut [American] The American chestnut is a large, monoecious deciduous tree native to eastern North America. Before 
the species was devastated by the chestnut blight, a fungal disease, it was one of the most important forest trees throughout its 
range, Height: 30-60’    Spread: 20-40’  Zone: 4 - 8  Before Repotted  $29.95    After Repotted  $39.95   ~~~  N/A 2023  ~~~~      

Chestnut [Chinese] mollissima  rounded tree. Chinese Chestnuts produce fine quality, easy peeling, sweet nuts. Blight 
resistant. Height: 30-60 Feet    Spread: 20-40 Feet  Hardiness Zone: 4 - 8 Before Repotted  $19.95    After Repotted  $29.95 

Chestnut  [Gideon] Grafted 'Gideon' is a disease- and cold-resistant hybrid Chinese Chestnut cultivar with excellent fruit 
production. Excellent ornamental shade tree  Produces valuable, edible nut crop More cold-tolerant than other cultivars of the 
species   Height: 40-60’   Zone: 4 - 8    Before Repotted  $29.95    After Repotted  $39.95    ~~~  N/A 2023  ~~~~      

Chestnut  Maraval (Castanea sativa x crenata) Very large nuts, late ripening. Maraval chestnut trees are resistant to 
blight and phytopthora root rot. A good pollinator for other chestnut varieties.       
 Height: 30-60 Feet   Spread: 20-40 Feet      Hardiness Zone: 5 - 9   Before Repotted  $19.95    After Repotted  $29.95 

Chestnut  Marigoule  (Castanea sativa x crenata)   Vigorous, dual purpose tree. Large sweet nuts, and good timber form. 
Blight and root rot resistant. Good pollen producer. Marigoule Chestnut is a Japanese x European hybrid 
 Height: 30-60 Feet   Spread: 20-40 Feet      Hardiness Zone: 5 - 9   Before Repotted  $19.95    After Repotted  $29.95 

Chestnut [Peach] Grafted selection of Chinese Chestnut Outstanding vigor, uniformity and disease-resistance.   
Height: 30-60’   Spread: 20-40’  Zone: 4 - 8    Before Repotted  $29.95    After Repotted  $39.95          ~~~  N/A 2023  ~~~~ 

Hickory ~~~~~ Hickory ~~~~~ Hickory 

Shagbark Hickory  Crushed leaves have a apple scent. A long lived tree. They are considered to produce a lot of 'litter'(bark 
and nuts) so place accordingly. Host to a rare Hickory Hairstreak Butterfly. Highly adaptable and easy-to-grow  Characteristic 
peeling bark  Height: 60-80 Feet / Spread: 40-60 Feet  Hardiness Zone: 4 - 8  Before Repotted  $29.95  After Repotted  $39.95 

Shellbark Hickory  Native pecans, hickories and related varieties do not exhibit the vigorous top growth seen in other varie-
ties. They do, however, develop the dense root mass and always "catch up" with larger seedlings within a few years. Great food 
and cover for wildlife  Height: 80-100 Feet Spread: 70-80 Feet  Zone: 4 - 8  Before Repotted  $29.95  After Repotted  $39.95    

Pecan ~~~~~ Pecans ~~~~~ Pecans 

Pecan [Native Seedling]  Large, lowland tree; largest of hickories. Sweet, edible nuts flavored by wildlife and people. Excel-
lent specialty crop. Although smaller, and harder to crack and shell, seedling pecans taste better than the grafted papershell se-
lections.  Height: 70-100’   Spread: 40-75’     Hardiness Zone: 5-9     Before Repotted  $29.95    After Repotted  $39.95 

Pecan [Barton] Barton has outstanding scab resistance that has held up since its release. Nut size is 68 nuts per lb  
 Height: 70-100 Feet    Spread: 40-75 Feet      Hardiness Zone: 5-9   Before Repotted  $69.95   After Repotted  $89.95 

Pecan [Colby Grafted] Provides food and cover for wildlife Prefers moist soils The best native cultivar pecan for understock 
Productive and reliable     ~~~~  N/A 2023  ~~~~      Height: 70-100 Feet    Spread: 40-75 Feet      Hardiness Zone: 5-9              
Before Repotted  $39.95          After Repotted  $49.95 

Pecan [Kanza Seedling]  Provides food and cover for wildlife  Prefers moist soils  Kanza' quality nuts ripen before other varie-
ties  Cold-hardy and disease resistant          
Height: 70-100 Feet    Spread: 40-75 Feet      Hardiness Zone: 5-9        Before Repotted  $29.95     After Repotted  $39.95 

Pecan [Mohawk] Mohawk bears oversize large nuts 45 nuts per lb. Grafted trees will bear in 5 to 7 years. Pollen shed type 2 
Pecans are hardy in zones 5 to 9.Height: 70-100 Feet    Spread: 40-75 Feet      Hardiness Zone: 5-9               
Before Repotted  $69.95          After Repotted  $89.95 

Pecan [Oswago Grafted] chosen for its excellent disease resistance and heavy annual production. Oswego is another 
easy shelling High quality nut. makes large pecans at 66 to 70 nuts per lb. Pollen shed type 2. Height: 70-100’   
Spread: 40-75’ Zone: 5-9          Before Repotted  $49.95          After Repotted  $59.95 

Pecan [Pawnee Grafted]  Provides food and cover for wildlife  Prefers moist soils Smaller mature size for limited space or-
chards  Productive and reliable Pawnee pecans are considered one of the most delicious. Plump and delicious    Height: 50-75’    
Spread: 40-50’   Zone: 5-9   Before Repotted  $69.95   After Repotted  $89.95 

Pecan [Peruque Grafted]  Provides food and cover for wildlife Prefers moist soils Species selection from northeastern Mis-
souri Medium-sized, thin-shelled nuts Precocious and productive trees.  offer good scab resistance  
Height: 70-100 Feet    Spread: 40-75 Feet      Hardiness Zone: 5-9     Before Repotted  $69.95  After Repotted  $89.95 

Walnuts ~~~~~ Walnuts ~~~~~Walnuts 

Walnut [Black] Aside from leaf spot, Black Walnut is virtually disease and pest free. When summer drought occurs, the re-
sponse of this tree is to begin dropping leaves  Valuable timber tree Good nut producer  Can inhibit growth of nearby plants   
Height: 60-70 Feet   Spread: 35-40 Feet   Hardiness Zone: 4 - 8    Before Repotted  $29.95    After Repotted  $39.95 

Walnut [Carpathian English] is a more cold hardy strain of English walnut (Juglans regia) and can be grown further north 
than English walnut and in climates with more variable winters Valuable timber tree Good nut production Nuts have excellent 
flavor     Height: 60-70 Feet   Spread: 35-40 Feet   Hardiness Zone: 4 - 8    Before Repotted  $39.95    After Repotted  $49.95 
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Walnuts ~~~~~ Walnuts ~~~~~Walnuts 

Pecan ~~~~~ Pecans ~~~~~ Pecans 

Hickory ~~~~~ Hickory ~~~~~ Hickory 

Chestnuts ~~~~~ Chestnuts ~~~~~ Chestnuts 159 
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Dutch Garden Nursery    PH# 660-397-4115    Fax # 636-898-0930  
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American  

Heritage 2” 

1/2 cu ft bag 

$5.95 per bag 

Black Cherry   

1-1/2” 

1/2 cu ft bag 

$5.95 per bag 

Black Lava Rock 

1 cu ft bag 

$9.95 per bag 

Desert Sunset 

1/2 cu ft bag 

$7.95 per bag 

Mississippi  

RiverRock  

1/2 cu ft bag 

$5.95 per bag 

Cookies & 
Cream 

1/2 cu ft bag 

$7.95 per bag 

Northern Light 
Marble 

1/2 cu ft bag 

$7.95 per bag 

Pink Blush 

1/2 cu ft bag 

$7.95 per bag 

Purple Mountain 

1/2 cu ft bag 

$5.95 per bag 

Pea Gravel 

1/2 cu ft bag 

$4.95 per bag 

Red Lava 

1 cu ft bag 

$9.95 per bag 

Royal Gorge 

1/2 cu ft bag 

$7.95 per bag 

Mexican Beach 
Pebble 2”-3” 

32 lb bag 

$19.95 per bag 

Black Polished 
Pebble 2”-3” 

30 lb bag 

$17.95 per bag 

White Decorative 
Pebble 2”-3” 

30 lb bag 

$17.95 per bag 

Formula to 
find your total 

sq. feet   
Width x length 

= sq. feet 

Bagged Mulch 
2 Cubic foot bag 

1” thick = 24 square feet 
2” thick = 12 square feet 
3” thick = 8 square feet 
4” thick = 6 square feet 

Decorative Stone 

1/2 Cubic foot bag 
1” thick = 6 square feet 
2” thick = 3 square feet 

Loader scoop = approx. 15 cu. ft. 

1” thick = 180 square feet 
2” thick = 90 square feet 

 Bulk Mulch 
Skid loader scoop 

approx. 22 Cu. ft./scoop 
1” thick = 264 square feet 
2” thick = 132 square feet 
3” thick = 88 square feet 



 

Bulk River Gravel  
3/8”-3/4” $39.00                                 

3/4”-1 1/2” $49.00                                     
1 1/2”- 3” $39.00 

$6.95 / 5 gal bucket                                           

Trap Rock  
1” {Bulk} 

$75.00 per scoop  
$8.95 per 5 gal bucket 

Mushroom Compost 
$48.00 / scoop bulk 
$5.95 / 1 cu. ft bag 

Dyed Red  
Hardwood 

$29.00 / scoop bulk  
$5.95 / 2 cu. ft bag 

Dyed Brown  
Hardwood 

$29.00 / scoop bulk 
$5.95 / 2 cu. ft bag 

Dyed Black  
Hardwood 

$29.00 / scoop bulk 
$5.95 / 2 cu. ft bag 

Dyed Gold  
Harwood 

Not available in bulk     
$5.95 per 2 cu ft bag 

Natural  
Hardwood 

$22.00 / scoop bulk 
$5.95 / 2 cu. ft bag 
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BULK & BAGGED  Decorative Stone and Mulch 161 

Bright White Rock 
 Bulk  1-1/2” 

$97.00 / scoop 
$8.95 / 5 gal bucket 

Limestone Screenings 
Great for leveling blocks 

Use between flagstone 

50 lb bag    $4.75 / bag 

$38.00 per Scoop Bulk 

Play Sand 
Great for leveling blocks 

$4.75 per 50 lb. bag 
$38.00 per scoop bulk 

Black Granite  
 Bulk  1-1/2” or 1” 

$89.00 / scoop 
$8.95 / 5 gal bucket 

Bulk Top Soil   
$39.00 per scoop 

Shredded Bark 
$29.00 / scoop bulk 
$4.95 / 2 cu. ft bag 

Rubber Mulch   
$75.00 / scoop 

$7.95 /5 gal bucket 

Cypress Mulch 
Not available in bulk      

2 cu ft bags 

$6.95 per bag 

Cedar Mulch 
(Very good smell) 
Not available in bulk      

2 cu ft bags 

$6.95 per bag 



 

Gator Dust  

for Block Joints  

1/2” to 6” wide 

Gray or Sahara Beige 

 $39.95 per bag 

 Desert Flagstone                   
Natural Stone   $.39 per lb. 
 Or Full Pallet $.35 per lb.   

Please ask or call for  

assistance to weigh Rocks    

Black Hills Flagstone            
Natural Stone $.39 per lb. 
Or Full Pallet $.35 per lb.   

Please ask or call for  

assistance to weigh Rocks    

Black Hills Drywall  
Natural Stone Edge $.39 per lb.    

or Full Pallet $.35 per lb.  
 Please ask or call for assistance    

 to weigh rocks   660-341-5777 
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Blue Stone Flagstone             
  Natural Stone   $.39 per lb. 

   Or Full Pallet  $.35 per lb.  
Please ask or call for assistance to 
weigh Rocks 660-341-5777 

Lilac Steppers Flagstone             
 Natural Stone $.39 per lb.  Full 

Pallet $.35 per lb.   
Please ask or call for  

assistance to weigh Rocks    

Limestone  

Screenings 

Great for leveling 
blocks 

50 lb bag $4.75  

Gray Slate Flagstone             
  Natural Stone      $.39 per lb. 

      Or Full Pallet $.35 per lb.  
Please ask or call for assistance to 
weigh Rocks   660-341-5777 

Black Hills Tumbled Edgers  
Natural Stone Edge $.59 per lb.   or Full Pallet $.49 per lb.  

 Please ask or call for assistance  to weigh rocks   660-341-5777 

Chilton (Flagstone)     
1.75”- 2.5” thick $.39 per lb.  
Or Full Pallet $.35 per lb. 

Please ask or call for  

assistance to weigh Rocks    

Cabinet George Flagstone             
  Natural Stone      $.39 per lb. 

      Or Full Pallet $.35 per lb.  
Please ask or call for assistance to 
weigh Rocks   660-341-5777 

Fond Du Lac Steppers 
  Natural Stone   $.39 per lb. 

   Or Full Pallet  $.35 per lb.  
Please ask or call for assistance to 
weigh Rocks 660-341-5777 
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River Cobble Boulders       —      Canyon Cobbles Large & Mini   
$.39 per lb.  or Full Pallet $.35 per lb. 

 Please ask or call for assistance To weigh rocks  660-341-5777 
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Rose Quartz 
Boulders  6-8” 
$.33 per lb. or  

$.30 per lb for full pallet 

Mountain White 
Boulders 6”- 8” 
$.33 per lb. or  

$.30 per lb for full pallet 

Fern Green 
Boulders 6”- 8” 
$.33 per lb. or  

$.30 per lb for full pallet 

Black Obsidian 
Boulders 6”- 8” 
$.33 per lb. or  

$.30 per lb for full pallet 

Boulders  &  Steps 

  Weathered Fieldstone 
  3” to 5” thick        $.29 per lb. 
 Or  Full Pallet for $.26 per lb. 
Please ask or call for assistance  

  to weigh rocks  660-341-5777 

Granite Cobble Boulders 
$.29 per lb.   

or Full Pallet $.25 per lb. 

Ozark Blend  [Darker Shade]  ~~~~~~~ Cedar Valley  [Lighter Shade] 
Rosetta Dimensional Steps  3 Ft x 1.5 ft  $79.95   
Rosetta Dimensional Steps  4 Ft x 2 ft  $98.95   
Rosetta Dimensional Steps  6 Ft x 3 ft  $165.95   

Ozark Blend  [Darker Shade]  ~~~~~~~ Cedar Valley  [Lighter Shade] 
Rosetta Irregular Steps size varies   

Smallest  $89.95  
Largest   $98.95  
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12” Round  or Square  
Aggregate Steppers 

Peastone & Black  $5.95 Each 
Full Pallet of 90 Blocks  $400.50 

Full Pallet Price Each   $5.35 

18" Round Pavers 
Gray or Red     $7.75 each 

 Full pallet of 68 blocks 
 $472.00 = $6.95 each 

Canyon Stone Pavers 
Gray & Tan Blend   12"x10"x2" 

$1.95 Each  
Pallet of 280 block $395.00  

12"x12" Plain Paver 
Red or Gray $2.95 each   

Full pallet of 120 block 
 $324.00=  $2.70 each 

18"x18" Plain Pavers 
Gray or Red   $7.75 each 

 Full pallet of 72 blocks 
 $472.00 = $6.95 each 
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18”x 18” Pebblestone Pavers 
Gray $6.95 Each 

 Pallet of 48 Blocks  $300.00 
 Pallet Price Each  $6.25 
Red Blend  $7.45 Each 

 Pallet of 48 Blocks  $321.60 
 Pallet Price Each  $6.70 

16"X16" Empire Slate Pavers       
 $7.95 Each 

 Full pallet of 72 blocks 
 $522.00 = $7.25 each 

18”x 18” Cobblestone Pavers 
Red Blend or Gray  $7.95 Each 

 Pallet of 48 Blocks  $348.00 
 Pallet Price Each  $7.25 

18"x18" Brick Face 
 $7.75 each  Red or Gray or Brown 

Full pallet of 68 blocks 
$472.00 = $6.95 each 

Rosetta® Dimensional Flagstone 
provides the look of a custom cut or 

milled flagstone patio with less waste 
and easier installation. 

This product's authentic, natural, slate 
texture is perfect for natural or formal 

settings. Dimensional Flagstone comes 
in six unique shapes and 25 stone tex-

tures. The large size units is perfect for patios. The resulting paved sur-
face does not look busy, as is often common with smaller brick sizes. 

And the product's uniform thickness makes the top surface of patios and 
walkways even and safe. 

 $98.00 per Layer [6 shapes] on Pallet = 12.25 sq ft  
Full pallet =98 sq ft $715.00 

Ozark Blend  [Darker Shade]  ~~~ Cedar Valley  [Lighter Shade] 



 

Venation Regular Pavers 
Have a cut stone appearance that comple-

ments any outdoor setting.  
These blocks are available in four interchange-
able sizes: 6x9, 6x12, 12x12 and 6x6. By com-
bining the various sizes, a number of different 

laying patterns are possible. 
 Colors Available Bethany Ledge, Timberwood 

Blend, Charcoal Blend 

 6"x 6" $.99 each 
6”x 9” $1.49 

6”x 12” $1.98 
12”x 12” $3.96    

Patio Pavers  
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WETLOK PERMEABLE JOINTING SAND  
COVERAGE 
 A quick and easy way to ensure a permanent joint with no need for special machinery or equipment.  

Coverage will vary depending on surface and application. Generally, one tub will cover 45 - 60 sq. ft. (4.18 
- 5.57 sq. yd.) of pavers with a 3/16”(0.48 cm) joint. 

Specific Joint Size Coverage Estimates: 
3/16” joint = 51 sq. ft. per 36 lb. bucket 
3/4” joint = 13.5 sq. ft. per 36 lb. bucket 
1” joint = 10.6 sq. ft. per 36 lb. bucket 

Wider joints will reduce overall coverage. 

WetLok can be used from a 3/16” (0.48 cm) joint width all the way up to a 5” (12.7cm) joint. 

Minimum joint depth is 1” (2.54 cm). 

BENEFITS 

Can be installed in the rain 

Pre-mixed and ready to use 

Permeable and allows water to escape, unlike polymeric sand 

Use with hybrid or traditional base 

Safe from freezing weather after installed 

12-month shelf life 

Can keep unused product for future use 

Easy to use, simply brush into joints and compact with water 

Eco friendly 

Resists weeds and plant growth 

Easy to clean 

All 3 colors 
36 lb Bucket  $115.00 

The best way to fill in joints 
and stabilize your  

patio pavers 

Bethany Ledge  
Tan/brown blend 

Regular  Non tumbled 

Tumbled 

Timberwood Blend  
Gray / Brown Blend 

Venation Tumbled Pavers  
By tumbling the stones the natural stone tex-

ture is accented. The result is the most natural 
looking shape offered  

These blocks are available in four interchange-
able sizes: 6x9, 6x12, 12x12 and 6x6. By com-
bining the various sizes, a number of different 

laying patterns are possible. 
Colors Available Bethany Ledge, Timberwood 

Blend, Charcoal Blend 

 6"x 6" $1.40 each 
6”x 9” $2.10 
6”x 12” $2.80 

12”x 12” $5.60  

Holland Stone Pavers  
adds a softer, more comfortable 
feel to smaller spaces such as 

walkways and smaller backyard 
patios. always a classic choice. 

This simple rectangular stone can 
be applied in a number of fascinat-
ing patterns to produce warm, luxu-
rious textures. Mix these with any 
of the available standard colors or 
combination of colors and you've 

got the potential for an  
architectural effect   
Colors Available;  

Limestone,   -   Slate,  
Bethany Ledge,   -  Sandstone,  

Timberwood,    -  Charcoal,   
Terra Cotta,   -   Pecan 

 4"x 8"    .75₵ each 
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Bullet Edger 4"x4"x12" 
 $1.99 each   all colors 
 Full pallet of 180 block 
 $322.00 = $1.79 each 

Grand Prize Edger 3"x3"x12" 
 $1.50 each   all colors  Limited Supply 

 Full pallet of 360 block 
 $486.00 = $1.35 each 
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VERSA-TUFF fiberglass-reinforced nylon pins are 
high-strength, durable, inert and noncorro-
sive. VERSA-TUFF pins provide mechanical inter-
lock of VERSA-LOK retaining wall units and a posi-
tive connection of VERSA-LOK units to geogrid soil 
reinforcement. VERSA-TUFF pins also simplify the 
installation of VERSA-LOK retaining walls through a 
unique top-pinning, hole-to-slot system  

$36.00 per  bag of 100 pins 

8 ft long pieces Snap edge    
$19.95 each  or $2.95 / ft 
Steel Snap edgeing pins  

3/8” x 10”  $.95 each  

STRATA GRID / GEOGRID 
Building a wall that needs geogrid to 
reinforce the soil and stabilize your 
wall? Engineered for durability and long 
life, VERSA-Grid® geogrid is a high-
performance soil reinforce-
ment composed of high-molecular-
weight, woven polyester yarns with a 
polymeric coating. Properly designed 
VERSA-LOK walls with VERSA-Grid 
soil reinforcement can be constructed 
to heights of 50 feet or more.    

 4 ft x 50 ft roll  $68.00 

Block Adhesive 
Superior strength and longevity 
Works on wet or frozen surfaces 
Extrudes down to 10°F  Will not freeze 
Permanent bond  Interior/exterior use 

Applications 
Retaining walls -  Pavers  - Block  - Firepits - 
Concrete - Metals -  Wood  - Natural stone 
If block, paver, etc. has been tumbled, make 
sure surface is clean of any dust, dirt or mate-
rial that may deter proper adhesion.  When 
using on tumbled blocks or pavers, we recom-
mend a 3/8˝ bead. Be sure surface is free of 
dust, dirt or other materials that may deter 
proper bond. Recommended application tem-
peratures from 10°F to 120°F 4. When using 
on steps or high traffic areas, allow a 48 hour 
cure time and 4-5 days before use.      

10 oz. tube  $8.95 
28 oz. tube  $16.95 

Handy Edge 8.3"x3.1"x6.8" 
 $1.65 each all colors 
 Full pallet of 252 block 
 $372.96  = $1.48 each 

Black Hills Tumbled Edgers  
Natural Stone Edge $.59 per lb.   or Full Pallet $.49 per lb.  

 Please ask or call for assistance  to weigh rocks   660-341-5777 

SF-8™ Spray Foam Adhesive  
A strong and durable 8-minute tack-free 
polyurethane adhesive. This adhesive is 
easy to use with a wide range of construc-
tion and hardscape materials, works fast, 
and provides optimal coverage. Highly 
recommended for use with retaining wall 
blocks and caps. Materials are fully cured 
within 24 hours. Application time is up to 
50% faster than conventional tube adhe-
sives. One can of SF-8™ will replace 20+ 
traditional tubes of adhesive. One can 
of SF-8™ can produce a 3/8” bead for 
600 linear feet, or approximately the 
length of two football fields. When using 
with the SF-8™ dispenser gun you can 
expect an easy and precise application. 
This adhesive requires no 
pumping, cutting or punc-
turing of cartridge nozzles. 
The SF-8™ Dispenser is 
easily cleaned with con-
venient SF-8™ Cleaner.  

 

24 oz Adhesive 

16 oz Cleaner 

SF8G Gun  

http://www.versa-lok.com/glossary/5#term47
http://www.versa-lok.com/glossary/5#term45
http://www.versa-lok.com/glossary/5#term38
http://www.versa-lok.com/glossary/5#term38
http://www.versa-lok.com/glossary/5#term38
http://www.versa-lok.com/glossary/5#term38
https://srwproducts.com/products/accessories/sf-8-dispenser/
https://srwproducts.com/products/accessories/sf-8-cleaner/
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Gutter downspout 
splash blocks 

10” X 29” 
$9.95 Each 

Fireplaces, Firepits and Retaining Wall Blocks 167 

Outdoor Fireplace Kit 
Kit Includes 4 Pallets of Blocks 

Entire Kit  $2595.00 
Glue & Instructions Included  

Ozark Blend                               Rosetta Stone Fire Pit                       Cedar Valley Blend 
Round Kit  $325.00     or        Square Kit $350.00   

 Kit includes blocks, steel ring  &  glue to glue blocks    
 [Steel Liner only]  $150.00   Cooking Grate Sold Separately  = Only $150.00 

 Euro™ Block    

Simple. Versatile. Stone Look. 
Euro block is small and relatively lightweight.  

The simple shape of Euro block allows you to easily imple-
ment your own designs as you build.  Use To build walls, 
pillars, steps and more                          4 Colors available  

Timberwood Blend  

Gray/brown blend 

Sandstone Blend 

Darker brown blend  

Charcoal Blend 

Darker gray blend 

Bethany Ledge Blend 

Light tan blend  

$3.95 each 
Full pallet of 144 blocks $511.00 = 3.55 each 

Size 
Units/
Sq. Ft 

Units/
Pallet 

Sq. Ft/
Pallet 

Weight/
Pallet 

8 x 4 x 12 3 144 48 3600 lbs 

Extra Fire Bricks 
Fire Resistant Brick 
5” x 9” x 2”$2.95 
each 
100 or more $2.65 
each 

Orion Wedge Tumbled Blocks Mate Seamlessly with Euro blocks    
Same block that the fireplace is built with.     What makes Orion unique?  
Orion block is a unique type of wedge block. It allows you to create straight and curved features with ease. With 
its innovative geometry that always works, you can readily and repeatedly create an enormous number of radii 
while still being able to make corners and straight runs. Save time on your next job. Pick up the Orion. 
Sold in full pallets only of 64 units per pallet  $235.00 
3 sizes of blocks per pallet [The large block = 1 unit]  
The breakdown of pieces is 28 small blocks; 28 medium blocks, and 36 full blocks   
[ 1 small & 1 medium = 1 full block ]      Available in 4 colors    Easily Build Piers 

Bethany Ledge Blend 

Light tan blend  

Charcoal Blend 

Darker gray blend 
Timberwood Blend  

Gray/brown blend 

Sandstone Blend 

Darker brown blend  



 

Brutus™ Rustic  Stable. Affordable. Rustic Look. 

This is a great option for high performance walls where great looks 
is as much a priority as great performance & great value. 
The rustic split featured on Brutus™ gives the block a timeless “old world” look that 
ages gracefully. The square foot size and rear lip connection allows for fast and easy 
installation. Romanstone Brutus™ now comes standard with a rustic split finish. This 
feature adds a more natural stone appearance than traditional split units at the same 
cost. Brutus™ also features our improved lip design resulting in less breakage, easier 
installation and reduced waste. The core-fill design results in lighter weight, more 
square foot per truck load, and easier installation. 
Size                          Units/Sq. Ft Sq. Ft /Pallet  Units /Pallet Weight/Pallet 
8”H x 18”W x 12”D        1.0 block       36            36 block 2675 lbs 

Dutch Garden Nursery    PH# 660-397-4115    Fax # 636-898-0930 

Bethany Ledge Blend 

Sandstone Blend 

Charcoal Blend 

8”x 18” face $6.95 each     Pallet of 36 blocks $225.00 = $6.25 each 

Keystone Legacy Stone® 
Strong. Efficient. Durable. 
Enhance the beauty of your land-
scape with Keystone Legacy Stone! Perfect for the do-it-yourselfer, Legacy Stone is 
made of high-strength, low absorption concrete that provides a permanent, environ-
mentally safe retaining wall option.  Lasting Performance: creates durable walls that 
are environmentally safe and virtually maintenance free. 

Natural Beauty: The appearance of natural quarried stone, complemented by earth 
tone color blends, allows Legacy Stone to seamlessly blend with any landscape. 

Easy Installation: Lightweight and easy to handle, interlocking design requires no spe-
cial tools during installation. 

Design Versatility: Build to fit the contours of your yard by creating straight, curved or 
terraced walls with Legacy Stone.                                  

     Size                         Units/Sq. Ft    Units/Pallet       Sq. Ft/Pallet Weight/Pallet 

6”H x 16”W x10.4”D       1.5 blocks             48          32       3200 lbs 

Limestone 

Sandstone 

Tan 

Terra Cotta 
Legacy 3 way  Large Wall Blocks    6” x 16” face 

$6.95 each     Full pallet of 48 Blocks $300.00 = $6.25 each 

Large Retaining Wall Blocks 168 

Multi Cap Wall Caps   Tumbled for a more rustic look  and you can hide 
more imperfections in the your project      4”H x 18”W x 12”D  [beveled]     
 $8.95 each any color    Full Pallet of 56 Caps     $445.00 = 7.95 each 

These cap blocks can 
be uses to cap any of 

the large blocks 
Also can be used to 

build steps 

Straight Cap  ; Retaining Wall Cap        4”H x 18”W x 12”D  [not beveled]     
$6.95 each Limestone only  Full Pallet of 56 Blocks $350.00 = $6.25 each 

$7.95 each Buff, Sandstone Blend, Full Pallet of 56 Blocks $406.00 = $7.25 each 
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Versa-Lok®   Weathered Standard 
Versa-Lok's original, most popular unit, the Standard unit is the back-
bone of VERSA-LOK retaining wall systems. 
The unit's solid construction and unique pinning system provide an endless array of 
design options, hardcore durability and the fastest, easiest installation available. Not only straight retain-
ing walls, but also curves, corners, columns, stairs and freestanding walls are possible with the Stand-
ard unit, making it a universal favorite among homeowners, contractors and landscape architects and 
designers alike.    

4 Colors to choose from 

 Also Available in Standard that are not weathered                         Size             Size                Units/
Sq. Ft     Units/Pallet Sq. Ft/Pallet Weight/Pallet  

12 x 6 x 161.5             48                   32              3780 lbs 
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Versa-Lok® Standard  [Weathered/Tumbled Face]  
4 Colors available  Tumbled for a more rustic look  and you can hide more imperfections in the your project 
Sandstone Blend [darker brown blend] 

Timberwood Blend [gray/brown blend] 

Charcoal Blend [darker gray blend] 

Bethany Ledge [light tan blend] 

Versa Lok Weathered Standard  6”x 16” face 
$8.95 each any Color  Full Pallet of 48 Blocks  $381.00 = $7.95 each 

VERSA-TUFF fiberglass-reinforced nylon 
pins are high-strength, durable, inert and 
noncorrosive. VERSA-TUFF pins provide 
mechanical interlock of VERSA-LOK retain-
ing wall units and a positive connection of 
VERSA-LOK units to geogrid soil reinforce-
ment. VERSA-TUFF pins also simplify the 
installation of VERSA-LOK retaining walls 
through a unique top-pinning, hole-to-slot 
system  

$36.00 per  bag of 100 pins 

Benefits 
Superior strength and longevity 
Works on wet or frozen surfaces 
Extrudes down to 10°F  Will not freeze 
Permanent bond  Interior/exterior use 

Applications 
Retaining walls -  Pavers  - Block 
Firepits - Concrete - Metals -  Wood 
Natural stone 
If block, paver, etc. has been tumbled, 
make sure surface is clean of any dust, 
dirt or material that may deter proper 
adhesion. 2. When using on tumbled 
blocks or pavers, we recommend a 3/8˝ 
bead. Be sure surface is free of dust, 
dirt or other materials that may deter 
proper bond. 3. Recommended applica-
tion temperatures from 10°F to 120°F 4. 
When using on steps or high traffic are-
as, allow a 48 hour cure time and 4-5 
days before use.      

10 oz. tube  $8.95 
28 oz. tube  $16.95 

GEOGRID 
Building a wall that needs geogrid to reinforce the soil and 
stabilize your wall? 

Engineered for durability and long life, VERSA-
Grid® geogrid is a high-performance soil reinforce-
ment composed of high-molecular-weight, woven polyester 
yarns with a polymeric coating. Properly designed VERSA-
LOK walls with Goegrid   BENEFITS 

Adds strength and longevity to retaining walls 

Provides excellent stress transfer 

Helps prevent premature wall failure 

Easy to handle roll sizes  4 ft x 50 ft roll  $68.00 

Versa-Lok® Standard 6”x 16” face     Flat face for a more precise look but needs to be 
laid very perfectly as you will see any small misaligned block mistakes  
$6.95 each  Limestone only  Full Pallet of 48 Blocks  $300.00 = $6.25each 

$7.95 each  Buff, Sandstone Blend, Charcoal Blend Full Pallet of 48 Blocks  $348.00 = $7.25 each 

Weathered/Tumbled 
Standard 

Standard 

http://residential.midwestblock.com/index.php/products/retaining-walls/classic-style/versa-lok-standard
http://www.versa-lok.com/glossary/5#term47
http://www.versa-lok.com/glossary/5#term45
http://www.versa-lok.com/glossary/5#term45
http://www.versa-lok.com/glossary/5#term38
http://www.versa-lok.com/glossary/5#term38
http://www.versa-lok.com/glossary/5#term38
http://www.versa-lok.com/glossary/5#term38


 

Keystone Garden Wall® 
A do-it-yourself retaining wall tradition, Keystone 
Garden Wall is perfect for landscape walls up to 
2' (60cm) high as well as tree rings, patio, lawn or 
sidewalk edging, and garden or flowerbed borders. 

5 Colors to choose from 

Easy to Install: Keystone Garden Wall is lightweight and easy to handle. No 
special tools are required. Its secure, interlocking design makes installation as 
easy as 1-2-3. 

Adds Beauty: Keystone Garden Wall has the natural complement of quarried stone and its earth tone colors blend with 
any landscape. 

Offers Design Versatility: Keystone Garden Wall enables you to build straight, curved, or terraced walls to fit the contours 
of your yard. 

Long Lasting and Durable: Keystone Garden Wall is made of high-strength, low-
absorption concrete to provide permanent, environmentally safe walls that are virtually 
maintenance free.              

Size          Units/Sq. Ft     Units/Pallet     Sq. Ft/Pallet     Weight/Pallet  

12 x 4 x 9            3                96               32              2760 lbs 
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Garden Wall Block  
4"x12"x9"  
$3.20 each   All Colors 
Full pallet of 96 Blocks 
$277.00 = $2.89 each 

Garden Wall Caps     
  2.4"x11"x7.5" 
 $3.20 each  Any of the 5 Colors 
 Full Pallet of 96 Caps 
 $277.00 =  $2.89 each 

           Slate                           Desert Blend             Terra Cotta Blend                Limestone                        Tan 

Dutch Garden Nursery    PH# 660-397-4115    Fax # 636-898-0930 

Regular Concrete Block 
8”x8”x16” 
$2.95 each 

Full Pallet of 60 block 
$2.50  

Concrete Aggregate Bench  
 Curved Bench  

Special price $116.95 
 

Small Curve Bench  
29” L x 15” W 

$145.00 

Medium Curve Bench  
42” L x 15” W 

$158.00 

Medium Straight Bench  
40” L x 15” W 

$158.00 



 

D.I.Y. Installation  Retaining Walls  for walls under four feet tall 
Step 1: Planning & Layout 
Map out where you want the wall to be installed and stake out the wall’s placement. Figure out the length and height 
of your wall.  
We will be glad to help calculate the amount of material and estimate the cost of your project. Call local utilities and 
mark locations. 
Step 2: Excavation 
Excavate for the leveling pad to the lines and grades shown on the approved plans. The trench for the leveling pad 
should be at least twice as wide as your block and deep enough to bury the first course below grade, plus 6 inches for 
the leveling pad. Ensure that a minimum of 4 inches or 10 percent of the total wall height (whichever is greater) is be-
low grade. 
Step 3: Leveling Pad 
An aggregate leveling pad is made of compactible base material of 3⁄4 inch minus with fines. If the planned grade 
along the wall front will change elevation, the leveling pad may be stepped up by the height of the block to match the 
grade change. Always start at the lowest level and work upward. Compact the aggregate, making sure it’s level front 
to back and side to side. 
Step 4: Base Course 
This is the most important step in the installation process. Begin laying block at the lowest elevation of the wall. Chisel 
off any lip on the rear of the block so that the block will lie flat on the leveling pad. Place first block and level, front to 
back and side to side; lay subsequent blocks in same manner. Place the blocks side by side, flush against each oth-
er, and make sure the blocks are in full contact with the leveling pad. Level front to back and side to side. Masons line 
will help keep your courses straight and level. Place soil in front of the base course and compact. Base course should 
be buried. Continue to fill and compact after each course is laid. If the wall is on an incline, don’t slope the blocks. 
Step them up so they remain consistently level. 
Step 5: The Next Course 
Fill cores and voids between blocks with 3⁄4 inch clean drainage aggregate prior to laying the next course of block. 
Clean any debris off the top of the blocks. Place the second course of blocks on top of the base course. Pull each 
block forward as far as possible to ensure the correct setback. Maintain a running bond. Cut partial units to stay on 
bond. A circular saw with a masonry blade is recommended for cutting partial units. Backfill with drainage aggregate 
directly behind the block, adding 6 to 8 inches at a time. Add soil fill behind the aggregate. Compact before the next 
course. 
Step 6: Drainage Design 
Each project is unique. The grades on the site will determine at what level to install the drainpipe. Place the drainpipe 
(4-inch perforated piping) so water drains down and away from the wall into a storm drain, or daylight just above 
grade. Fill in the area behind the blocks with clean drainage aggregate, at least 1 foot from the wall. 
Step 7: Compaction 
Shovel the backfill soil behind the drainage aggregate and compact the backfill with a hand operated compactor. 
Make sure the aggregate is level with or slightly below the top of the base course. Continue to fill and compact after 
each course is laid. 
Step 8: Capping 
Start capping from the lowest elevation. If the wall elevation changes, stack caps where the wall steps up. Lay caps at 
the elevation change and work back toward the previous step up. Cut caps with a diamond-blade saw to fit, as need-
ed. Carefully glue with a high-strength concrete adhesive. 
Step 9: Finish Grade & Surface 
Protect the wall with a finished grade at the top and bottom. To ensure proper water drainage away from the wall, use 
6 inches of soil with low permeability and seed or plant to stabilize the surface. Consult the wall design engineer if 
water may be directed behind the wall. If needed, create a swale to divert water away from the wall. This will minimize 
water seeping into the soil and drainage aggregate behind the wall. 
Step 10: Site Cleaning & Restoration 
Brush off the wall and pick up any debris left from the construction process. Planting vegetation in front and on top of 
the wall will help reduce the chance of erosion. 

Building Retaining Walls  171 
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Poly Lawn Furniture 
     - Handcrafted by Dutch Boy Poly - 
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Adirondack Back Design 
Swivel/Glider Chair  1 Chair $585.00 

2 Chair set $1065.00  
2 Chairs w/Accent Table $1195.00 

Adirondack Back Design 
Glider Chair Set $435.00 Each or  

$795.00 Chair Set 
2 Chairs w/Accent  Table $965.00 

Folding Adirondack Chairs  
1 Chair $315 

$595 for 2 Chairs 
$745 for 2 Chairs w/Accent Table 

Gliding Ottoman     $225.00 

Roll Back Design 
Swivel/Glider Chair  1 Chair $585.00 

2 Chair set $1065.00  
2 Chairs w/Accent Table $1195.00 

Roll Back Design 
Glider Chair Set $435.00 Each or  

$795.00 Chair Set 
2 Chairs w/Accent  Table $965.00 

Dutch Garden Nursery    PH# 660-397-4115    Fax # 636-898-0930 
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Adirondack back or Rollback Porch Swing 
 [Chain included]   4 Ft $475.00     5 Ft $675.00 

5 Ft with Folddown Console  $775.00 
Adirondack back comes only in 4 ft 

4 Ft Adirondack or Rollback Glider $695.00 
5 Ft Rollback Glider [no console]  $795.00 
5 Ft Rollback Glider W/Console  $895.00 

Sand Box Diggers   $155.00 

More Places to Sit & Relax 173 

Porch Swings Glider Benches 

4 Ft Adirondack or Rollback Park Bench $545.00 
5 Ft Adirondack or Rollback Park Bench $695.00 

5 ft Rollback W/folddown  $795.00 

Park/Garden Benches 

4 Ft  Only 

4 Ft or 5 ft  

5 Ft  Only 
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Outdoor Dining Made Easy! 
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Swivel Chairs with Tables 
 

44x44 Pub Table Set With 4 Swivel Chairs  
Both Back styles are same price  

Dining Height $2,695.00 
Counter Height $2,725.00 

Bar Height $2,750.00 
 

  44x44 Pub Table only [Any Height] $625.00       
Dining Height Chairs only $545.00   

 Counter Height Chairs only $565.00                          
Bar Height Chairs only $585.00    

 
2 Dining Height Swivel Chairs 
With Accent Table  $1,095.00                          

Stationary Chairs with Tables 
 

44x44 Pub Table Set With 4 Chairs  
Both Back styles are same price  

Dining Height $1,795.00 
Counter Height $1,825.00 

Bar Height $1,850.00 
 

  44x44 Table [Any Height] $625.00       
Dining Height Chairs  $315.00   

 Counter Height Chairs  $325.00                          
Bar Height Chairs  $335.00    

 
2 Dining Height Chairs 

With Accent Table  $775.00                          



 

6ft Picnic Tables  $995.00 

8ft Picnic Tables  $1,295.00 
We will Mix and match any color for you. 

Variegated Colors 

25 Colors to Choose From 
Color combinations are only 
limited to your imagination!! 

Picnic Tables, Accent Tables 

Childrens Picnic Table  22”x 38” Top 

$475.00 each   We will mix and 

Match any color for you 

Accent Tables    $175.00 

Please call with any  
custom orders   660-341-5777  
or dutchgardennursery.com 

Quality Only Like  
DutchBoy Poly Furniture 

Adirondack Fans are all     fas-
tened from back so you will not 

see the fastners! 

We Will Mix 
and Match 
any Colors 

For You! 

Hidden Screws !!! 
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Items For The Squirrels &  Birds 176 

Audubon™ Tractor Squirrel Distractor 
Corn Cob Feeder 
Holds 2 Ears of Corn - 9.2in L x 3.4in W x 6.75in H 
Helps keep squirrels occupied and away from other bird 
feeders. Mounts to tree or post with two screws 

(included). Green or Red  $17.95  2 lbs 

Pine Tree Farms® Holiday "Birdie Wreath"  
Easy to use seed wreaths come packaged with easy 
to use hang cord. seed wreaths make a great gift 
item as no additional feeders are needed to use. 
Contains: Black Oil Sunflower, Peanuts, Colored 

Safflower and Red Millet. 2.25 lbs.  $19.95 

Berry Flavored Suet Nuggets™ Bird Food 
Corn, roasted peanuts, rendered beef suet, oats, soy oil, 
artificial cherry flavoring and blueberries. Designed for 

suet, fruit and insect eating birds. .   27 oz.  $4.75 

Peanut Flavored Suet Nuggets™ Bird Food 
Corn, roasted peanuts, rendered beef suet, oats and soy 
oil. Designed for suet, fruit and insect eating birds.  

   27 oz.  $4.75 

Orange Flavored Suet Nuggets™ Bird Food 
Designed for suet, fruit and insect eating birds. Corn, 
roasted peanuts, rendered beef suet, oats, soy oil and 

artificial orange flavoring.   27 oz.  $4.75 

Woodpecker Suet Nuggets™ 
A soft nugget that is appealing to suet, insect and fruit 
eating songbirds. Contains corn, roasted peanuts, ren-

dered beef suet, raisins, soy oil and oats 27oz. $4.75 

Wild Bird Nugget™ Feeder 
3in L x 3in W x 11.25in H All metal construction with powder-
coated finish in forest green. Efficiently feeds C&S Nuggets as 

well as peanuts. Holds approximately 24oz.   $6.95 

Sunflower Suet Nuggets™ Bird Food 
Corn, sunflower meal, rendered beef suet, oats and soy 
oil. Designed for suet, fruit and insect eating birds.      

27 oz.  $4.75 

Suet Wire Basket   $2.95 
EZ Fill Green Suet Basket  $3.95 
Hanging Suet Basket w/roof $7.95 

Lyric® Peanut Pieces 
Attracts arboreal wild birds such as titmice, nuthatches, 
jays, woodpeckers and chickadees. Keep this bird food 
dry for best results. Contains shelled peanuts.    

5 lb bag $12.95 

Wild Delight®  Corn on the Cob 
A premium corn on the cob. Features: All Natural, Un-
processed, Extra-Clean and Low Moisture to Help Pre-
vent Mold.  

7 lb bag  $14.95   —   20 lb bag  $29.95 

Premium Bird Feed Inshell Peanuts 
Premium grade, whole in shell peanuts, unprocessed 
and natural. Contains: premium grade, extra-clean, afla-
toxin-free and unprocessed, not salted. Provide excel-
lent nutrition and food for many species of wild birds and 

wildlife. 4 lb Bag  $10.95  25 lb Bag $39.95 

Nut' N Sweet Corn Squirrelog™  
Made of Sweet Corn, Corn, Calcium Carbonate, Citric Acid, 
Roasted Peanuts, Salt, & Preservatives And are 100% 
consumable, Refill pack for Squirrel Hangers and feeders 
with nails/spikes. already have a nail/screw hole for easy 
refills. If inserting screw (not included) for feeding, do not 

exceed #14 or .242 diameter screw.     $5.95   2 lbs 

Pine Tree Bushy Tail Cob Seed Bar 
Contains corn, almonds, peanuts, black oil sunflower seed, 

striped sunflower seed and gelatin.  

16 oz.  $4.95 

C&S Products® Suet Cakes  
Produced by melting the highest quality beef fat and 
blending a variety of ingredients which are then 
poured into the tray and allowed to harden. Treats 
will become soft and pliable at 100 degrees but will 
return to normal hardness again at room temp. 

Berry Treat Suet Cake  11.75 oz    $3.75 
Fruit & Nut Suet Cake  11.75 oz    $3.75 

High Energy Suet Cake  11.75 oz    $3.75 
Peanut Treat Suet Cake  11.75 oz    $7.75 
Pecan Delight  Suet Cake  11.75 oz    $3.75 
Sunflower Delight Suet Cake  11.75 oz    $3.75 
Berry Delight No Melt Suet Cake  11.75 oz    $3.75 
Mealworm No Melt Suet Cake  11.75 oz    $3.75 
Orange No Melt Suet Cake  11.75 oz    $3.75 
Peanut Delight No Melt Suet Cake  11.75 oz    $3.75 

Classic Corn Cob Squirrel Feeder 
Feeding squirrels is fun and entertaining, and placing squirrel 
feeders well away from bird feeders helps lure racketeering 
rodents away With its durable metal construction, 1 ear of corn 
capacity For optimal squirrel distraction, position feeder at least 

15 feet away from your bird feeders.   $7.95   1 lb. 

Dutch Garden Nursery    PH# 660-397-4115    Fax # 636-898-0930 

Friends of Flight® Stack’m™ Feeder 
 - Holds up to 4  Suit Cakes 
For use with Stack’ms™. Or Suit Cakes Easy to fill de-
sign. Attracts both clinging and perching birds. Durable 

steel construction.  $19.95 

Pine Tree Farms® Black Oil Sunflower Seed Bell  
Contains black oil sunflower seed and gelatin. Easy 
to use, packaged with a colorful net bag that is ready 
to hang on trees and shrubs. top quality products that 

attract a larger variety of wild birds.    11 oz  $4.95 

Pine Tree Farms® Fruit, Berry, Nut & Seed Bell  
Contains black oil sunflower seed, striped sunflower seed, white 
millet, peanuts, safflower seed, sunflower hearts, dried blueberries 
and gelatin. packaged with a colorful net bag that is ready to hang 

on trees and shrubs. 16 oz  $4.95 

 Double Suet Feeder with Weather Guard 
Blue, Green, Red & Yellow - 6.5in x 4.3in x 6.6in  
Holds two suet cakes in one basket. Durable mesh 

construction.    $12.95  1/2 lb 
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Unipet Suet To Go® Coconut with 
Mealworm and Peanut 
Natural coconut shell filled with a suet blend of 
dried mealworms and peanut flour    

10 oz  $7.95 # 

Wild Bird Feed 
UniPet™ Mealworms To Go® 
Ideal for feeding all insect eating wild birds all year 
round, especially beneficial to fledglings. 100% nat-
ural mealworms 53% protein, 28% fat, 6% fiber and 
5% moisture 

30 oz Resealable Bag  $39.95 # 

17.6 oz Resealable Bag  $24.95 # 

5.5 oz To Go Tub $11.95 # 

3.5 oz Resealable Bag  $6.95 # 

New 

New 

New 

New 

New 

New 

New 

New 

UniPet™ Premium Domed Feeder 
Helps Keep mealworms fresh for hungry birds to 
enjoy! Perfect for use with Mealworm To Go Dried 
Mealworms. Premium Mealworm & Suet domed 

feeder.      $19.95  # 
 

UniPet™ Mealworm To Go® Value Box 
Bulk Dried Mealworms in a convenient box for stor-
age and shipping. 

5lb Resealable Bag   $89.95  # 
 

UniPet™ Premium Select Energy Trio 
This one-of-a-kind product gives your feathered 
friends the energy they need. It combines no-melt 
dough bites, suet pellets and mealworms. 

24 oz  $7.95  # 

Wild Delight® Advanced Formula® 
Fruit N’ Berry™ Bird Seed 
A premium wild bird food blended to attract 
and feed the most desirable outdoor pets. 
Features real fruit, premium seeds, added 
vitamins, added minerals, electrolytes, amino 
acids, no corn, no milo, no millet and no 
chemical preservatives. 

5 lb - Bag  $14.95 # 

20 lb - Bag  $48.95 # 

Wild Delight® Advanced Formula® 
Sizzle N' Heat® Bird Seed 
A premium hot blend designed for BIRDS ON-
LY. Industry studies show that Squirrels are 
listed as the #1 reason for people leaving the 
bird feeding category. Squirrels dominate 
feeders, create a mess and eat much of the 
seed, nuts and fruits. While this is not a squir-
rel proof product, studies showed it to be a 
very effective squirrel deterrent. While squir-
rels may still visit and feed at feeders, once 
they get a taste of the hot seeds, most will look for other sources of 
food. Filled with the highly desired ingredients birds love, with none 
of the filler ingredients. Made with chili peppers, a strong irritant. 
Keep out of reach of children. Avoid contact with eyes, nose, and 
skin. Wash hands thoroughly after using 

5 lb - Bag  $17.95  # 

14 lb - Bag  $39.95  # 

Wild Delight® Advanced Formula® 
Zero-Waste™ Fruit Blend 
An elite, zero-waste wild bird food blended 
with fruit to attract the most desired outdoor 
pets and give you a clean feeding experience. 
Contains real fruit, real nuts, premium seeds, 
added vitamins and minerals, electrolytes, 
amino acids, no corn, no milo, no millet and no 
chemical preservatives. 

5 lb - Bag  $21.95  # 

20 lb - Bag  $59.95  # 

Wild Delight® Advanced Formula® 
Cardinal Food 
A premium wild bird food blended to attract 
and feed the most desirable outdoor pets. 
Features: real cherries, real nuts, added vita-
mins, added minerals, electrolytes, amino ac-
ids, no corn, no milo, no millet and no chemi-
cal preservatives. 

7lb - Bag  $17.95  # 
 

Fine Sunflower Heart Chips 
The finely chopped meat or kernel of the sunflower 
seed. An all-natural, zero-waste product for wild 
birds. Primary Species: American goldfinches, pur-
ple finches, house finches, cardinals, songbirds, 
woodpeckers, titmice, pine siskins, chickadees and 
other outdoor birds. 

MIX SOME OF THESE WITH ANY OTHE BIRD SEED MIXES AND 
YOU WILL ATTRACT MORE BIRDS TO YOUR FEEDERS !!!! 

5 lb Bag  $19.95  # 

50 lb Bag $89.95  # 

Medium Sunflower Heart Chips 
Medium chopped meat or kernel of the sunflower 
seed. An all-natural, zero-waste product for wild 
birds. Primary Species: American goldfinches, pur-
ple finches, house finches, cardinals, songbirds, 
woodpeckers, titmice, pine siskins, chickadees and 
other outdoor birds. 

SPECIAL PRICE WHILE SUPPLIES LAST  

5 lb Bag  $14.95  

Wild Delight® Advanced Formula® 
Nut N’ Berry® Bird Seed 
A premium wild bird food blended to attract 
and feed the most desirable outdoor pets. 
Features real fruit, real nuts, hulled seeds, 
added vitamins, added minerals, electrolytes, 
amino acids, no corn, no milo, no millet and 
no chemical preservatives. 

- 20lb - Bag   $48.95  # 
New 
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Friends of Flight® Striped Sunflower  
Large meaty kernel. High quality seed. Double 
cleaned, medium grey stripe sunflower. For use 
with platform, hopper or tube feeders. Contains 
grey striped sunflower seed.   

20 lb. Bag  $25.95    4 lb bag  $6.95 

Friends of Flight® Black Oil Sunflower  
A top quality way of feeding and attracting a wide 
range of birds. The sunflower feed choice of many. 
Recleaned and highly nutritious.  

40 lb. Bag  $47.95    
20 lb. Bag  $24.95    4 lb bag  $6.95 

Friends of Flight® Cardinal Blend 
A special blend of Cardinal’s favorite seed and 
fruits. Attracts cardinals, jays, grosbeaks and other 
songbirds. Use with hopper, tray or tube feeders. 
Contains oil sunflower seed, safflower, dried cher-
ries, raisins and peanuts.   

20 lb. Bag  $26.95    4 lb bag  $7.95 

White Millet  Bird Feed 
Used in many bird food mixtures. A must secondary source 
of nutrition for all birds. Attractive to all feed eating birds. 

 25 lb bag  $25.95 
5lb bag  $3.95 

Friends of Flight® Nut & Berry Blend 
Loaded with high-energy nuts and real fruit pieces. 
No “filler” ingredients. Attracts both nut and fruit 
eating songbirds. Use with hopper, tray or tube 
feeders. Contains sunflower chips, peanuts, oil 
sunflower, safflower, raisins, dried cranberries and 
hulled pumpkin seeds.  

20 lb. Bag  $39.95   4 lb bag  $10.95 

Friends of Flight® Finch Blend 
Formulated to attract colorful finches. Contains the 
small seeds that finches love. Attracts gold finches, 
house finches, purple finches and other songbirds. 
Use with tube or hopper feeders. Contains white 
millet, nyjer (thistle), canary seed and red millet.   

20 lb. Bag  $29.95   4 lb bag  $7.95 

Friends of Flight® Gourmet Blend 
A premium mix songbirds prefer. Over 40% Sun-
flower. Attracts nuthatches, juncos, chickadees, 
cardinals and more. Use with hopper, tray or tube 
feeders. Contains sunflower, white millet, sunflower 
chips, nyjer (thistle) and safflower.   

20 lb. Bag  $29.95   4 lb bag  $7.95 

Wagner's® Nyjer Seed 
The favorite seed of goldfinches everywhere. Nyjer seed 
(thistle seed) is the absolute favorite of finches, such as 
the American goldfinch, purple finch, pine siskin and other 
small songbirds. This tiny delicacy is used in finch feeders 
which have smaller holes and tiny perches - perfect for the 
finches but discouraging to larger birds. Ultimate choice for 
nurturing finches with its high fat and protein content. Nyjer seed is the 
only major wild bird food ingredient imported from overseas -- some-
times referred to as “Black Gold,”  

 20 lb bag $39.95   10 lb. Bag $22.95    5 lb 

Wild Bird Feed 

Friends of Flight® Quality Bird Blend 
Blended to attract a wide variety of your favorite 
songbirds. 15% sunflower blend. Use with hopper, 
tray or tube feeders. Contains oil sunflower, milo 
and white millet  

20 lb. Bag  $22.95   4 lb bag  $5.95 

Friends of Flight® Woodpecker Blend 
Formulated to attract colorful woodpeckers. Con-
tains the small seeds that finches love. Also at-
tracts cardinals, jays and more. Use with tube or 
hopper feeders. Contains sunflower chips, peanuts, 
oil sunflowers, pistachios, safflower, raisins, dried 
cherries, papaya, juniper berries, hulled pumpkin 
seeds, dried apples.   

20 lb. Bag  $45.95   4 lb bag  $11.95 

Safflower Birdseed 
Very attractive feed for various types of birds, and is quick-
ly becoming a highly demanded diet source for many. A 
good energy source for all types of birds; a favorite of car-

dinals.    25 lb bag  $38.95       4lb bag  $5.95 

Perky-Pet®  Beaded Hanging Hooks  
Hang bird feeders, perches and wind chimes in style. Brushed 
copper finish with rose-tint bead accents. Holds up to 35lbs. 
Powder-coated to add rust resistance and durability. Heavy-

duty steel won't damage trees.      $7.95   1 lb 
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Audubon™ Universal Pole Kit 
 72″ Universal Pole Kit accommodates many bird houses 
and allows you to easily place your bird house or nesting 
box out in your garden or yard, at an easy to reach height.  

$26.95  3 lbs   

38032 Classic Jumbo Finch Feeder 6 Ports 
Perches are designed for maximum seed flow. Finch feeder 
portals have three feeding holes to help maximize seed 
availability to the birds. Easy to clean and fill. Attracts all 

varieties of finches.  3lb capacity  $16.95   2 lbs 

Woodlink®  Galvanized Silo Nyjer® Feeder 
holds .5lbs of seed              $11.95     1 lb 

Audubon™ Have-A-Ball™  
Blooming Finch Flower Feeder  
- Yellow - 12oz Capacity, 4.3in Diam x 10in H 
Pops open to reveal a thistle sock  !!! 

$4.95   1/2 lb 

Wild Delight® Pink Finch Sock Feeder 
with Premium Nyjer® Seed  
Easy-to-use feeder that is made of mesh material that 
finches love to cling to and is loaded with high quality 

Nyjer® seed that finches love to eat.   $5.95  1 lb 

Classic Finch Screen Feeder 
- 1.5lb Capacity multiple options to feed In their most natural 
positions, whether clinging to the screen or sitting on the 
perches or tray, even upside-down! features an easy twist-off 
top and base for convenient filling and cleaning. Built-in 
drainage holes help to keep seeds dry, while the seed divert-
er design keeps seeds moving Into feeding areas. With a 

yellow powder-coated finish to attract more birds $26.95 
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38030 Classic Jumbo Seed Feeder 6 Ports 
Easy to clean and fill. Holds 2.5 quarts (approx. 3.2 pounds) 
of seed. Ergonomic perch is comfortable for birds. 6 feeding 
portals for many birds to feed together. Attracts a variety of 
songbirds. Hanging Mounting. Green/blue/clear polycar-

bonate. 3lb capacity   $21.95   2 lbs 

Bird Feeders 
Perky-Pet® Bronze Powder Coated Tall 
Tulip Feeder 
Holds up to 6 pounds of seed, has a wraparound feeding 
tray, utilizes the Sure-Lock™ cap system to keep squir-
rels out and has a rustic brown powder-coat finish. While 
the cap is tough for squirrels, it's a breeze for people to 
open and easy to fill through its wide top. This large bird 
feeder comes with a squirrel-resistant looped wire hanger. 

6lb capacity     $28.95   4 lbs 

Perky-Pet® Birds & Berries Lantern Feeder 
Features a detailed bird screen printed design. Holds up 
to 3 pounds of seed, has 4 feeding stations, bird-
preferred U-shaped perches, and a powder-coat finish. 
It utilizes the Sure-Lock™ cap system which keeps 
squirrels out, allows birds to feed, and makes refilling 
and cleaning easy for you. Transparent seed compart-
ment makes it easy to monitor seed levels and keep the 

bird feeder clean. 3lb capacity $29.95 3 lbs 

Perky-Pet® Sun & Star Lantern Feeder 
A durable metal frame with celestial design add whimsy 
to your garden. The wide tray with drain holes will ac-
commodate different size birds. Can be pole mounted 

or hung up.3lb capacity  $29.95  3 lbs 

Perky Pet® Farmhouse Bird Feeder 
Durable, all metal construction. Features u-shaped 
perches, which birds prefer, a lift off lid with a wide 
mouth opening for easy filling and cleaning and drain 
holes that keep seed fresh and dry. Can be used for 
mixed seed or sunflower seed.  

2.8lb capacity     $29.95   3 lbs 

Heath™ Bird Feeder  
Cotton Candy Blue Or Cotton Candy Pink  

Holds 1lb of seed  Durable steel and plastic 
construction for year-round feeding. Interior 
seed deflectors for smooth flow of seed    

$12.95   1 lb 

Classic Abundance Hopper Feeder  
This Feeder can accommodate a large quantity of bird 
seed allowing you to attract an abundant amount of 
birds! Stay Full Ports ensure that seed is evenly distrib-
uted, even when the seed gets low. All six feeding sta-
tions can accommodate mixed seed or use the thistle 
inserts to serve Thistle/Nyjer (insert included). The 
perches are adjustable to fit different sized birds  The 
large, wide mouth tube is easy to fill and easy to clean. 

3.5 lb capacity $27.95  4 lbs 

Classic Squirrel Proof X1 Feeder 
The revolutionary Squirrel X1 squirrel-resistant Songbird 
Feeder protects your birdseed and allows you to feed the 
birds, not the squirrels! Featuring four squirrel-resistant 
feeding ports with long, sturdy perches that are spring load-
ed to close with the weight of a squirrel. The metal frame 
and roof also helps to prevent squirrels from reaching the 
ports by closing with the weight of the squirrel.  

 4.2 lb capacity     $32.95   4 lbs 
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Audubon™ Granary Feeder  
Easy to fill swivel top. May be hung or pole mounted on a 
3/4in pole. (Pole not included). Made in the USA.  
Assorted Colors: Blue & Yellow - 4lb Capacity, 10in Diam x 

11in H    $14.95    2 lb 

Audubon™ Seeds 'N More Feeder 
15lb Capacity, 12.3in L x 14.5in W x 10.3in H 
This metal feeder features a seed tray and suet bas-
kets to attract a wider variety of birds. Includes a 
heavy-duty hanger. Easy fill and clean. Powder-

coated steel for durability.    $58.95   5 lbs 

Audubon™ Prairie Style Feeder 
- 5lb Capacity - 9in L x 9in W x 11.5in H 
Features a green lift top for easy filling. Hanging cord in-
cluded or pole mount on 3/4in pole (not included) 

$17.95    2 lbs 

Panacea® Large Gazebo Feeder 
- 12in x 12in x 12in 
Whimsical gazebo design. Plastic. Ready to hang. 
Use with 3/4" pole, not included. Easy lift-off top. 
Easy to fill and clean. For up to ten pounds of bird 

seed.    $29.95   4 lbs 

Woodlink® Sneak-a-Peek™ Window Seed Feeder  
Sneak-a-Peek™ Heavy Duty Crystal Clear Polycar-
bonate House Window Seed Feeder. Simply attach a 
filled feeder to a clean window and enjoy the show. 
This double decker feeder feeds twice as many birds 
and gives you a clear unobstructed full view of the 
birds. Includes a 1-way mirror, you can see the birds 
but they can’t see you. Filling is easy with an easy ac-
cess refill port, and seed is protected with stay dry inte-
grated seed storage and retractable feeding trays with 

drain holes. Easy to install feeder comes with extra strong suction cups 
which makes it a easy and quick installation. Simply attach the suction 

cups to any window without a screen.     $19.95   4 lbs 

Woodlink® Plastic Magnum Sunflower Feeder 
- 3lb Capacity - 8.5in Diam x 12.5in H   $26.65 
These hunter green Magnum feeders are durable and attrac-
tive. Easy to fill and clean with easy-open top.  
 

Thistle feeders 5 lb capacity   $26.95  3 lbs 

Audubon™ Green Plastic Tube Feeder 
2lb Capacity, 6 Feeding Ports, 5.5in Diam x 15in H   
These plastic tube feeders come fully assembled and ready 

to hang. Easy to fill and clean. - Mixed Seed -$13.95  1 lb 

Classic Small Lantern Plastic Hopper 
Feeder- 2.6lb Capacity  No spill system makes bird 
feeding easy. Comes with patented, one touch opening lid 

and simplifies the task of filling feeders.  $18.95   2 lbs 

Classic Harmony Tube Feeder 
- 2lb Capacity Stay Full Ports ensure that seed is even-
ly distributed, even when the seed gets low. All six feed-
ing stations can accommodate mixed seed or use the 
thistle inserts Control who visits your feeder with the 
adjustable perches. The wide mouth tube is easy to fill 

and easy to clean.   $26.95  2 lbs 
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Lightweight, durable and impact resistant! 
Made of 70% Clay, 25% Plastic and 5% Fiber to provide durability over 
time, making it less fragile than full clay birdbaths. Being lightweight is an 
advantage, but if a heavier option is needed, fill the base with sand to cre-
ate more stabilization Top simply screws on to the base, creating a tight-
locking fit We recommend storing in an enclosed area or indoors during 
freezing temperatures 
Antique Brown Fiber Clay Birdbath with Gloss Bowl/Rim Base $69.95 
Serenity Blue Fiber Clay Birdbath with Base  $69.95 
Fiber Clay Black/Red Bird Bowl  Only  $38.95 
Fiber Clay Sand/Gray Bird Bowl  Only  $38.95 
Hummingbird Black Laser-Cut Birdbath Base  Only  $38.95 
Deluxe Black Metal Tube Birdbath Base  Only  $38.95 
Mix and match any Base and Bowl to make a set  $69.95 per set 
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27.55"H An-
tique Green 

Metal Birdbath   
$29.95 

19.29"H An-
tique White 

Metal Birdbath 
$22.95 

32” High Resin 
Birdbath 
[Bronze]   
$25.95 

Classic 25oz Mason Jar Glass     4 lbs 
Hummingbird Feeder 5 Ports 
square glass mason jar with a rustic metal to capture the 
vintage look. Features five integrated metal flower ports and 
wide mouth design for Easy-Fill and Easy Clean. Base dis-

assembles for cleaning   25 oz.    $19.95 

Classic Red Jewel Glass            4 lbs 
Hummingbird Feeder 5 Ports  (holds 20oz of nec-
tar!), the beautiful matte gold finish and vintage red glass 

bottle design will add elegance to your yard. $19.95 

Red Powder Hummingbird Nectar 
Easy to use, fast mixing powder nectar concentrates. 
Just add water, no boiling or pre-mixing needed. Dis-
solves instantly with no mess. Formulas are specifically 
designed to attract birds and contain vitamins to pro-

mote bird health.   2 lb. $7.95      8 oz. $1.95 

Friends of Flight® Red and Yellow Glass 
Striped Hummingbird Feeder 

 Red plastic base with feeder ports and red wire hanger. 

5.7in W x 9in H    26oz Capacity $12.95  4 lbs 

Friends of Flight® Red and Yellow  

Balloon Glass Hummingbird Feeder 
Red wire hanger and red plastic base with feeder ports. 

6.5in W x 10in H     36oz Capacity $15.95  4 lbs 

Friends of Flight® Metal Leaves and 

Decor Glass Hummingbird Feeder 
Copper metal base with feeder ports and copper metal 
hanger. 6in W x 11.4in H  

22oz Capacity $18.95 4 lbs 

Friends of Flight® Swirl Glass 
Hummingbird Feeder- Blue & Green 
Green plastic base with feeder ports and red wire hanger. 

5.9in W x 10.5in H  28oz Capacity $16.95  4 lbs 

Friends of Flight® Light Bulb Shaped 
Glass Hummingbird Feeder 
Copper metal base with feeder ports and wire hanger. 

4.8in W x 9.5in H 28oz Capacity $14.95   4 lbs 

Perky-Pet® Pineapple Glass Top Fill 
Hummingbird Feeder     4 lbs 
Holds 28oz of nectar. Top fill wide mouth opening for 
easy filler and no spills. 5 hummingbird, bee proof feed-

ing ports  28oz Capacity $38.95 

Perky-Pet® Antique Bottle Hummingbird 
Feeder- Square - Blue, 4 Feeding Ports 
Hummingbirds will love feeding from the four decorative 
flower feeding ports. The base easily comes apart and re-

assembles for cleaning. 16oz Capacity $24.95 4 lbs 

Perky-Pet® Looking Glass Hummingbird Feeder 
Your fast-flying feathered friends won’t be able to resist the 
bright flower-shaped feeding ports With this elegant hang-
ing feeder, you can enjoy iridescent colors, purring wings 
and delightful dances as your visitors flit about while seat-
ed In your favorite bird-watching spot.  
32oz Capacity    $32.95   4 lbs 

Woodlink® Milkhouse Hummingbird Feeder 
Rustic Milkhouse design features an old time inspired milk 
bottle. The four nectar feeding ports on the base are 
shaped like garden flowers. Easy to fill and clean with twist
-off base, glass is dishwasher safe, hand wash base. it 
includes a sturdy attached hanger.  

24oz Capacity    $29.95   4 lbs 

Classic Jubilee Glass Hummingbird Feeder 5 Ports 
- 32oz Decorative bottle feeder. Base disassembles for easy 
cleaning. (holds 32oz of nectar!), brushed copper and glass 

design will add elegance to your yard. $29.95  3 lbs 

Classic Big Gulp Glass Hummingbird 
Feeder 7 Ports 
- 40oz feeder features a beautiful glass bottle and red plastic 
basin. has a wide mouth design for easy-filling and easy 
cleaning. The base also disassembles for cleaning. Features 

a built in ant moat on top.   $24.95   3 lbs 

Perky Pet Vine Oriole Feeder 
27 oz capacity  $12.95   
 
 
Perky Pet Oriole Feeder 
32 oz capacity  $19.95 
 
Perky Pet  Glass Vintage Oriole Feeder  
16 oz capacity  $29.95 
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#63447 
Solar Cross Stake 

"Peace I Leave With 
You"  $34.95 

#STK230 
3.5"L x 12.5"H  Butterfly 

Memorial Stake $6.95 

#STK0245 
12"H Resin Memorial 

Stakes $6.95 each  

#LIT0200 
Light & Love Candles 

$8.95  each 

#LIT108 
Metal Cross Stake & 
Candle $19.95 each 
God, Dad, Mother 

#LIT0220 
20” H Metal Angel with 

Candle $14.95 

#LIT121 
Forever in our Hearts 

Candle  
Holder $19.95 

#LIT120 
Angels Wings  

Candle Holder  $22.95 

#LIT160 
Forever in our hearts  
Wing Candle Holder 
 20” H Stake $22.95   

LED Candle  With Ceramic Holder 
Vanilla scented candles feature a LED flickering flame and real wax! Have 
a built in automatic timer that runs for 6 hours on and 18 hours off and 
comes with an artwork laden ceramic holder that is designed and printed in 
the USA. 2 AA batteries are not included.    

$15.95 choice of 10 designs 

  #24183              #24192             #24179          #24184            #24186           #24177           #24185          #24182            #24181          #24189 

        #ST245              #ST255                 #ST235                  #ST240 
6"L Cement Heart Stones w/ Color Flowers  $9.95  

15.16InL x 5.31InW x 
14.57InH Solar Lighted Metal 
Rescue Pets, Cat/Dog, Rustic 
Bronze/Smoky Gray Finish, 
with Hand Painted Accents, 
PVC: Yellow / Blue. LED Col-

or #71086   $29.95 each 

18"H Solar Standing Cat / Dog, 
Black & Gray Finish. Cat: Green 
PVC / Dog: Blue PVC. LED Color: 
Cat: 12.6" x 13" x 18.31"H/Dog: 
13.19" x 9.46" x 16.93"H.   

#71639  $29.95  each 

Solar Lighted Angels 
#2680770     $15.95 

#17267 
Teacher Framed  

Message Bar 
 $15.95 

#33324 
LED SIGN-TEACHER'S PRAYER 

 $25.95 
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Garden / Stepping Stones  182 

          #2390470                     #2391790                      #2572770                       #2572780                     #2572780                         #2673180 
10” Cement Garden Stones  $16.95 each      Choose the design of your choice per item # 

#2575050              
Solar Lighted  

Cement Garden 
Stone     $25.95 each 

Resin Garden Stones are made of quality resin, hand sculpted and painted and may include mosaic glass, gem accents, metallic paint, detailed decals 
and epoxy filled areas for added detail. A keyhole hanger is cast in the back of some for hanging purposes or can be placed on the ground.   

 #12991    $19.95            #12779    $19.95              #12747   $19.95            #12776   $19.95           #10146    $19.95          #10133   $19.95 

      #10164   $22.95          #12742  $22.95              #10777  $19.95              #12739  $22.95             #12524  $22.95            #12743   $22.95 

#2668920   
Cement     $15.95 

   #13148   $22.95             #12523   $22.95           #12773  $22.95               #12834   $19.95           #13037   $19.95              #13149  $22.95 

    #12995   $19.95            #10116   $22.95            #10249   $22.95             #12824    $19.95            #12780   $19.95          #10248   $19.95 

#10246 Resin Stone     
$22.95 

#10193 Resin Stone     
$24.95 

#10195 Resin Stone     
$24.95 

#10192 Resin Stone     
$24.95 
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#60501  30” Tall 
In Angels' arms you 
were taken away, 
inside our hearts 

you will always stay  

$59.95 

#60677   30” Tall 
"The Old Rugged 

Cross"  
Rose Gold 

$42.75 

#62739  40” Tall 
"Amazing Grace"  

Vintage White 
Chime 

$64.95 

#63098 
38” Tall 

"Be grateful for the 
small things, the big 

things and every-
thing in between." 

$59.95 

#63737 
30” Tall 

"Serenity" Silhouette 
Sonnet Chime 

$38.95 

#63738 
30” Tall 

"Faith Family 
Friends" Silhouette 

Sonnet Chime 

$42.95 

  #62986  21” tall 
"Father... your 

love will be part of 
our lives forever."  

$22.95 

   #62987  21” tall 
"Mother... a life so 
beautifully lived... 
a heart so deeply 

loved." 
$25.95  

#60228 40” Tall 
"Love is a bond of 
hearts that parting 
cannot sever. In 

spirit and in 
memory, love lives 

on forever."  

$64.95 

#63094 
38” Tall 

"Having a place to 
go is home, having 
someone to love is 
family, having both 

is a blessing."  

$59.95 

#63099 
38” Tall 

"Cardinals appear 
when angels are 

near."  

$59.95 

#63736 
30” Tall 

"Home Sweet 
Home"  

Silhouette Sonnet 
Chime 

$42.95 

#63741  30” Tall 
"Dear Lord, help our 
crops to grow and 

our animals to 
thrive. Bless our 

land, our family and 
this farm we call 
home. Amen."    

$42.95 

We have many Arbors, Trellises’ , Wind Spinners and Solar lighted Décor -  
at our Garden Center.  Please come and visit us soon 

#62735  35” tall 
"Faith… It does not 
make things easy, it 

makes them  

possible." $32.95 

#62742  35” Tall 
"Their song may end 

but their beautiful 
melody lingers on in 

our memories."  

$32.95 

w w w . d u t c h g a r d e n n u r s e r y . c o m  
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Fathers #62589   $14.95 Mothers #62588   $14.95 Family #62597    $14.95 

Dutch Garden Nursery    PH# 660-397-4115    Fax # 636-898-0930 

Our Gift Boxed Chimes are comprised of metal and high quality glass crystals. 
The box features a printed sentiment. Gift Box measures: 8.5"L x 5.25"W x .75"D  

Chime measures: 10.75"L x 2.5"W  

#62756 36” Tall 
"Our  Memories" 36" 

Cylinder Sonnet 

$49.95 

#10703  22” Tall 
"Home"  Cylinder 

Sonnet 

$29.95 

#62768  18” Tall 
"Friends fill your life."   

$29.95 

#62754  36” Tall 
"Amazing Grace" 36" 

Cylinder Sonnet 

$49.95 

#62765  18” Tall 
"Angels Arms” 

$29.95 

#62767  18” Tall 
"Deeply Loved” 

$29.95 

#62796  18” Tall 
"Gardener’s Prayer” 

$29.95 

#62792  18” Tall 
"Always Near” 

$29.95 

#62793  18” Tall 
"Better on the Farm” 

$29.95 

#62798  18” Tall 
"Love - Laughter & 

Friendship” $29.95 

#10701  22” Tall 
"Serenity Prayer"  
Cylinder Sonnet 

$29.95 

#10705  22” Tall 
"Gods Plan"   

Cylinder Sonnet 

$29.95 

#57651  
"Memories"   

Panoramic Lantern 

$34.95 

#57653  
"Light Remains"   

Panoramic Lantern 

$34.95 

#14476 Marble Paver 
"Home."   $22.95 

#14483 Marble Paver 
"Friends."   $22.95 

#14479 Marble Paver 
"Family."   $22.95 

#14557 Marble Paver 
"Dad."   $22.95 

#14549 Marble Paver 
"Love & Laughter."   $22.95 

#14561 Marble Paver 
"Footprints."   $22.95 



 
Dest. ZIP Zone 

004-005 005 

010-089 006 

100-241 005 

242-326 004 

327-349 006 

350-359 004 

360-399 005 

400-438 004 

439-462 005 

463-499 003 

500-528 002 

530-549 004 

534-582 003 

Dest. ZIP Zone 

583-593 005 

594-599 006 

600-629 003 

630-675 002 

676-693 004 

700-715 005 

716-732 004 

733-739 005 

740-764 004 

765-831 005 

832-893 006 

894-977 007 

978-994 006 

US Mail Rates;  Find your shipping Zone with the 1st 3 num-
bers of your Zip code on the tables on left.  Take the total weight 
of your order and lineup with your Zone for your shipping amount.  
On 1 to 20 lbs. generally goes by mail and 20 lbs + will go UPS   But if 
rates are better with one or the other we will try to use cheapest route 

We have tried to put a weight with each item but if we missed 
some or some items might have a weight but are extra big or 
bulky such as tomato cages, long handled tools & other simi-
lar sized items these will have an extra shipping charge due to 
dimensional weight.  
These items will generate extra shipping due to extra weight, 
bulkiness, size or length. For those items it is very hard to give 
accurate shipping rates due to other items you might have 
ordered and how we can package it. We will either contact 
you before we ship or send a balance due invoice with ship-
ment. 
The balance due invoice will be due 10 days after receipt 
of shipment 

Lbs. Zone 2   Zone 3  Zone 4   Zone 5  Zone 6 Zone 7 

20 18.00 20.00 22.00 24.00  28.00 33.00 

21 18.50 20.50 23.00 24.50  29.00 34.00 

22 18.75  21.00  23.50  25.00  30.00  35.00  

23 19.00  21.50  24.00  25.50  31.00  36.00  

24 19.50  22.00  24.50  26.00  32.00  37.00  

25 20.00 23.00 25.00  27.00  33.00 38.00 

26 20.50  23.50  25.25  27.50  34.00  39.00  

27 21.00  23.75  25.50  28.00  35.00  40.00  

28 21.25  24.00  25.75  28.50  36.00  41.00  

29 21.75  24.25  26.00  29.00  37.00  42.00  

30 22.00  24.50  26.25  29.50  38.00  43.00  

31 22.25  24.75  26.50  30.00  39.00  44.00  

32 22.50  25.00  26.75  31.00  39.50  45.00  

33 22.75  25.25  27.00  32.00  40.00  46.00  

34 23.00  25.50  27.25  33.00  41.00  47.00  

35 23.25 26.00 27.50  35.00  42.00 48.00 

36  23.50  26.50  27.75  35.50  43.00  49.00  

37 23.75  27.00  28.00  36.00  44.00  50.00  

38 24.00  27.50  28.25  37.00  45.00  51.00  

39 24.25  28.00  28.50  38.00  46.00  52.00  

40 24.50  28.50  28.75  38.50  47.00  53.00  

41 24.75  29.00  29.00  39.50  48.00  55.00  

42 25.00  29.25  29.25  40.00  49.00  56.00  

43 25.25  29.50  29.50  40.50  51.00  57.00  

44 25.50  30.00  230.00  41.00  51.50  58.00  

45 26.00 31.00 32.00  42.00  52.00 60.00 

46 28.00  33.00 34.00  44.00  54.00  62.00  

Lbs. Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 Zone 5 Zone 6 Zone 7 

47 31.00  34.00 36.00 46.00 56.00 62.00 

48 32.00 35.00  37.00  47.00  58.00  63.00  

49 33.00  36.00  39.00  48.00  59.00  65.00  

50 34.00  38.00  40.00  50.00  60.00  70.00  

53 50.00  53.00  55.00  60.00  70.00  80.00  

54 51.00  55.00  57.00  65.00  75.00  85.00  

55 52.00 57.00 59.00  70.00  80.00 89.00 

56 52.50  57.50  59.50  70.50  80.50  89.50  

57 52.75  58.00  60.00  71.00  81.00  89.75  

58 53.00  59.00  60.50  71.50  81.50  90.00  

59 53.25  59.50  61.00  72.00  82.00  90.25  

60 53.50  60.00  61.50  72.50  82.50  90.50  

61 53.75  60.50  62.00  73.00  83.00  90.75  

62 54.00  61.00  62.50  73.50  83.50  91.00  

63 54.25  61.50  62.75  74.00  83.25  91.25  

64 54.50  61.75  63.00  74.50  83.50  91.50  

65 55.00 62.00 63.25  75.00  84.00 91.75 

66 55.50  62.25  63.50  75.50  84.50  92.00  

67 55.75  62.50  63.75  76.00  84.75  92.50  

68 56.00  62.75  64.00  76.50  85.00  93.00  

69 56.50  63.00  64.50  77.00  85.50  93.50  

70 57.00  63.25  65.00  77.50  86.00  94.00  

71 57.50 63.50  65.50  78.00  86.50  94.50  

72 58.00  63.75  66.00  78.50  87.50  95.00  

73 58.50  64.00  66.50  79.00  88.00  96.00  

74 59.00  64.25  67.50  79.50  88.50  95.58  

75 60.00 64.50 68.00  80.00  89.00  98.00  

 (Lbs) Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 Zone 5 Zone 6 Zone 7 

1 $8.02 $8.28 $8.49 $8.65 $8.82 $8.99 

2 $8.42 $8.61 $8.88 $9.50 $10.70 $11.23 

3 $8.61 $8.99 $9.34 $10.26 $11.80 $13.10 

4 $8.71 $9.20 $9.81 $11.03 $13.75 $16.59 

5 $8.81 $9.25 $10.12 $11.33 $15.67 $18.92 

6 $8.91 $9.29 $10.25 $14.77 $17.93 $21.83 

7 $9.15 $10.41 $10.46 $16.43 $19.86 $24.48 

8 $9.20 $10.87 $12.16 $17.84 $21.82 $26.85 

9 $10.01 $11.25 $12.62 $19.06 $23.74 $28.00 

10 $10.38 $11.67 $12.69 $20.51 $25.64 $30.79 

11 $10.67 $12.77 $13.69 $21.31 $27.52 $33.51 

12 $11.32 $13.58 $15.93 $22.81 $30.01 $36.23 

13 $11.91 $14.36 $16.68 $24.03 $32.21 $37.69 

14 $12.52 $15.15 $17.57 $25.43 $34.02 $39.79 

15 $13.01 $15.94 $18.42 $26.74 $35.33 $40.56 

16 $13.45 $16.79 $19.42 $28.07 $37.34 $42.84 

17 $13.88 $17.57 $20.35 $29.44 $39.23 $45.07 

18 $14.15 $18.11 $21.26 $30.76 $41.31 $47.29 

19 $14.48 $18.53 $21.75 $31.57 $43.16 $49.49 

20 $15.05 $18.82 $22.19 $32.15 $44.28 $51.34 

UPS Shipping Rates;  This Table is only a general range of rates but we will try to stay by these rates if they are close to actual.  
Rates may vary depending on box size of you total order as UPS really goes by Dimensional weight [H x L x W]  = box size 

Refunds and Balance Due;   
If your final amount you figured does not match ours we will refund you any overpayment or bill you the difference.  If you 
have a balance due -  we will include a notice indicating the cause and total due  

The balance due invoice will be due 10 days after receipt of shipment 

This Table is only a 
general range of rates 
but we will try to stay 
by these rates if they 
are close to actual  
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Phone: 660-397-4115 

Fax: 636-898-0930 

E-mail: sales@dutchgardennursery.com 

51877 Daffodil Loop 

Edina MO 63537 

When do you want  
Shipment Shipped 
 
We need 1 day notice 
For order pickups 

Tax ID #  
[if tax exempt] 

  

Item #     Qty  Weight 
Mark X if 
sub. Is ok                                 Description of Item Unit Price Extended Page # 

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

 

Front Total  

Back Total  

Subtotal  

Tax 6.725%  

Shipping  

Balance  

You may list what your 
2nd choice would be 

Method of Payment;     (  )Visa  (  ) Mastercard   (  ) Discover   (  ) Check/Money Order Enclosed 
 
Credit Card# __ __ __ __ -  __ __ __ __ - __ __ __ __ - __ __ __ __    Exp.Date  _____ / _____ 
 
3 digit V-Code on back of card  _  _  _      
                                                       
Cardholder Signature 

Customer Name; 

Business Name [if available];                                                          Phone #;  

Street Address; 

City;                                                                    State;                         Zip;  
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Total order weight = 
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Customer Name; 

Item #     Qty  Weight 
Mark X if 
sub. Is ok                                 Description of Item Unit Price 

Extended 
Price 

Page # 

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

 Total Weight this page                                                                                                                        Total $$s this Page   

Name                                                                        Name 

Address                                                                    Address  

City                             State      Zip                           City                                    State      Zip 

 

Name                                                                        Name  

Address                                                                    Address  

Can we send your gardening friends a catalog ????       Please fill in their name and address.   
or if you want to make sure you are on the mailing list just add your info. 

You may list what your 
2nd choice would be 
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Phone: 660-397-4115 

Fax: 636-898-0930 

E-mail: sales@dutchgardennursery.com 

51877 Daffodil Loop 

Edina MO 63537 

When do you want  
Shipment Shipped 
 
We need 1 day notice 
For order pickups 

Tax ID #  
[if tax exempt] 

  

Page #     Qty 
Mark X if 
sub. Is ok                                 Description of Item Unit Price Extended Price 

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

 

Front Total  

Back Total  

Subtotal  

Tax 6.725%  

Shipping  

Balance  

You may list what your 
2nd choice would be 

Method of Payment;     (  )Visa  (  ) Mastercard   (  ) Discover   (  ) Check/Money Order Enclosed 
 
Credit Card# __ __ __ __ -  __ __ __ __ - __ __ __ __ - __ __ __ __    Exp.Date  _____ / _____ 
 
3 digit V-Code on back of card  _  _  _      
                                                       
Cardholder Signature 

Dutch Garden Nursery    PH# 660-397-4115    Fax # 636-898-0930  

Customer Name; 

Business Name [if available];                                                          Phone #;  

Street Address; 

City;                                                                    State;                         Zip;  

PLEASE USE THIS ORDER FORM FOR PLANTS 

BAREROOT PLANT ORDER FORM ~~BAREROOT PLANT ORDER FORM ~~BAREROOT PLANT ORDER FORM   188 



 

 

Phone: 660-397-4115 

Fax: 636-898-0930 

E-mail: sales@dutchgardennursery.com 

51877 Daffodil Loop 

Edina MO 63537 

When do you want  
Shipment Shipped 
 
We need 1 day notice 
For order pickups 

Tax ID #  
[if tax exempt] 

  

Item #     Qty   Weight 
Mark X if 
sub. Is ok                                 Description of Item Unit Price Extended Page # 

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

 

Front Total  

Back Total  

Subtotal  

Tax 6.725%  

Shipping  

Balance  

You may list what your 
2nd choice would be 

Method of Payment;     (  )Visa  (  ) Mastercard   (  ) Discover   (  ) Check/Money Order Enclosed 
 
Credit Card# __ __ __ __ -  __ __ __ __ - __ __ __ __ - __ __ __ __    Exp.Date  _____ / _____ 
 
3 digit V-Code on back of card  _  _  _      
                                                       
Cardholder Signature 

Dutch Garden Nursery    PH# 660-397-4115    Fax # 636-898-0930  

Customer Name; 

Business Name [if available];                                                          Phone #;  

Street Address; 

City;                                                                    State;                         Zip;  
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Total order weight = 



 

Item #     Qty  Weight 
Mark X if 
sub. Is ok                                 Description of Item Unit Price 

Extended 
Price 

Page # 

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

 Total Weight this page                                                                                                                        Total this $$s Page   

Name                                                                        Name 

Address                                                                    Address  

City                             State      Zip                           City                                    State      Zip 

 

Name                                                                        Name  

Address                                                                    Address  

City                            State       Zip                           City                                    State       Zip     

Can we send your gardening friends a catalog ????       Please fill in their name and address.   
or if you want to make sure you are on the mailing list just add your info. 

Customer Name; 

You may list what your 
2nd choice would be 
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                                   Plant Warranties 
Every Shrub, Perennial or Tree that you purchase from Burkholder Greenhouse LLC / Dutch Garden Nursery to be true to the 
name on tag that is on plant or tree and is in a vigorous and healthy condition. Every plant or tree, if given proper care and atten-
tion, will grow. Because growth of trees and plants is determined to a large extent by the care it receives from you the planter and 
conditions beyond Burkholder Greenhouse's / Dutch Garden Nursery control, including, but not limited to, Weather, Soil, 
Purchaser’s negligence and improper use of chemicals and fertilizers. Burkholder Greenhouse / Dutch Garden Nursery 
cannot and does not warrant trees or plants the following spring after they were planted. 
Due to the perishable nature of all annuals & vegetable plants and many conditions out of our control we cannot and will 
not warranty any Annual flowers or vegetable plants.  

 Fruit, Shade & Ornamental Trees Warranty; In the event a tree does not grow we will replace or refund the original pur-
chase price providing proper care was given to the tree and providing Burkholder Greenhouse/ Dutch Garden Nursery 
has been notified and the dead tree brought to our place by September 30 in the same calendar year it was pur-
chased. Any trees reported after September 30 will not receive any refund or replacement. Due to the perishable nature 
of trees before they are planted, they cannot be returned to our store for credit before or after they are planted. We do not 
cover winter kill on trees. 

 Shrubs, Evergreen trees, Roses & Perennials Warranty; In the event a perennial or shrub does not grow, providing 
proper care was given to the plant and the dead plant brought to Burkholder Greenhouse / Dutch Garden Nurse-
ry. We will replace or refund the original purchase price within 30 days after purchase. Days 30 to day 60 we will replace 
or refund 50% of original purchase price. After 60 days no refund or replacement cannot and will not be made. Due to the 
perishable nature of these plants they cannot be returned to our store for credit before or after they are planted. We do 
not cover winter kill. 

Substitutes;  In the seed business or any other items as far as that is sometimes are not available or are backordered or we 
simply cant get more and are sold out. In the event that this should happen to something you ordered do you want us to substitute 
a similar kind or product?    

If you cant accept a substitute simply mark an X in front of item on order form and we will send you a refund instead. 

Placing orders;  Make sure you provide your correct name and address. We are not responsible for incorrect or in-
complete addresses.  Note - We will ship only to addresses in the US and will not ship to P.O. box addresses 
Enter items with quantity,  variety/ item description, Item #  and price in appropriate spaces.  

We reserve the right to correct any misprints in either description or price in catalog.  
Prices are subject to change without notice 
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Back Orders 
If we are out of stock on an item you ordered we will enclose a note with your order indicating what and when 

we expect it in again. The item will be shipped upon arrival. Also we will wait to charge your credit card till 
backordered item ships or send a balance due invoice along with shipment 

The balance due invoice will be due 10 days after receipt of shipment 

Insurance;  We are not responsible for shipments after they leave our place. If your order gets lost or damaged during ship-
ment. Please contact us and we will contact the shipping company to see if we can get a refund. You can make sure you will get a 
refund if you chose to insure it [extra fee] otherwise if the shipping company refuses to refund it might be your loss 

Terms, Payment and Sales conditions;  Our terms are; payment needs to be supplied with order. If you are not sure  of 
exact  amount please send what you think or more. An overpayment will be refunded with your order. Sending plenty may 

help avoid delays in shipping your order.  We reserve the right to refuse shipment of an order until paid in full.  Or supply us with 
your credit card # and we will charge the correct amount to  the card.  

If you do not want to send card info with order we very well understand your concern with that so we can call you when 
we have exact total ready and we can take your card # over the phone 

Warranties and liabilities; All tools and equipment will be guaranteed according to the warranties set up by their manufactur-
er. All seeds are germination tested and guaranteed to meet federal regulations for germinations, purity and performance at time 
of shipment. No guarantee to seed germ problems with weather related problems or soil condition. No refunds/ repayments will be 
made beyond the purchase price of any merchandise or seeds that we sell.  

Any problems must be reported within 30 days of appearance. Always include a copy of your receipt/invoice. 

Refunds and Balance Due;   
If your final amount you figured does not match ours we will refund you any overpayment or bill you the difference.  If you have a 
balance due -  we will include a notice indicating the cause and total due  

The balance due invoice will be due 10 days after receipt of shipment 

Sales Tax;  We collect sales tax on all purchases for your own use.   
If you have a business and are tax exempt please let us know and we will give you a form to fill out to be tax exempt. 
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Memphis Location is 4 miles south of Memphis 
right beside Country View Store along Hwy 15       

www.dutchgardennursery.com 
Email; sales@dutchgardennursery.com 

Edina Location Take Hwy 15    4 miles north of 
Edina, MO  turn at Burkholder Truck Sales. 
Take gravel road Daffodil Loop 1 mile south 

Troyer Purple Martin Gourds the BEST CHOICE for Bird Houses 
Troyer's Birds' Paradise purple martin bird houses are the best manufactured purple martin gourd houses being sold to-
day.  These gourd bird houses have been tested by purple martin landlords with great success for many years.  They provide 
the purple martins with safe, large nesting compartments they need to ensure fledging the most baby martins from every 
year.  Troyer pole systems are also state-of-the-art in both craftsmanship and ease of use by purple martin landlords.  All of the 
bird house poles have a pulley system to easily raise/lower the gourds so nest checks are done from the ground (not up on a 
ladder).  Best of all, You can purchase these great products at our store and save on shipping costs!!!! Our goal is to provide 
you with the lowest prices for these purple martin products So, whether you are a seasoned pro or just beginning to provide 
housing for purple martins, take a look and see why you should choose these superbly-built Troyer products.   
                                  These bird houses will give you a lifetime of enjoyment. 

Check out the Martin Bird Gourds on pages 114-115 

Outdoor Fireplace Kit 
Entire Kit  $2595.00 
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Lancaster 23 miles 

Quincy IL 50 miles 

KIRKSVILLE 30 miles 

Dutch 

Garden 

Nursery 

2nd 

Locatio
n 

Kahoka 29 miles 

Dutch 
Garden 
Nursery 
Home 

Location 

Memphis Location; 
22164 State Hwy 15 
Memphis MO 63555 

660 - 883 - 5650 

Edina Location; 
51877 Daffodil Loop 

Edina MO 63537 
660 - 397 - 4115 


